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New York Man Charged
With Deserting Children ‘Exploited By Small Group Of Political Aspirants With Being a Detailed and Veracious Account Of What Hap Aviator Nearly Drowned When Machine “Tripped” At
North Haven Base—Pilot Bean In a Mishap
pened When Officers Raided Bachelors* Club
Socialistic Tendencies,” Says Insull
Who Are Destitute
______
. ..

.

.

Acting under instructions trom the
New York police department. Deputy

The charge of the Light Brigade baseball you know what they do
Lieut Gerald M. Smead, one of the phone. Lieut. Smead was to have
best known aviators connected with | been brought to Knox Hospital this
at Balaklava, recently described on when a balk is made.
custody Fred Moskowitz of that city,
The ammonia and the alcoholic I the Rockland Airport, was severely' forenoon, Capt. Wincapaw going to
the screen at Park Theatre, was re
--------------------- ----- —ij.-------- who has been working for a local lnWhen one considers that the expenditure of $800,000,000 means
comets
finally faded out of the at- j injured at North Haven yesterday the island in person to bring him
... » ... » ... .. r dustrial plant since last November.
enacted on a somewhat reduced scale
steady employment at good wages for 400.000 men throughout 1931,
mosphere, and the officers began afternoon in the first serious acci- here.
—
♦ I Moskowitz is charged in an indictthese assaults on the electric power industry are in reckless disregard
when the sheriffs, State police, local picking up the crockery ware, booze , dent that has befallen the Curtiss—
Every great and commanding ~, ment with abandoning his two ChllThe plane is under water, and ar
— movement in the annals of the
dren aged 15 and 8 years respectively,
of immediate public welfare.—Martin J. Insull.
police and probation officer climbed residue and prisoners. Under the Wright forces since the local plant rangements have been made with the
— world ls the triumph of enthuand leaving them In destitute c rcumto the dizzying heights of Moffitt last named heading came Richard was established.
Snow Marine Co. to salvage the am-•- sl&sm.—Emerson.
... stances
block
and stormed the citadel occu Canty, the good looking and good
Failure to wind up the wheels of, phibian, which was valued at $10,000
He will be held here until the ar
n ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
IP
I dare say you have heard about. which you live uses more and more
pied by the Bachelors’ Club.
rival oi a New York officer.
natured personage who was presid the Ireland amphibian in which he I and insured.
the "Power Trust.” If you read the electric service.
This paper has already described ing over the realm to thirsty bache- was making the regular island run
Your
bill,
it;
is
true,
may
be
higher
REMEMBER THE MAINE I
Lieut. Smead is a graduate of the
political news from Washington and than when yQU used electrlclty oniy
some of the momentous features of lors; and Joseph Humphrey, another i esulted in the “tripping” of the air- Kelley Flying Field in Texas and in
AT THE CAPITOL
note the current cartoons and edi- |
light the house—but now you
Spanish War Veterans Hold
torials, you caimot escape this probably run a washing machine, a the late afternoon attack, but other nice looking lad whose musical spe- ship and its almost immediate sub- 1928 was instructor at the Portland
Smith of Vinalhaven Named phrase.
vacuum cleaner, an electric fan, a details were brought out more or less cialty appears to have been: “What mersion with the half dazed pilot Airport. He came here two years
Memorial Service, Legion
If
you
read
the
reports
of
senai
iron, a toaster, and maybe an vividly in the hearings which were Are (You Going To Do When the still at his seat in the cabin.
ago, accompanied by Mrs. Smead,
on Reapportionment Com torial speeches, the articles and ad- I curling
electric range and refrigerator; to held before two judges in Munici
Hall Sunday Night
Death by drowning must have who is at present making her home
dresses of some college professors,j say nothing of your iron and your pal Court Thursday forenoon and Rent Comes Due?”
mittee—Other Matters
The vast army of unemployed been his fate but for Ihe timely in the West, where on Jan. 7 an heir
and the legislative messages of some many other household electric appliFor the first time since that laafternoon, and which seem likely to gathered in the Council chambers arrival of Harry Young in a speed was bom to the couple. Last sum
The turmoil over the appointment of our State governors, you must1 ances.
mentable event occurred semi-pubmer Lieut. Smead acted as base
Hr.
u i,
fof a reapportionment committee have had impressed upon your mind : When you think back ten years, go before another judge when the for Thursday’s hearings, which were boat.
lie exercises are to be held in this subsided yesterday, when Speaker this sinister, threatening trinity of you realize how much more you are May term of Superior Court con
begun before Judge Butler who had
The amphibian had been rechecked manager of the new airport at
l doing electrically about the house venes.
city Sunday night in commemora- , Morrill announced the new members, words—"the Power Trust.”
to relinquish the throne to Recorder and thoroughly tested by Base Presque Isle. He is a young man of
The intent of those who employ than you did then, at a compara
tion of the sinking of the battleship Representative Smith of Vinalhaven,
Our story has told how the gallant Miles, because of being called to Manager Wincapaw only a short exceptionally fine character, and
the phrase so freely is to convey to tively small increase in your monthly
Maine in Havana harbor—the event Democrat, is one.^ * *
enforcers of the prohibitory law Boston on important business.
grown-up minds the same sort of bill.
time before the disaster, and many has had a fine record with the Cur
which precipitated the Spanish War,
Among the new measures intro shivery thrill that Orphant Annie
There are about twenty and one- climbed the several flights leading to
The men called to the witness observers witnessed its preliminary tiss-Wright’ people,
It is entirely fitting that the ob duced in Legislature this week are imparted to her little friends as she hAlf million other household cus the home of the Bachelors' Club;
chanted, “the gobble-uns ’ll git you tomers who like you, do more or less how they paused for breath on each stand by County Attorney Otis vmto flight over the city shortly after 3 j A bulletin this morning says that
servance should be in the hands of the following:
! he is much improved, ate breakfast
a- o'clock.
Deputy Sheriff Ludwick. State Pa
Campbell, Washington, would re if you don’t watch out.”
of the household drudgery by elec
Ralph Ulmer Camp, United Spanish
landing; and how Deputy Ludwick trolman Shaw, Patrolman Ingra
quire
lobster
fishermen
to
make
quar

I
have
never
seen
an
attempt
to
tricity.
They
pay
their
electric
com

At
3.30
“
Jerry
”
took
off
on
his
and is sitting up.
War Veterans, the present comman
terly returns to director of sea and describe a goblin, and with possibly pany on the average eight and one- struck his mailed fist against the ham and Achorn, Probation Officer regular afternoon flight for the!
Hazen Bean's “Spill”
der of which is I. Leslie Cross.
shore fisheries of itemized receipts one exception, I don’t believe that half cents a day. Just think of it— outer portal.
Webster,
Joseph
Adams
and
Rich

While
this near tragedy was hap
islands
The exercises are to be held at 8 and expenditures,
you can recall in any news dispatch, eight and one-half cents per day!
Somebody from the interior pushed ard Canty. The defense offered no
What happened when he reached pening at North Haven one of Lieut.
o’clock tomorrow night in American : Biddle, Portland, would create a speech or editorial, a real effort to | And all this fuss about the “Power
Legion hall, and because of its lim- ; board of registration of plumbers ot explain what the “Power Trust” is. Trust!” About ten million of these back the lid which covered the peek- witnesses, but Attorney Tirrell in- j the North Haven landing place has Smead’s buddies, Hazen Bean was
ited facilities the affair is confined three members, requiring licensing ol
The exception I have in mind is a customers pay an average of five hole. got a hasty view of the im terposed a legal objection which was already b cn described. The victim having an uncomfortable experience
to the members and their guests— master and journeymen plumbers.
recent comment by Frank Kent, in cents a day—the price of a package pressive column which had mount
Edwin Libby Post and Relief Corps, | Martin, Bangor, would provide that the nationally known liberal news of chewing gum. The other ten mil ed to the head of the stairway, and received with the same dubiousness j was taken to Kebo Lodge and re- at Presque Isle.
that the cross word puzzler feels ceived the immediate attention of; Pilot Bean was engaged in carryWinslow-Holbrook Post and Auxili-, municipal officers committing per- paper, the Baltimore Sun. Mr. Kent, lion pay an average of twelve cents
ary. Mayor and Mrs Jharles M.' sons to State hospitals should pro- after questioning senators and poli a day—less than the price of a pack the lid was hastily swung shut.
when asked to furnish a five-letter Dr. Daniel Woodman, who found ing passengers in connection with
“Let fall the portcullis!” demanded word representing the name of the that Lieut. Smead’s lungs were full \ the winter carnival and in making a
Richardson and the press.
i vide statement of facts regarding ticians specializing in the “Power age of your favorite cigarettes.
John S. Ranlett of Rockville, who financial ability of patients or rela- Trust,” came to the conclusion that
Just for the fun of it, when you Deputy Ludwick in the stentorian tax collector in Siam in 1432.
: of water and he had two bad scalp landing one of the skis, which
served with much distinction in the tives and be liable for expense until it is a myth. Our government spent get your next monthly bill from the tones which won him distinction in
Both respondents were found guilty wounds. It was first thought that served the purpose of a wheel, was
Spanish War, will act as master of i such is furnished.
several years and much of our money electric company, divide the amount
ceremonies and John O. Taylor, secCarter, Androscoggin, would give to in arriving at practically the same of the net bill by the number of days the days of high school declamations. and leniency was asked for by their ! he had suffered a fracture of the j broken. The machine landed on one
But the inside guardian of the counsel, Tirrell and Pike, on the skull but this apparently was not side, and tipped after losing its
retary of the Camden Y.M.C.A. will' chief of State police sole power to conclusion back in 1927. This is a the bill covers, and find out what
lead the group singing. The pro- issue licenses for carrying weapons matter of public record.
electricity costs you per day.
See portal hadn't evidently studied an ground of their youth and previous the case.
momentum. One of the propellors
gram follows:
on recommendation from local police
The “Power Trust” must there whether you are above or below the cient history—not that far back,
good record. To this request CounAs soon as he learned of the acci- was broken. None of the passengers
Overture, War Time Medley, or- authorities and license fee of $1.
fore remain a myth until the poli national average of eight and oneI dent Base Manager Wincapaw got was Injured; ln fact they did not
chestra.
Jackson, Cumberland, would re- ticians. professors and editors who half cents. For my sake, or for the anyhow, and the door continued t°ity Attorney Otis assented.
Remarks, Commander I. Leslie quire registration of steam boilers talk about it so glibly condescend to sake of other excutives of the elec maintain an impassive front.
| Canty was fined $250 and costs j in touch with Dr. Neil A. Fogg of
fully sense that an accident had
Cross.
and forbid use of condemned boilers. give us more definite information tric light and power industry, as well
Verbal orders having no effect the j and sen^enced
three months in I Knox Hospital staff, who took charge happened.
______
Pilot Bean emerged
Vocal solo. Mrs. C. B. Wentworth.
Patterson, Freeport, would make it about it.
as yours. I hope you find you are officers of the law pushed their. jai^ bu(. sentence was suspended and j of the case by means of the tele- I smiling,
Remarks, Mrs. M. S. Dick, presi unlawful to catch smelts in any ol
But of course I know and you one of the nation’s fortunate few sturdy shoulders against the en- he was p,aced ln the carg Qf proba. ________________________________________
dent of the Auxiliary to the Spanish the fresh water brooks or streams and know, what they intend to make one whose bill runs up to fifty cents a
branches thereof which flow directly believe when they use the words. day. But no matter what you are trance, but the combined weight had || tion
War Veterans.
uon umcer Webster
weDsrer for
ior one year.
STRANGE FINDS AT PINE HILL
Remarks, Senior Past Commander into tide-water.
‘Power Trust”—because both power paying, just think of the enormous no effect.
Humphrey was fined $100 and
Burkett, Portland, would exempt and trust, used separately, refer to investment in power stations, trans
George T. Stewart.
t
_
•
j *
'costs and sentenced to two months
Selection, orchestra.
I all blind persons except “not a legal actualities. By power they refer to mission lines, distribution lines and
The invaders then divided their 1
Remarks, Past State Commander resident” from poll tax
the electric light and power industry. all the other facilities that are neces forces and were successful in break m jail. He appealed.
June Bugs, Crickets, Angleworms and Lock To Musket Of
F. S. Philbrick and others.
Weeks, Dresden, would permit mu- When they say trust, they allude to sary to serve you—all of which you
Meantime what is to become of
ing
down
two
other
doors
to
the
ac

Vocal duet. John O. Taylor and nicipalities to appropriate and indi an illegal form of business organiza can call to your use by pressing a
Revolutionary War Vintage
those poor bachelors?
viduals and organizations to raise tion designed to restrain trade by re- button. And also think of the won- companiment of an internal din
Mrs. Wentworth.
Address. Judge E. K. Gould.
money for public health nursing to be ducing output, or raising prices, or derfully varied service you get for which strongly suggested that a bull
'PEG O’ MY HEART”
expended under State department oi both.
Prayer and taps.
fifty cents a day. To you women who had broken into the china shop and
June bugs in February, wiggling [ of the laborious use of picks. This,
, health.
Singing of ‘’America.”
Your own every-day experience spend that amount, it's probably was devoting his attention to glass
I
’
Pl
n”? k
I
1 1 an8'eworms two months in advance presumably was due to the fact that
Jacobs. Auburn, would permit three and common sense are enough to quite a little less than your husband’s
Junior rlay Delights Local | oj the fishiiig season .crickets which j for some weeks there has been a
or more persons not receiving service convince you that the electric light daily cigar bill. And the electric ware.
e sink had become the receptacle
from electric light and power com and power industry is neither con- company is«making it easier and easAudience Which Praised are not wont to chirp until the good thick carpeting of snow.
panies in its territory to form cor- spiring to reduce production, nor ier to use more electric service; and
Where this soil is being collected
old summer time—these and many
a beverage which had evidently
Youthful Stars
“poration for such purpose and require raise rates. Your local electric com- the more you can use to advantage. bgen intended for Unks which had
other things, of a more common loyal Maine colonists once erected
power company to supply current at pany. I have no doubt, is trying all the lower and lower the rate will be. ,
The junior play. "Peg O' My place nature, however, were un earthworks and behind them sucthe time to sell you more electricity. You can take my word for that stronger linings than mere iron, and
one-half cent per k. w. h.
Tompkins, Houlton, would provide and more electric appliances, to use backed up by your own experience of i into the concoction had been poured Heart” was presented Thursday earthed yesterday at Pine Hill, Glen- I cessfully repelled the attempts of
I for payment to deputy sheriffs at in your home. I feel sure the rates the last ten years. Then there is j a bottle of ammonia the contents of’ night to an audience that filled the cove, where ex-Senator Arthur B.: British to land during the RevoluIn Class or Private, AU Grades
1 tending court necessary expenses in you are paying your local electric nothing in the service or in the rates which were strong enough to stun High School auditorium. One of tiie Packard has been getting out 10,000 ! tionary War, an echo of those excitKindergarten. 4 to 7 years
addition to five dollars per diem.
company for energy are lower than which smacks of a trust.
Four in a Class
an ox at 40 paces. Patrolman Eddie pleasantest features of these ama cubic yards of top soil to be used in ing days was yesterday unearthed in
Burkett, Portland, would give Judge they used to be, and are reduced from -----------------------------------------teur affairs is the attitude of the |
Junior, Senior and Advanced
Ingraham isn’t an px, and he was audience toward the players. It is ! connection with Mrs. Edward W. the form of the lock to an ancient
| of municipal and police courts and time to time as the community in
iContinued on Page Five)
Pupils
| trial justices jurisdiction in criminal
much closer to the sink than 40 seldom a critical company, demand j Bok's improvements on the Rock musket.
50c Per Hour
prosecutions including liquor manu
In the furtherance of her work of
paces, and how he,survived is just as ing its money’s worth of dramatic port waterfront.
Private Lessons, Sl.OO per half hour
DROUTH FUND OVER THE TOP
facturing. keeping, drinking house,
easily exnlained as how he un technique but rather Pa and Ma and
Strange and unseasoned as was wonderful improvement at Rockport
Pupils learn to play quickly and i and selling intoxicating liquors
the neighbors who are able to symeasily by the PERFIELD SYSTEM.
tangles traffic at the corner of Main pathizp with the youthful exuber this unusual conglomeration of find harbor Mrs. Bok has just bought
Southard, Kennebec, would provide
!
forfeit
of
$50
from
any
persons
moor
All applications received before
street and Tillson avenue when the ance of stage hands who, carried ing*, it seemed even stranger to Con the Hiram Robbins house and lot,
Feb. 25 will receive first lesson Free : ing vessels, boats, scows, or rafts to Knox County Chapter Of Red Cross Finds Its Quota Of trolley cars are passing through.
away with delight at their own tractor Packard that after the cold- including a parcel of land on the
, buoys or beacons placed by United
of Charge.
.j used to _
__ -_______
- _____
handiwork, produce three or four [ fSt February in 10 years it was found
$3200
Completed
and
Thanks
All
Contributors
They
tell
the
story
of
old
waterfront. The building will bc
i States or Maine in navigable waters
man Maloney down at the Head of j
I of State; and forfeit of $100 from any
that the earth was sti“ unfrozen dismantled. It is rumored that Mrs.
MABEL F. LAMB
the Bay, who when the haying sea- make for high art but the will to ’ and that 11 could be loaded directly ; Bok has also bought the Irving
1(1(1 Limerock Street
Rockland person wilfully destroying such beacon
The figures of this morning’s total Mr and Mrs. John Hewett,
i or buoy.
son arrived stacked all he could out-! please and be pleased does make a | onto the trucks with shovels instead j Fields property,
Tel. 786-M
1.00
for
the
Red
Cross
Drouth
Fund
show
Thomaston
.........................
Farris, Augusta, would prohibit any
20S23
doors and put the rest in the barn. i delightful atmosphere to observe or j
H’ Burkett' Thornperson except a game warden setting the gratifying amount of $3,278.86,
be a part of and so It was in the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~
1.00
And it was something of this sort
I or maintaining any trap or other de establishing success for the big task of Glaad°n3 and '4 Improvement
play Thursday evening.
TUG PENOBSCOT BURNS
vice for capturing fur-bearing ani- raising the quota and once more provthat happened when Richard Canty,
Madeline Coffey, as the maid was j
Association, Thomaston ....
1.00
i mals which would be likely to cause mg the fine public spirit of the peo- A Friend Cushing
. ......................... .
1.00 the married bachelor in charge got sprightly and decorative In the few
DOUBLE STAMPS
continued suffering to animal caught pie of Knox County. Every town and Cushing Branch
, _
.
_ , ,
, -,
.
^00 busy with the club room's chief opportunities given her and what a _ . ,
and
which
was
not
designed
to
kill
transformation
of
the
amiable
SherRockland
Captain
and
1 wo Rockland beamen ln Crew
hamlet has cooperated in the work North Haven Baptist Church
13.03 decorations.
AT
’ animal at onee or take it alive un and to all contributors Knox County Mrs Ethei M. Haskell .........
wood Small into the ultra-“snootv"
. TL-Sli:—.
3 00
Have a I nrilling Experience
hurt. Penalty for violations would be Chapter of Red Cross expresses its Aleksi Raita .........................
You have heard what happened to Jarvis, butler par excellence! For
GONIA’S
2.00
not less than $5 nor more than $25. full appreciation. One of the pleas- j \y. Hupper
, , , , ..............................
.................
5.00 the sink, but listen children and you once, too it wns possible to be absoStarting Monday I am going to give
Provision would not apply to traps ing features is the universality of the jjrs. Jennie Thurston. Union
15.00 shall hear how there were certain lutely certain which of the Haskell
j set for protection against vermin, if contributing, for the vast majority
twins
was
which
for
there
they
were,
\
Tug
Penobscot,
owned
by the | about the river's mouth, finally goMrs. Cecil Andrews.
other decorations which suddenly plainly marked, on the program Penobscot Towing Co a subsldiarv inK ashore at Whittaker's Point, at
Double S&H Stamps set NOT more than 100 yards from ol the amounts were small. A hasty gt.and
George .........................
2.00
any building or cultivated plot of land glance at the long list of contributors Rockland school fund ........
d,u exZeIle"Lworkf J’ut Gerton f thp Malne Coa, & Dock c was the lower end of Verona Island.
26.02 left the clubroom via the window
WITH ALL WALL PAPER
to which the presence of vermin might discloses two corporation gifts of $100
.
’
| where, at six o clock, her boiler ex
---------- route. Of the five gallon can whose had rather the better of it so far as ,burned, to the water's edge
Thursday i pioded, the engineer not having had
PURCHASES
, be detrimental.
each. Central Maine Power Co. and
Total ..... ............................ $3,278.86 swishing contents landed just abaft parts went for he had much less of afternoon in Penobscot bay. The : an opportunity to open the valves
Burkett, Portland, would require Lawrence Portland Cement Co. witn
the love making which they both so
Regular Price or Special Sale
of Probation Officer Webster's star evidently loathed.
tug was an oil burner, and it is and release the steam when he was
corporations to pay an annual fran- possibly a dozen individuals making
This will be our policy until
board
ear
as
he
stood
on
the
Elm
CONDITION SERIOUS
, chise tax of $5 on capital up to donations of $25. As far as known
Kenneth Orcutt was a rather supposed that the fire originated driven from the engineroom by the
further notice
$200,000, instead of $50,000; $10 on Knox is the first county to pass its
street side of Moffitt block keeping gentle hero but more self possessed from a leak in her tanks. Her crew swift rush of flame.
exceeding $200,000 and not ex- quota, though this is not an estab- Lucerne Woman ’Knocked a sharp eye out that nobody stole and less gawky than most beginners. escaped in a boat Just as she
Edward 0’B. Gonia i capital
ceeding one million dollars, instead of
Joan Moulaison, third of that family reached the Stockton shore, to which
faCt
Down on Bar Harbor Road the sherriff s automobile
to win dramatic honors in recent she was headed as soon as the fire
In The Bicknell Block Rockland i $10 on capital exceeding $50,000 and HShed
Possibly there will be those desir-.
„ . .
. .
When the missile passed his head, years did a good bit of work tn a was discovered.
not exceeding $200,000. and a further ’ng to make further contributions
Capt. Lewis Shute, of Rockland,
REAL ESTATE
By Rockland Auto
$10 a year for each one million dol- which may be sent directly to the Red
breaking all of the city’s speed laws, difficult part. Ruth Perry made a
was master of the Penobscot ln the
1 lars or any part thereof of issued and Cross office at 497 Main street.
Bob came promptly to attention and handsome Mrs. Chichester and again absence of Capt. A. E. Hall of Rock
Mrs. George D. Wilson. 71 years old.
demonstrated her ability to take a
outstanding capital stock in excess ot
WEEK END
TRANSACTIONS
saluted with the grace and military mature part with distinction.
land, who was in Boston on business.
one million dollars Corporations
of Lucerne-in-Maine. was critically
Other
members
of
the
crew
were.
C.
Previously
acknowledged
....
$3,148.31
.
j
j
.
precision
which
featured
his
moveCoach Excursions
Clinton Fickett showed the mak
having stock par value would pay an
injured Wednesday lorenoon on the 1
ings of an almost perfect Alaric—no H. Hall, of South Brewer, chief engi
annual franchise tax of 1-20 of one Mr. and Mrs. G. O. Barnes.
ments in the World War days.
OVER
2.00
Bar
Harbor
road
near
Lucerne
by
be

neer; Conrad Peterson, of Bucksport,
Spruce
Head
......................
per cent for each share of such stock
Bing! a pitcher whizzed past his small achievement for a high school fireman; Norman Williamson, of
Charles W. Rawley of St. George
Izora Turner. Thomas
ing struck by an automobile driven
junior, and Naomi Stearns was an
Washington’s Birthday Issued and outstanding, but in no Mrs.
other ear, and its 72 broken sections adorable Peg. Indeed it was her Rockland, and C. D. Boyden, of sold land and buildings in St. George
ton ......................... ..............
1.00 by Harold Glidden of Rockland.
case less than $5
BOSTON $7.21
tb£, lodged in the open cellar hack of Oh show from the moment she came on Rockland. None of the crew were to Levi B. Torrey.
Burkett, Portland, would permit Martha W. Hanley, Thomas
PORTLAND $3.29
The woman was rushed to
ton .......................................
1.00 Eastern
Charles Phelps of New York sold
the scene, as Peg O' My Heart should injured.. They came to Bangor after
any
corporation
without
capital
stock
Maine
Hospital,
where
she
is Gee’s Chinese laundry
Round Trip From Rockland
10.00
a day’s thrilling experience down iand and buildings in Camden to
to change its name and adopt a new. Dorcas Club ..........................
in a serious condition with a fractured
Bing! Another pitcher followed in be. The other players gave her good the bay.
Mrs.
Elizabeth
Flanders
....
2.00
'
Eleanor
B. Phelps of New York.
support and her own winsomeness
Go Feb. 20 or 21
one by a majority vote at a meeting
fhe same general direction, and who- and sincerity did the rest.
The Penfcbscot is valued at about)
„ ,
No Name. Owl’s Head .........
1.00 skull and Other Injuries.
where
at
least
25
per
cent
of
its
mem

$35 Q00
Hiram H. Robbins of Rockport
Larry Carroll of Bangor was with
mQwer Qver the
Return Limit Mon., Feb. 23 bers are present.
J. William Gillis, Tenant's
Between the acts Kenneth Orcutt,
Capt.
Shute
reached
Bangor
and
!
*
old
J
a
?
d
wdl
’
buildings
thereon
in an automobile owned by
Harbor ................................
Ask Agent For Details
10.20 | Glidden
Armour & Co. It was stated that the sPot where it struck is going to say on behalf of the cast, presented in a statement to The Bangor News £ Hock^rt. to Mary Louise Bok of
Mrs.
Lillias
Robinson.
St.
Pride with a dainty gift as an
Niio’s Repair Shop, Spring street,
1 00 ; woman was walking on the right side a lot of things that will not sound Miss
Maine Central R. R.
George ................................
of appreciation of her said the first he knew of any trouble I Merlon, Pa.
will be open Saturday nights here
of the road as they approached and | reai orthodox In such close proximity expression
Baptist
Sunday
School,
Mar

Leroy A. Coombs and Harry L.
work. The orchestra functioned ad was when he heard the shout that
after—adv.
8-tf
19-22
5.00 just before they reached her she ! to a police station.
tinsville ........ i......................
mirably. once again proving itself a the boat was afire. “I had just Coombs of Vinalhaven sold land in
100 started across the road in front oi
A Friend ...............................
time to beach her and save the Vinalhaven to Charles S. Robertson
valued asset to the school.
Rita C. Smith. Thomaston ..
10.00 the car, which was ditched in an ei- i Bol> Webster has caught one pitchcrew.” he said. “Everything hap of Vinalhaven.
.50 fort to avoid striking Mrs. Wilson, the er in hls old baseball days, but when
Mrs. Ruth Prior. Friendship
pened in a few seconds."
Laforest A. Thurston and Clara P.
UNION
, it comes to catching two, heaving at
No Name ...............................
LOO rear end of the auto hitting her.
It was while engaged, with tug Thurston, both of Rockland sold
in
addition
to
a
fractured
skull
the
samg
tlmg
he
balks
.
And
ln
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Donald
George,
Walter
Ross
of
Bangor,
in
towing
the
ANNOUNCING OPENING OF
This word has been recently re oil tanker Frederick Ewing from land to Ralph A. Glendennlng of
Thomaston .........................
5.00 Mrs. Wilson suffered a severe injury
ceived: “The Wanderer is gratified Fort Point to Bucksport that the Rockland.
to her left hip and had cuts over
Wllliams-Brazier Auxiliary,
to report that the first two correct Penobscot took fire.
5.00 the left eye.
A. L. Thomaston .............
STATE OF MAINE
answers to the sun problem pub
The tow had proceeded about two YOUR FAVORITE POEM
lished in The Wanderer column of miles when a shout was heard from
Legislative Notices
If I had to live my life again I would
SCALLOPS
The Courier-Gazette last January, the Penobscot and those on board
SCALLOPS
SCALLOPS
463 Main Street
Rockland
New Glover Block
made a rule to read some poetry
came from Union, Maine. With a the tanker and on the Walter Ross have
and listen to some mustc at least once
The
committee
on
Appropriations
&
Directly Opposite Masonic Temple
a week. The loss of these tastes ls a
circulation
of
6000
copies,
that
were
startled
to
see
flames
shooting
; Financial Affairs will give a public hearloss of happiness.—Charles Darwin.
! ing ln Its rooms at the State House, ln paper is read by 18.000 persons from her engine room. Quickly the
SCALLOPS
and Union leads this list in Penobscot cast off her lines to the
Augusta, on
ON A GIRDLE
Ln TUESDAY,
WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 18
17, 1931, Z P. M. mathematics.
Mrs. Charlotte S tanker and raced for the Stockton That which her slender waist couflncd
O S P. 36. FEBRUARY
L.D. 11. Act to appropriate Clark and Mrs. Alice Robbins, both i shore, where she was beached near Shall now my Joyful temples bind;
27 Cents Per Pound
for the expenditures of the gov
£ moneys
No monarch but would give hls crown
You Are Invited To Inspect This New Shop
ernment and for other purposes—Home that town, will receive orange bios-' the old Ross & Howell coal pocket, Hls arms might do what this has done.
soms and other souvenirs for their, the crew leaving her while she was
] for Aged Women. Rockland.
r
19-20
still underway. By this time the tug I It was
_____
And Its Complete Line of Wall Papers
excellent work.”
my Heaven's extremest sphere.
Fresh Every Day
O
was completely wrapped in flames, The pale which held that lovely'deer:
"0
COUNTY ESTIMATES
and
in
a
short
time
was
burned
to
My Joy. my grief
loveMrs.
Millie
Thomas
will
open
Ye
CZ) The Committee on County Estimates
MRS. MILLIE THOMAS
•
will give a public hearing ln Its rooms Wall Paper Shoppe Wednesday. Feb. the water’s edge, the hulk then slipYOUNG’S FISH MARKET
at the State House, ln Augusta, cn
18. It is in New Glover block, oppo ping "Off into deeper Water and bring- A narrow compass! and yet there
un aoninst ft lprlop
Dwelt all that s good, and all that s fair:
WEDNESDAY. FEB. 18th, immediately site Masonic ’lemple. She will be inff
(For Six Years Past With Gonia's)
?iru
g 4L U
4 Give me but what this ribband bound.
alter tlw adjournment of the House, pleased to meet old and new friends.
When the tide came, the hulk went
a,i the rest the sun goes round’
bearing
on
Countv
Estimates.
20-21
20-21
adrift, and fot some hours floated
—Edmund waller (1606-16871.
SCALLOPS
SCALLOPS
SCALLOPS
18-20
Sheriff Ludwick vesterriav tnnk into
onerin ^uqwick yesterday look into

PianoLessons

Ye Wall Paper Shoppe

(By Martin J. Insull, President of the Middle West Utilities Company).
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The Courier-Gazette
______ THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK________
Rockland. Me. Feb. 14. 1931.
Personally appeared Frank S. Lyddle.
who on oath declares that he ls Press
man ln the office of The Courier-Gazette,
and that of the Issue of this paper of
Feb. 12. 1931. there was printed a total of
6,265 copies
WALTER H BUTLER.
Notary Public.

Search the Scriptures; for in them
ye think ye have eternal life; and
they are they which testify of me.—
John 5:39.
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New Things

Planes, Pilots
♦

+

(

—and—

$
? Passengers f

The Lions Club observed “ladies’
night" Thursday evening, on which
occasion it entertained delegations
from the Camden and Waldoboro
Lions Clubs, Mayor and Mrs. Rich
ardson and presidents and secre
taries of the other local service
clubs, with their wives. The event
took place in the large dining room
of Hotel Rockland, where Proprietor
Keating, a member of the Lions Club
had set forth an elaborate and ap
petizing turkey supper. King Lion
Ralph Nutt introduced the guests,
and that irrepressible young musi
cian Kenneth V. White, acted as
song director and master of cere
monies, a dual capacity which found
him very much at home. Countless
balloons made their appearance in
the dining room, and these per
formed strange antics when properly
inflated, especially those which were
turned loose by that genial aviation
ace. Captain William H. Wincapaw.
Lollypops were awarded as prizes in
a balloon bursting contest. Other
features of a delightful evening
were the two appearances of the
“Harmony Agonizers"—Lions Gay,
Lovejoy, Nutt and White—vocal se
lections by Mrs. Beulah Ames; "A
Midnight Phantasy" bv Dorothy
Harvey and Florence 'Dean (who
gracefully exemplified ancient and
modern dances); the Curtiss-Wright
motion picture films and the dance
which served as the happy climax.

Beauties,

$2.85

Special Beauties,

$5.00

Handbags

Blouses

J

Peasant Blouses,
$1.95

An interesting meeting of the
W.C.T.U. was held this week with
Mrs. Will Winslow. The March
meeting will be at the home of Mrs.
Charles Burgess, Mechanic street,
and will be a Dues Tea. Temperance
books have been placed in the Public
Library and schools, three Union
Signals in different ones and two
Crusader’s ip the grade schools.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Ingraham are
spending a few days in Boston and
vicinity.
J. J Kennedy and Mr. and Mrs. E.
B Putnam are among those attend
ing the Sportsmen’s Show this week
in Boston.
Charles Burgess recently celebra
ted his birthday anniversary at his
home on Mechanic street. He was
the recipient of gifts and cards.
Friends will be pleased to know he is
convalescing, although slowly, from
his recent illness.
Mrs. Charles C. Wood entertained
the Friday Reading Club this week
at her home on Union street. Mrs.
John Husby was the reader.
Mrs. Horace Leadbetter enter
tained the Twilight Twelve Thurs
day evening at her home on Bay
View street.
The ladies of the Congregational
Society will hold a food sale at A. S.
Prince’s store next Saturday.
Mrs. L. W. Hart will entertain the
Monday Club next week and Mrs.
Laura Ritterbush will be the reader.
At a special session of Camden
Commandery, K. T.. Friday evening,
there was work in the Red Cross de
gree. At the Feb. 17 meeting there
will be work along the same line.
The past grands and the past no
ble grands of Knox-Lincoln coun
ties will meet Feb. 18, at I.O.O.F.
hall in Rockland.
Mrs. George Kitching,
Spring
street, will entertain the ladies of
the Methodist society Wednesday
afternoon.
Members of the parish of the local
Catholic Church will hold a public
card party Monday evening at
American Legion hall. Tables may
be reserved from Mrs. M. L. Keene
and Miss Helen M. Dougherty. Re
freshments will be served.
There will be an assembly at the
Masonic hall Thursday evening with
music by Dean’s orchestra.
George Prescott who recently un
derwent a major operation at the
Camden Community Hospital, re
turned home Thursday.
Mrs. Willis D. Knowlton is in Bos
ton, called by the death of her step
mother.
Mr. and Mrs. Maurice Bowers of
Portland are guests of his father
Frank Bowers, Belmont avenue.
They came to attend the funeral of
Bert F. Bowley.

(By F. V. F.)
Ladeez and Gentlemen, this proI gram is being broadcast from Sta
tion CWR through the courtesy of
Spring Hats
I Wonderful for
$5.00
C’urtiss-Wright Flying Service. Your
announcer has a rngside seat at the
lasslin match between the de’ender.
Old Man Winter, or The Arctic
Strangler, and the challer.perr Cur
1 New "Dul-Sheer" spring
tiss-Robin. or The Flying Yank, for
the supremacy of the air
The
, shades,
$1.85
bout's pretty near ovei folks and the
Strangler is taking a terrible beat
Stockings
ing, but those who know him say
\ Stockings for the tall wornhe’s not through by a long shot. To
' an, 31 p2 in length, chiffon
all the jibes from the challenger’s
cohorts their only retort is, "Wait till
i and service weight,
$1.60
he slips the Sleet Grip on the Kid."
This never fails to cool the ardour of
our young hero’s adherents even as
it has chilled the hopes of previous
aspirants to supremacy over the
z
Arctic Fury. The youthful conten- J
der however, seems undismayed by (
these dire threats. In fact his calm-'
chestra of Rockland. Refreshments
SOUTH THOMASTON
ness in the face of the old boy's
including lobster stew were served at
most ferocious charges has won him
the close. Officers: Worthy matron,
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Chester
Allen
and
many supporters since the fight be
Mrs. Maynard Jackson; worthy pa
family
of
Bath
spent
last
weekend
gan.
tron, Scott Rackliff; associate ma
Of course there are those who say here with Mr. and Mrs. LeRoy Allen, tron, Mrs. Fred Gillchrest; associate
making
the
trip
in
a
handsome
new
the old tyrant ain't as fierce as he
patron, John Ingram; secretary, Miss
was when they were kids. No doubt I^dson car.
Susie Sleeper; treasurer, Mrs. Eu
they’re right, but his Zero Hold which
Mrs. Emily Watts and Mrs. Azora gene Harrington; conductress, Mrs.
he put on the youngster at the out Clark attended the funeral of Mrs. Frank Fullerton; associate con
set of the struggle was strong enough Charles Kallock at Wiley's Corner ductress, Mrs. Harold Harlow; chap
to test the kid's metal and lasted long last week.
lain, Charles S. Watts; marshal.
Fun and seriousness vied at yes enough to prove the latter equal to
The Merrimeeters were entertained Mrs. Elizabeth Babb; pianist, Mrs.
terday’s Rotary Club meeting. St. anything in that line the old war Thursday afternoon by Mrs. C. L. Charles S Watts; Adah, Mrs. John
Valentine’s Day was the occasion for rior might spring on him. The way Sleeper in Rockland.
Garnett; Ruth, Mrs. Joseph Baum:
the appearance of numerous re this Flying Yankee squirmed out of
Esther, Mrs. Cleveland Sleeper; Mar
Jesse Sleeper who has made an ex tha, Mrs. Harvey Crowley; Electa.
membrances of doubtful literary that icy grip and launched himself
merit but considerable personal upon Old Boreas from dry ground tended visit ln Boston arrived here Mrs. Elvie Curtis; warder, Miss
point. The laughter had scarcely showed him a master of strategy. last week.
Clarie Rackliff; sentinel, Cleveland
died down when a messenger boy ap Old Man Winter wasn't flat on his
Mrs. Frank Allen of Moire, N. Y., Sleeper.
peared with “telegrams" for the back but he retired to his corner for who has been the guest of Mrs.
jokers which more than evened the quite a spell to recover from that Harry Wiggin went Thursday to
TENANT S HARBOR
score. Secretary Louis A. Walker set-back.
Rockland where she will visit Mr. and
presented Lincoln's Gettysburg Ad
Next the Strangler let loose his Mrs. W. P Sleeper.
Mrs Lizzie Burdick of Tenant's Har
dress and the program on Rotary In famous Nor'easter which has never
Sunday night the pupils of the bor has & Protestant Bible printed in
ternational was capably handled bv failed to smother his antagonists in
grammar
grades
under
the
direction
Charles W. Sheldon. Harold L. Karl, the past. The Flying Fox just flew
1810, presented to the Ship Talbot by ;
Thomas C. Stone and Carl H. Sonn- right in and out of that several times of Mrs. Charles Watts are to con William H. Gardiner, a passenger,'
duct
the
servicee
at
the
church
and
Jan, 1, 1822. On the fly leaf is writ
tag. The final paper took a rather to show his contempt for such tac
different angle, dealing with the tics. So the old boy redoubled his a large attendance is hoped for. The ten in ink "Nath'l Gardiner.” Mrs.
offering
will
be
added
to
the
fund^
international world of science and its fury and just powdered everything
Burdick is at Lewis Taylor's where she
relation to world unification and up in fine style. But the doughty being raised at the regular Sunday has been ever since she left Knox
evening
services
to
provide
for
a
betterment. Visiting Rotarians were challenger shook him off and con
Hospital in December.
I. R. Cutler, Old Town, Ned Leighton, tinued to weave in and out with Sunday School. G. B Butler will
Mrs. George Johnson of Elmore is
lead
the
services
Feb.
22.
Everyone
Mrs. Millie Thomas will open Ye
Waterville. Marcus Chandler. Dr. C
a pause.
is cordially invited to attend these ill.
Wall Paper Shoppe Wednesday, Feb.
H. Jameson, H. H. Nash and Col. E. never
Now
’
Ladeez
and
Gentlemen
the
Sunday
morning
at
the
Baptist
meetings
which
are
held
each
Sun

18. It is in New Olover block, oppo
A. Robbins of Camden. Harold E. combatants have paused for a while.
church Rev. F. W. Barton will speak site Masonic Temple. She will be
day evening at 7.30.
Jackson was a guest.
The Strangler has retired to his cor
on
"What
a
word
is
this!
for
with
pleased to meet old and new friends.
Speaking of old Bibles—Mrs. Har
20-21
The new game being played a{ ner glowering and the Curtiss-Rob vey Crowley owns one printed in authority and power He commanin
remains
in
undisputed
possession
Edinburgh, Scotland, MDCCXCIII, deth the unclean spirits and they
Educational Club afternoon sessions
of
the
field.
The
battle
is
not
over
Boob: "What are you doing with
which makes the book 138 years old. come out." There will be special mu
is called by psychologists a kinsman
of crossword puzzles. By self-analy- by any means but both contestants It is leather bound and in perfect sic by the choir, Bible’ school fol an apple on the end of your fishing
lowing the morning service. The C. line?"
sis you .may determine in answering are glad to take a breathing spell. condition.
Knutt; "Fishing."
For-get-me-not Chapter held its E. topic at 6. “The Church as a
50 questions on the Introvert or Ex Your announcer is no prophet but is
Boob: "Yes, but what’s the apple
trovert type of your personality, de willing to predict that the cham annual installation Feb. 5 with 102 Family,” is in charge of the Fellow
vised by Dr. Neymann, how you are pionship is about to change hands. members and guests present. D. D. ship Commission with Miss Margaret for?."
Knutt; "Bait.”
to be treated if your best work is to And I would like to urge my unseen G. M Mrs. Belle Frost of Golden Rod Reid as leader. John Reid leads the
be gotten from you while you are audience to follow the closing chap Chapter installed the officers with 7 o'clock song service following which , Boob: “Bait! You should have a
•
likewise kept happy. Are you In ter of this struggle closely as it will Mrs. Raymond Stewart as marsha'. the sermon subject will be “Savers worm."
Music for the ceremony was fur and losers in our town: in which
Knutt; “Well, there’s a worm inside
trovert or Extrovert? Do you keep a hold plently of »thrills.
♦ • ♦
nished by Mrs. Emma Harvey's Or class are you?”
the apple.”
personal diary? Are you apt to con
Saturday Bean flew a Travel Air
fide in others? Do you rewTite your
social letters? Do you prefer excite down to West Boothbay Harbor
ment, a lively resort, or to be by where some races were being held
yourself mostly? Do you study and treated 80 of the residents to
others or yourself? Do you quit tire some winter flying. It was a bright
some tasks? Do you take active part spot of the season not only for pas
ip conversations and love gossip? sengers. who were mostly school
children, but for BoGn who has been
Do you think?
lamenting the scarcity of flying time.
Weather prohibited any unsched
Two graduate scholarships were
awarded at the meeting of the Bow uled activities Sunday, however, and
the only trips were the two made by
doin College faculty Wednesday, the Jerry
in the Travel Air to Vinalha
Longfellow
Scholarship
being
to get Mrs. Roberts’ house jarty
awarded to Donald Emery Merriam ven
flew back to the mainland in
cf Owl's Head and Rockland. The which
the
midst
a Nor'easter that would
other, the Everett Scholarship, goes have shut of
down almost any other air
to Paul Andrew Walker of Belmont, service in the
country. It was so bad
Mass. Mr. Merriam, who is a grad in fact that a number of seagulls
uate of Rockland High School, is a got lost and were observed landing
member of the Kappa Sigma Frater
the flying field. They seemed
nity. He has belonged to the French on
glad to find it, too, and when
Club and the College Band. For the mighty
seen were walking solemnly back
last three years he has been an as last
toward the water, but Jerry was not
sistant in the library. Last June he in the least dismayed. He is evi
was elected to Phi Beta Kappa. His
major is French and he plans to dently trying to live up to Bill Winreputation as the man who
study literature at Harvard. It was capaw's
walk.
recently announced that his last flies when even» seagulls
» ♦ »
rank carried all "A’s.”
The work on 90-K is progressing
“The big meeting of the year" is rapidly. New York is very anxious
hat Dr. Walter P. Conley has to to get the ship delivered so several
hands have been put on the
ty about the annual meeting of the extra
and everything else is subordinox County Fish & Game Associa 1 job
te to be held in the Unlversallst nated to getting it ready. Bill will
probably fly it down to New York
sstry, Rockland; Friday night, Feb. himself
if it performs as well as
j. Commissioner Stobie will be the the last and
Ireland he revamped he will
weaker and movie reels will be be justified in taking considerable
sown through the courtesy of the
adies’ Aid Society. The election of pride in the work.
♦ ♦ ♦ ♦
fficers will be among the features,
Franny Ahlblad finally got off on his
firmer will be served at 6.30 by the non-stop flight to Bar Harbor and
adies’ Aid Society at $1.10 per j for all we have heard to the contrary
date. Reservations must be made made it successfully.
lot later than Feb. 19.
Bud McKenney came down from
A Lincoln window at the Fuller- I
Cobb-Davis store attracted much at Fort Fairfield to fly the Challenger
tention Thursday. The central inter back in company with Bean who
est was a yellowed proclamation is- took the Travel Air. They count on
sued by Mayor George Wiggin, April doing quite a business carrying pas
18, 1865. regarding the local cere sengers at the carnival. Mr. and
monies in connection with Lincoln's Mrs. Everett Munsey and Mr. and
funeral. Bells ware tolled at sunrise Mrs. Ellery Nelson accompanied
and sunset, minute guns fired 12 to 2; Bean as passengers while Johnny
all stores closed 10 to 4 and services Snow, carrying the money bags, flew
»
held at the Baptist and Congrega with McKenney.
« « ♦ «
tional Churches. The names of Rev.
Randolph Mulhern and Leland E.
Jbsep’t Kalloch, Rev. A. P. Tracy.
Rev. E. F. Cutter and Rev. E. W. Wheeler of Bangor dropped in on
us Friday and asked to look at an
Hutchinson are mentioned.
OX-Robin. Mr. Leland is in search
Maj. Charles B. Day of Lewiston, of a closed plane for his own use
president of the Maine Hotel As and seems to approve highly of the
sociation, and Mrs. Day, enter Robin. Mulhern has been doing con
tained at the DeWitt Hotel, over the siderable flying in open ships around
weekend a number of men promi Bangor. Most of it was instruction
nent in the hotel game, and their although he has been out barn
wives. Among the guests were Mr. storming a few times when the
and Mrs. Leon Leighton of the Knox weather was mild.
Hotel, Thomaston. Mr. Leighton is
a member of the executive commit
tee of the Maine Hotel Association.
DR. E. L. SCARLOTT

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

PARK THEATRE
At the Park Monday a long waited
desire is fulfilled when Greta Garbo
appears in her latest picture "in
spiration.” The story itself is per
haps one of the most poignant that
Garbo has jet brought to the scrctn.
It is the type of characterization thal
all have longed to see he- la bi;

which has been denied since the ad
vent of talking pictures. Now she
comes again as the exotic Garbo,
toast Of Paris, artist's model—alluring
i-glamorous.
Playing opposite to her is Robert
Montgomery who needs no introduc
tion to Rockland. Others in cast are
Lewis Stone, Marjorie Rambeau and
Joan Marsh. It is by far the finest
Garbo picture to date—and well worth
seeing.
The attraction now playing is the
hilarious comedy “Charley’s Aunt,"
with Charles Ruggles.—adv.

on®

y@Qj] ife

timely

Ceneral Electric Clocks...new,modem,convcnlent
... perfect gifts for birthdays and anniversaries.

—I'pright WumH
Sto*ogon,/ni.s <««•,

luu-liint, Spanish High-

Any member of your family, or any friend, nould Ughmd. ran,’, n„plr burL
be happy indeed to own a General Electric Clock CalijinuhdiaLPrlert2 l.uo
...for they record exact time without worry or utlention on anybody’s
part. They have no ipringi to uind, no escapement to oil or repair, no
pendulum to require a level clock base. Each is powered with u little
Teleehron motor. You simply plug the cord into any ordinary electrical
outlet un a system time-regulated at the potter house.
We have a variety of attractive models—from the "Tudor" Desk Type at
89.75 to Mantel Type "Tambours" at 8105.00 —many with chimes.

GENERAL @ ELECTRIC

STRAND THEATRE
Once the girl who could smile
through her tears was all the style
in silent films. In these days of the
talkies, it's the lassie who can talk
distinctly while chewing her gum
that counts!
So says Lowell Sherman, Radio
Pictures’ actor and director, who was
director of and actor in “The Royal
Bed," a scintillating version of tne
Robert E. Sherwood play, which
comes to Strand Theatre Monday and
Tuesday.
Likewise, the man who can make
himself understood while chewing a
cigar or a plug of tobacco lias a neat
little trick that is worth while in tne
talkies. Some of the best comedians
are expert at that.
In “The Royal Bed" Sherman had to
watch out for the gum-chewers, how
ever. The locale of the story is a
mythical kingdom somewhere in Cen
tral Europe—where no one chews
gum!
A girl who was a candidate for
lady-in-waiting to Nance O'Neil ano
Mary Astor, Queen and Princess re-

CLOCK
HOUSE-SHERMAN, Inc.
ELECTRICIANS
585 Main St.

Tel. 721

Rockland
, F.
" viv
MB. '

SDectively in “The Royal Bed” had a
Channing smHe and a charming
voice, nut Sherman discovered sne
couldn't smile and use ner "good
voice at the same time, so she was
transferred to another part.
"Players in talking pictures must
not lose clearness of voice when
twisting their faces," Sherman points
out. “I think we shall see less of the
more grotesque face-twisting of the
silent pictures now. because few play
ers can speak properly and indulge
in facial gymnastics at the same
time.”—adv.

>
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Prune limbs from trees so there
will be no stub left, advises the U. S.
Department of Agriculture. Make
the cut parallel to the trunk or the
supporting limb and as close as pos
sible even if this makes the cut sur-,
face somewhat larger than it other
wise would be. Improperly made
wounds are r.ot covered bv new
growth a. cjon as those mode prop
erly and may result in unnecessary
damage by decay of the exposed
wood.

Arthur Lamb’s Special
Week of February 16-21, hclusive

Dresses

Cleaned and Pressed
for

$1.00

These “special prices” that we

are giving each week are far
below the regular price for the
quality of work such as we have
always maintained. We hope to
make Lamb’s cleaning known
to every home in this section of
the state. ■

Week of February 16-21 Only
Any Dress Cleansed $1.00

fhose who made the acquaintance
Emil Stefllns of Rutherford. N. J.,
en he was at the Samoset Hotel
j at Crescent Beach as guest of
and Mrs. William Lehing, will
:ret to learn of his sudden death
his home on Thursday. Feb. 5,
er a brief illness of pneumonia.
. Steffins was 55.

Osteopathic Physician
35 LIMEROCK ST. ROCKLAND
PHONE 136

DENTAL NOTICE

DR. J. H. DAMON

Is back in his office for the winter
Walter Bassick of South Thomas and will make appointments each day
ton and Fsstena •Rachel Heath of
from 10 to 2
Rockland have filed marriage inten
130TStf

tions.

ARTHUR F. LAMB

Cleansing

Dyeing
Rockland, Maine

Pressing

This is a remarkable baying opportunity.

Remodelling makes it

absolutely necessary for us to move a large number of odd pieces.

These Are Cut To Half Price
See Them In Our Windows.

Values Never Duplicated in Rockland

Original Price
WALNUT CHIFFOROBE............................................$52.00
OAK CHIFFOROBE..................................................... 37.50
WALNUT CHIFFOROBE.............................................. 42.00
CHINA CABINET OAK.................................................. 54.00
CHINA CABINET OAK.................................................. 45.00
FIBRE DESK AND CHAIR......................................... 30.75
FIBRE DESK.................. ................................................. 25.00
MAPLE DRESSER......................................................... 42.00
WALNUT VANITY DRESSER J.............................. 82
BIRD’S EYE MAPLE DRESS. TABLE....................... 28.00
IVORY DRESSER........................................................... 42.00
WALNUT DRESSER......... ........................................... 82.50
WALNUT VANITY DRESSER..................................... 40.00
WALNUT BUFFET........................................................ 30.00
WALNUT DESK ........................................................... 35.00
GOVERNOR WINTHROP DESK................................ 70.00
WALNUT LOW BOY.................................................... 70.00
ROYAL EASY LEATHER CHAIR.............................. 68.00
TAPESTRY OCCASIONAL CHAIR............................ 20.00
TAPESTRY OCCASIONAL CHAIR............................ 22.50
TAPESTRY OCCASIONAL CHAIR............................ 27.50
GATELEG TABLE.......................................................... 27.50

to

Half Price
$26.00
18-75
21.00
27.00
22-50
15-38
12.50
21.00
41.00
14.00
21-00
41-25
20.00
15.00
17.50
35.00
35.00
34.00
10.00
11.25
13-75
13.75

STONINGTON FURNITURE COMPANY
Telephone 980
313-319 Main St.

*
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN
COMING NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

Feb. 16—Gretchen Fletcher dancing re
cital, Temple hall.
Feb. 10— Public bridge at Copper Ket
tle by Episcopal ladies.
Feb. 17-March 1—Special services at
First Baptist Church.
Feb. 18—Lent begins. •
Feb. 20—Annual meeting of Knox
County Tish & Game Association at the.
Universalist vestry. Rockland.
Feb. 20 (3 to 9.30)—Educational Club
meeting at Copper Kettle Porch. (Gen
tlemens night).
Feb. 21- Operetta at Unlversallst ves
try.
Feb 22—Washington’s Birthday (ob
served on the 23d).
Feb. 23—Shakespeare Society meets
with Mrs. Ruth McBeath.
Feb. 28 -First annual Coast Guard
ball. Temple hall.
Feb. 23—Rockport. Candlelight Tea
and Musical, auspices of Trytohelp Club.
Feb. 23—Annual meeting of the Forty
Club at Thorndike HoteL
Feb. 24—C.M.P. Co.. Georgia Minstrels
at Glencove Grange hall.
Feb. 25—Public bridge Temple hall for
Parent-Teacher Association.
March 2—North Haven town meeting.
March 17—St. Patrick s Day.
March 29—Palm Sunday.
April 5—Easter Sunday.
March 21 (9.07 a. m.)—Spring begins.

Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Wall are in
Portland on a vacation visit.

ABOUT DIAMONDS

ON MY SET

IN THE

Supper at the Congregational ves An Industry In Which Africa
try next Wednesday night at 6 will
Looms Large—Uncle Sam
have Miss Dorothy Snow as chair
man.
Big Buyer

Does your famiiy own between $150
Ralph Richards of Franklin street
is guest over the weekend of his par and $200 worth of diamonds?
If so it holds its average share ol
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Richards
the United States wealth in these
in Belfast.
precious stones. The most recent
The supper scheduled for next estimate places the value of dia
Thursday at the Copper Kettle by the monds owned in the United States at
Knickerbocker Class has been in a figure exceeding four billion dollars.
A bulletin from the Washington,
definitely postponed.
D. C. headquarters of the National
Society tells of recent
The auxiliary of Sons of Union Vet Geographic
changes in diamond movements and
erans meets Wednesday evening with of even more marked changes in
supper at 6 o’clock, with Mrs. John
methods of mining and handling the
Thomas, chairman.
gems.
“Diamond imports fell off in 1930
Ruth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V con- along with most other imports,” says
ducts a bridge party at Grand Army the bulletin, “but even with a reduc
hall Tuesday evening, with Mrs. tion of approximately one-third from
Harry French in charge.
the peak importations of the preced
ing year, more than half a million
The nickel machine seized at the carats of diamonds valued at over
Bachelors’ Club was declared for . $30,000,000 entered the country.
feited to the county, and its contents J
of approximately $15 were added to ! Not All Diamonds for Adornment
“One reason why diamond importhe county's receipts.
-- ----i tations held up better than the imLincoln Academy won both bas-1 Potations of some other commodiketball games in Camden last night, | ‘es even ’J1 a year of depression is
and the boys' team is now tied with T?1 n?‘ all diamonds are destined to
Rockland High for the Knox and shine f°rth from Jewelry that adorns
Lincoln championship.
™"a w°me,n- More than half the
_____
| world s production of the stones, in
. . _
.
! quantity, is used in industry, many
Mrs. Annie Gregory of Glencove in
• ways surprising to the 1layman.*
was taken to Knox Hospital Wednes Some form bearings for watches,
day, with a fractured hip. She will chronometers, electric meters, and
be glad to
...see friends while confined
. i other accurate instruments and
Miriam Rebekah Lodge meets there which
will probably be for laboratory apparatus.
Some, in
Tuesday night, with supper at 6.15. some time.
which tapered holes are drilled, are
used for drawing fine wire of plati
Willis R. Vinal of Warren has been
Knox Lodge. I.O.O.F., is entertain num. silver, gold, and rare metals.
nominated by Gov. Gardiner for no ing St. George Lodge of Tenant's Much of the wire used for filaments
tary public.
Harbor next Monday night. Supper for electric and radio bulbs and other
will be served at 6.30 p. m. after delicate apparatus is drawn through
The Knox County Ministerial As which the Third degree will be con diamonds.
sociation meets at the Methodist ferred.
"Other industrial uses for dia
Church in this city next Monday.
monds are as drills for glass, porce
A new business establishment soon lain, and similar hard substances;
L. A.,,Thurston of Tlie Highlands to open is the Bon Ton Dress Shop , turning-tools for lathe work; enhas sold a house lot on North Main which will occupy the store formerly graving points; and as cutting edges
street to Ralph Glendenning who known as Milady's Shop. H. M. for rock drilling and sawing. For
Dane will be manager and Mrs. Jo industrial purposes only the less
plans to build.
nearly perfect and less valuable
seph Dondis, treasurer.
stones are used. More than half of
George W. Phillips, a well known
The $upper and get-together the diamonds mined find their way
taxi driver, reappeared down town
into industrial use; but the value of
this week having partially recovered which the Knickerbocker Class and these ‘working diamonds’ is, of course,
from a very severe trouble with his ladies were to have on Feb. 19 has
been postponed owing to the many ! very much less than the value of the
eyes.
activities adjacent to and on that | ‘patrician diamonds, used in jewelry.
U. S. Chief Consumer
John J. Perry, who has been con date. A definite date will be an“Africa looms large in the diamond
fined to his home on North Main nounced.
------industry. Eighty-five per cent of all
and Chestnut streets since he left
The regular meeting of the Knox diamonds produced come from that
Knox Hospital was able to walk out
and Lincoln Past Noble Grands' As- j continent—about half of them from
this week for the first time.
sociation will take place in Rockland South Africa. The United States is
18 at Odd Fellows hall in con- I
world’s greatest diamond con
The bronze tablet for the Elmer S. Feb.
junction with the Past Grands, sup- 1 suming country. Normally it abBird Memorial is at the Crie hard per to be served at 6.30. Visiting sorbs nearly the equivalent of the
ware store. It will be affixed to a
are asked to furnish sweet | entire South African output,
boulder near the fish rearing station members
food.
j “If all the diamonds produced in
now under construction at Burkett‘
------i the world in 1929 could have been
ville.
Capt. Albert Hays, master of the combined into a single cube it would
Coast Guard Cutter Kickapoo has have been five and a half feet across
Knox Lodge, I.O.O.F. will confer bought from Mrs. Hazel Burr 'At each face—a crystal block as tall as
the third degree on a class of candi wood her residence on Willow street the average man and weighing more
dates Monday night with St. George and will occupy it as a permanent than a ton and a half. If the rough
Ledge of Tenant's Harbor as guests home, after the first of March. The stones could have been brought to
Supper at 6.30; those not solicited are deal was made through R. U. Collins gether and dumped into bushel bas
asked to contribute pastry.
kets they would have filled two dozen
real estate agency.
of them, heaped up.
Sheriff Harding has been re ^Littlefield Memorial Church has Surface Fields Grow in Importance
quested by the Civic League to en inaugurated a junior church service,! ,.In recent years a wealth of thc
force the law against gambling ma Sunday mornings for children from : gems has been literally scooped up
chines. Rumor hath it that hen’s 5 to 11 years old. It is led by Miss from the earth in the regjOns of
teeth are no scarcer than such in Olive Bragg, a graduate of Boston anuvial diamond deposits. Until this
struments at the present moment. Bible School. Not only do the chil- j change in mining methods came
dren learn much that is good, but aboati the greater part of the diaRuth Mayhew Tent, D.U.V., meets many mothers have a better chance mont)S had been mified for decades
Monday evening, with supper at 6 to attend the regular morning serv- \ by laborious digging to great depths
under the direction of Mrs. Susie ice.
in the ‘pipes’ of extinct volcanoes.
Karl and Mrs. Carrie House. A Val
------Then came the slow work of separatentine costume party will furnish
At the meeting of the Speech , ing the stones from earth and rock.
a jolly good time for the evening Readers Club Thursday afternoon
“From one of the old ‘pipe' diasession.
the study centered around the sub- mond mines near Pretoria, South
Ject of "Abraham Lincoln” in obser- Africa, opened in 1890. more than 130
Miss Anna Coughlin was a speaker vance of his anniversary birthdate, million loads of blue clay have been
before the Round Table of the Cam Sentence practice was preparatory I dug, making a hole more than a
den Congregational Church Wednes work for the tournament, with Miss thousand feet deep—a veritable
day evening, her subject being Helen Carr in charge. Several items man-made chasm that could swallow
“Present Day School Problems.” Dr. pertaining to the Eastern Zone Con- , up some of the world's largest and
C. Harold Jameson was a participant fercnce at Springfield, Mass., next tallest
” ' buildings. From this vast
in the musical program.
week were read. Mrs. Freeman amount of material from a single
mine
30 million carats of diamonds
ferown, president, plans to attend the
The Past Presidents of Edwin Lib conference as delegate, but will be i have been extracted, valued at more
by1 Relief Corps met in the Grand able to attend the meeting of the j than 162 million dollars,
Army hall parlors Thursday evening club next Thursday as she is not j “Tlie outstanding diamond fielc.s
and elected these offifficers: Presi leaving until the late afternoon of the alluvial kind are those discovi ered only a year or so ago in Namadent. Mrs. Millie Thomas; secretary train on that day.
_____
j qualand, in the northwestern corner
and treasurer. Mrs. Bessie Haraden.
The Woman's Foreign Missionary of Cape Province, South Africa. The
The next meeting will be in the par
lors the first Thursday in March at Society held an all-day session diamonds occur in the loose sands
Thursday at the home of Mrs. Edith oi the seashore and a considerable
7 p. m.
Tweedie. president, with 27 present, area is being mined by the GoyernMuch disappointment wa# ex A large amount of relief sewing was , ment of South Africa. The mini g
pressed when it was learned that accomplished, including the tacking consists in scooping up t e
Judge Pinansky of Portland was un of a quilt,, the making of 14 pairs 1 steam and electric Shovels loading t
able to keep his date with the Bap of bloomers and five nightrobes for J on to flat cars, and transporting it
tist Men's League Wednesday night. larger children, and preparation of to ai plant ^e ^e gems are siHSX, »U%^h of^amonds was reThe strong desire to hear him has
led the committee to renew its ef
forts with a view to having him as tional exercises under the direction , covered.
of Mrs. Frank Flint had as its topic Peculiar Oyster Shells Mark Diamond
the speaker at the March meeting.
"Through Temple Doors to the
Deposits
The annual C. M. P. Co. minstrels Great Physician.”
Two appropri
‘The average weight of the sea
and dance will be held Feb. 24, at ate songs, "The Great Physician,” shore diamonds is unusually high.
Glencove Grange hall under the name and “The Soul's Desire,” were , The iargest So far discovered weighed
of the Georgia Minstrels. It will be sung by Mrs. Stanley. The subject | cighty-five carats.
A peculiarity
coached by the veteran H. W. Keep of the program ill charge of Mrs. abouj the Namaqualand diamond
and principals will be, interlocutor, Ella Lurvey was “Physicians and deposits is their occurrence along
A. M. Young; end men, L. B. Cook, Nurses" taken from the text book "A j wtth the shells of a certain prehisBernard Kaler, Alton Foster and Phil Cloud of Witnesses,” dealing withI toric oyster. This oyster shell has
Hayward. Music will be provided by the medical work being carried on by I been a convenient marker for prosthe C. M. P. Co. orchestra with danc the missionaries and their training pectors; when a sand deposit coning after the show.
in that profession. Twelve members tains the shells, diamonds are sure
----- »------of fhe Society contributed brief ar- j t0 be there also.
The World Radio Corp, of Boston tides pertaining to various materials
"Two theories as to the origin of
and the Eastern Radio Co. of Rock which enter into the medical profes- tbe Namaqualand diamonds are that
land now offer the latest 1931 eight sion.
■ they were washed down into the sea
tube triple screen grid Kolster radio
-----------------! from interior mountains and covin an exquisite Low Boy Cabinet at
Too much water in a washing ma- I Cred with sand; and that they were
a price never before known—$49.75, chine causes excessive splashing and thrown up from the bed of the sea by
less tubes. Five dollars first pay often reduces the efficiency of the \ a volcanic upheaval ages ago.
ment, a year to pay. Hear it today machine. Observe where water line
“Diamonds have been found in all
at the Eastern Radio Co., 228 Main is. and also be careful not to over- 0{ the continents, but in none in such
street, Rockland. Mail orders filled, load the machine with clothes.
quantities as in Africa. Other sec —adv.
------------------tions of Africa which contribute
L. A. Walker will lecture on Scien- diamonds are Rhodesia. Tanganyika,
There will be a food sale this aft tific Proofs of Spiritualism Sunday. Angola, Belgian Congo, and the Gold
ernoon, 2 o'clock onward, at Fuller- Feb. 15, 7.30 p. m. at 447 Main street.• coast. One of the earliest known
Cobb-Davis' store, auspices Freshman C.M.P. Co. building. All interested sources of the world's diamond
Class R.H.S.—adv.
18-20
are invited.
supply was India, and a few of the
gems still are mined there.
We are going to give double S. &
“Next to South Africa in importH green trading stamps beginning
’ ance as a diamond producing region
Monday on all wall paper purchases,
is Brazil. At one time 20,000 dia
either regular or sale prices. This
mond miners were at work there but
double stamp plan will be our policy
the greater richness of the African
until further notice—Gonia’s, in the
, mines in addition to the greater
Bicknell.—adv.
I ease of recovering the stones in
; Africa, brought about a decline in
the Brazilian industry. Dutch Guiana
RAINIER LIME RICKEY
1 is the only other important source of
A new sparkling Fresh Fruit Bev
diamonds in South America. In thc
erage—a perfect mixer
I East. Borneo, Australia, and Tas
Listen in every Friday evening at
mania produce some diamonds, and
“Ruth is such an Interesting a few have been discovered in Si
G.15 on WBZ and WBZA
Distributed by
young woman. She said she could beria.
In Europe a negligible
tell I was intellectual by reading quantity of diamonds has been found.
Rockland Produce Co.
my face.”
; chiefly in the Ural Mountains of
Now on sale at Tillson Avenue
“She must have read between the ' Russia, and in Lapland.
Small
Miniature Golf Course
line*.”
•
146-29
stones have come to light in alluvial

1

Page Three

2-for-lSale of Wall Papers
CONTINUING THROUGH FEBRUARY
SERMONETTE

Lincoln's Birthday was re
sponsible for some splendid pro
grams of music and oratory
Thursday night, and one of the
best to which I listened eame
over WPG. Those wartime selec
tions never fail to produce a
“kick.”

More than 24,000,000 radio sets,
representing a value of approxi
mately $1,500,000,000, are in use
throughout the world today, a
recent Commerce Dept. report
reveals. Forty-five percent of
the world total, or 10,500,000
sets, with a value of $676,000,000,
are in the United States. The
total investment in broadcasting
stations throughout the world is
estimated in the neighborhood of
$29,000,000. of which one-half is
represented by stations in this
country.

Cast Not Away Therefore Your
Confidence
No wonder thinkers doubt
when face to face with the prob
lem of a future life. Men balk
at something they cannot prove.
So many assert they know all
about this life but cannot con
ceive of another life when the
body has returned to dust. They
are honest enough about the last
part, but no one can truthfully
assert they know all, or can even
account for life itself.
Earth’s oldest rocks are about
1,600.000 years old. The earth it
self is believed to be eight or ten
billion years old. Traces of man,
fireplaces, bones, flint tools, have
been found in rocks in England
formed before the great ice age,
more than a million years ago.
We know man did not originate in
England. The entire knowledge
of mankind, by human records,
is less than 6000 years. No device
of science has ever produced any
form of life. It is still the gift of
the Creator.
We must look elsewhere than to
science for affirmative faith in the
hereafter. Reason indicates it.
for animals are completely funct
ioning at maturity and incapable
of further progress, but man’s
mind is never completed.
His
spiritual and mental powers are
only beginning when death en
sues. Belief in a God of intelli
gence would preclude the thought
that knowledge obtained by such
experience and suffering would
likely be thrown away just when
available. Man has always be
lieved in a future life. Christ de
clared it. Paul asserts there is a
spiritual as well as natural body.
If we believe in God anything
else is unthinkable.
W. A. H.

BUY NOW FOR FUTURE USE
PAPERS, 2

ROLLS

FOR

10c

2

ROLLS

FOR

15c

25c

PAPERS, 2

ROLLS

FOR

25c

50c

PAPERS,

ROLLS FOR 50c

10c

15c PAPERS,

2

AND ALL OTHER GRADES INCLUDED
1931 GOODS ALL IN
BAND AND BORDERS WITH ALL PAPERS

C. M. BLAKE’S
TELEPHONE 1061

NORTHEND

ROCKLAND
20-21

will sing “Some Sweet Day." The
mid-week prayer meeting comes on
Tuesday evening at 7.30 and the
Woman's Missionary Socie'y will
meet at the parsonage Thursday
President Hoover's Thursday
afternoon and evening.
night address, in connection with
At the Congregatiohal Church to
the Ked Cross program is en
morrow morning Mr. Rounds will
titled to thc alliterative descrip
preach on the subject, “The One
tion—sound, sensible and sub
“I've lost thc gate off my truck, 'sposc you can
Talent Man." The Church School
stantial—which seems to be true
will convene at the noon hour. The
of most of his public utterances.
find it for me?" came the vigorous voice of Austin
Comrades of the Way will meet in
The reception was excellent.
Sherman of House-Sherman, Inc., over The Cou
•••••••»•
the vestry at six o'clock.
• * « •
rier-Gazette
telephone. The classified advertising
And speaking of reception,
Rev. George H. Welch at the Uni-1
what can I add to the praise
department
took
a description of the missing gate and
versalist church tomorrow morning
which has already been bestowed
will
preach
on
“
The
Rocks
and
Tlie
a
few
hours
later
Mr. Sherman’s loss was broadcast
upon thal wonderful program
Sand." The quartet will sing as anwhich came from the Vatican
to
thousands
of
readers
—and the response was Im
thems-^A Thousand Shall Fall." Bal
Thursday during the Interna
lard
and
“
Lord
of
Our
Life,"
George
mediate
—
tlie
missing
gate
was returned and the
tional broadcast from • Rome.
B. Nevin. Knickerbocker Class will
Catholics the world over heard
expense
was
only
25
cents.
meet at 11.45; church school at
with great distinctness the voice
noon; junior Y.P.C.U. at 4 and senior
of their beloved Pope, and
at 6 p. m. The week’s activities in
Not always are missnig articles located so prompt
Protestants listened with almost
clude Chapin Class Tuesday night
equal interst to the first radio
ly
through
the elassified columns, but the results are
with Mrs. Almon B. Cooper; circle
utterances of His Holiness. The
supper
Wednesday
and
the
Clara
remarkably
satisfactory, and the cost is low. For
exchange of official greetings
The Rockland Spiritualist Society Barton Guild operetta Saturday
which followed the program
Lost, Found, For Sale, To Let or any general an
presents its president, Louis A. afternoon.
from Vatican City was so re
nouncement, phone 770 und let The Courier-Gazette
Waiker, in a lecture “Scientific
markably clear as to be almost
MINNIE
DEANE
Proofs of the Survival of Death' at
unbelievable.
do the work for you.
7.30 Sunday night at the Central
The many friends of Minnie Deane,
Maine Power Co. room, 447 Main
A local radio fan who heard
street.
formerly of North Haven, were sad
♦ » ♦ ♦
the experimental broadcast from
dened by the news of her death which
the new transmitter of WBZ at
The First Church of Christ, Scien occurred Feb. 9 in Union, after an
Millis, Mass., Thursday morning
tist, corner of Cedar and Brewster illness of many pionths.
at 2 o’clock foresees a great im
streets holds Sunday service at 10.30.
Deceased was born in Urion, Oct.
provement for that station.
The subject of lesson sermon tomor 4. 1861, the daughter of EdU'in and
row will be “Soul.” Sunday School Susaii Daniels. She was a graduate
WITH THE BOWLERS is at 11.45 and Wednesday evening of Castine Normal School and was a
testimony meeting at 7.30. The successful teacher, as well as a very
Forty Club 2 or 1 chalked up a new reading room is located at 400 Main good seamstress.
It was through a visit to Nortn
high team total in its match with the street and is open week days, except
Haven with one of her classmates that
Five Aces Wednesday night, all but ing holidays, from 2 until 5 p. m.
What $5.00 a month saved and invested in ROCKLAND
*
»
»
*
she met and married Howard Deane
one of thc members being in the 300At St. Peter's Church (Episcopal) of that place. In the year 1898 they
LOAN A BUILDING ASSOCIATION has done in nineteen years
class. F. Black’s single of 117 was
good for high, and it helped him to —The services for tomorrow will be moved into their new residence at j
appropriate for Quinquagesima Sun North Haven and resided there until |
high total. The summary:
In October. 1911, a Rockland woman commenced to deposit $5.00
Forty Club No. 2 or 1—Orff, 286; day: Holy Communion at 7.30; 1925, when duty called Mrs. Deane
per irtonth on five shares of the Association on which she has re
Jackson. 304; Stinson, 304; F. Black, church school at 9.30; matins and to care for two aged aunts who re
ceived 5',per year, compoundbd semi-annually. These shares
sermon at 10.30; evensong and ser sided in Union.
matured in October, 1923, and were worth $1012.50. She then closed
326; J. Black, 307; total, 1527.
She was a member ol the Congrega
the account and reinvested the amount in an Advance Payment Cer
Five Aces—Lindsey, 293; Shields, mon at St. John's in Thomaston at
tificate of the Association at 47!. Each month $8.00 from this Cer
277; Stone, 313; Clukev. 284; Mitchell, 7 o'clock. Ash Wednesday, first day tional Church and Gloria Temple,
Qf .Lent; Holy Communion at 7.30; Pythian Sisters. Her good deeds and
298; total, 1465.
tificate have been applied on eight shares of stock which pays 5'4%,
I* ♦ * *
■econd celebration at St. John's at thoughtfulness for others made her
so the Certificate drawing 4% grows less and the shares drawing
5’i'.' increase monthly. In October, 1930, her investment stood as
The Five Aces, smothered under i 9.30; Way of the Cross at 4 p. m.; a lifelong friend to a large circle.
follows: Balance of Advance Payment Certificate $560.30. Value ol
the Forty Club barrage, retaliated fit | evensong and sermon at 7.30. Fri She was a kind neighbor and willing
to help others. Mrs. Deane is sur
the expense of the Under Dogs the day, evensong and sermon at 7.30.
eight shares paid from Certificate $816.80. But this is not all of it.
* ♦ * ♦
vived by her husband and one sister.
When her shares matured in 1923she resubscribed for five shares and
same night. Shields had high string
continued her monthly payment of $5.00 and these shares are now
<120) and high total. The summary:
The membership and finance com-’ Mrs. Susan Douglass of Castine and
worth $510.50, so the total of her investment at that time was
Five Aces—Lindsey, 255; Shields. mittees of the Knox County Asso .several nieces and nephews. Funeral
services
were
held
in
Union
Feb.
11.
$1887.60. She expects to continue these payments until October,
317; Stone, 308: Clukey. 279; Mitch ciation for Religious Education start
ell, 268; total, 1447.
1935, when these shares and the eight shares paid from the Advance
their campaign tomorrow in some of the remains being placed in the re
Payment Certificate will mature (provided dividends continue at
Under Dogs—Howard. 265; Good the churches. In an effort to get a ceiving tomb for the present.
5'2'!, the rate for the past 23 years) and they will be worth $2641.86.
win. 291; Biokford. 295; McKenney. membership of 1-.000 cards will be
270; Norton, 287; total. 1408.
^She will also have an unexpended balance on the Advance Payment
distributed for signatures and it is
NORTH CUSHING
•
Certificate of $151.30 and her account will then amount to $2793.16.
hoped that a sufficient sum will be
Miss Callie Smith who has been
She will have saved $5.00 each month or $1440.00 and this will have
The Federals outpointed the Rock- , obtained to provide for the worker visiting Mr. and Mrs. Chester Hunt
earned her $1353.16.
land Body Shop Thursday night. J who will begin her services in the in Rockland, returned home Sunday.
Packard had high single (122) and rural schools after Easter. It is
Leslie Hunt was a guest Sunday of
high total. The summary:
Cumpound Interest is a wonderful partner and is waiting to
hoped to place these cards in the his son Chester in Rockland.
Federals—Rackliff. 297; Philbrook. hands of all persons in the county
help you at
312; Benner, 284; R. Perry, 264; T. who are interested in religious educa
Three-cornered wire sink baskets
Perry. 282; total. 1439.
tion for these 856 unchurched chil make good receptacles for dusty and
Rockland Body Shop—J. Packard. dren.
oily clothes in the cleaning closet, as
318: Harjula, 257; Newbert. 295;
• • • •
they permit a circulation of air and
Johnson, 248; NeLson, 267; total 1385.
The subject of the morning ser and reduce the danger of fire. They
♦ ♦ ♦ •
mon at Pratt Memorial Methodist take up very little space in a small
In the Cement League at the Star Church will be “By What Authority
alleys the Machine Shop defeated Doest Thou These Things?” The closet .
the Electricians 2149 to 2045. W.
DIED
Shields had a walkaway ln the hon choir will sing "Sing. O Heavens," ORNE- At Thomaston.
Feb. 14. Blanch
ors having high string (110) and Gilbert, and Mrs. Ruth Hoch and
At the Sic
ard
T.
Orne.
aged
54 years. 3 months,
Mr. Kenderdine will sing “Love Di
I North Nationt
7 days.
high total. 487.
vine,” Sir John Stainer, a soprano HENDERSON—At Warren. Feb. 12. Mrs
and tenor duet. Sunday School will
Jane K. Henderson aged 76 years. 6
DR. NEIGHBOUR COMING
months. 19 days. Funeral from her
convene at 12. The Epworth League
late home Sunday at 2 o'clock.
will meet at 6 p. m. to discuss the
Nationally Known Bible Teacher question “How Old Is Your Mind?" HALL—At Rockland. Feb. 12. Mary C..
widow of J. Fred Hall, aged 76 years.
Will Conduct Services At First At the evening service Mr. Kender
8 months. 23 days. Funeral Sunday
Baptist Church
afternoon at 2 o’clock from residence
dine will preach on “Tlie Question
of H. C. Chatto, 52 Gay street.
Of a Troubled Ruler.” The choir SNOWDEAL
—At Rockland. Feb. 13.
The special Bible teaching crusade will sing “Sun Of My Soul," W. F
Edith Snowdeal. aged 42 years.
WORKABLE SIZE
to be conducted by the First Baptist Sudds. The young people's orchestra
—At Rockland. Feb. 12. Susie
Church is to be under the leadership will accompany the gospel singing. STROUT
Strout. aged 56 years. Funeral Sun
of Rev. R. E. Neighbour, D.D., na Midweek service Tuesday evening at
day at 2 o’clock from late residence, 19
South street.
tionally known Bible teacher and 7 15, subject: "The Reason For The
KNOWLTON
—At Rockland. Feb. 13.
evangelist. This crusade is to begin Golden Rule."
Mary Ellen .widow of Charles Knowl
on Tuesday evening and continue to
• • • ,
ton. aged 64 years. 5 months. 18 days.
Sunday, March 1. Dr. Neighbour has
"Maintaining a Checking Account balance of work
Funeral Monday at 2.30 from late res
"A History" will be the subject of
idence, 11 Pleasant street.
a way all his own of making the the sermon at the. First Baptist
able size keeps one's credit structure ln trim.’
teachings of the Bible clear. His Church on Sunday morning. There
CARD OF THANKS
An account with th'is Bank adds prestige and stand
wide experience as pastor in both will be special music by the quar
I wish to extend my sincere thanks
America and Canada, his missionarv tet. The Church School will meet and heartfelt appreciation to the neigh
ing.
service in Brazil and his Bible teach at noon and the Christian Endeavor bors and friends for the many favors
me in my recent bereavement
ing all over North America, pre-emi ers at 6, topic. “What Is Implied shown
and for the beautiful dowers.
nently qualify him for his work. He In, ‘The Church as a Family.' ” Tlie
^harles Kalloch.
Member Of The Federal Reserve System
St. George. Me.
•
is an author of a large number of people's evening service is held at
books on the Bible. Mrs. Neighbour 7.15 and a question and answer per
CARD OF THANKS
will be with him and assist in the iod is to begin at this time. A few
We wish to thank our friends and
work for children, and also in Bible minutes each Sunday everting will neighbors in Rockland and Thomaston
for their many kind expressions of sym
work for women.
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NOW OPEN—The New

HOTEL
“A

EDISON
hotel trorthy ot its nnrnr "

47th St, just west of Broadway, New York
In the centerof the city’s business,shopping and theatre
districts, HOTEL EDISON establishes a new high

standard of accommodations, so moderately priced as to
make this hotel your outstanding choice in New York.

To meet the present-day demand for luxury as well
as economy, we have built lavishly large rooms, fur

nished them beautifully and installed every modern

convenience, such as radio, private bath and shower,

circulating ice water, full length mirrors, two large
closets, etc.

1OOOROOMS
I OOO BATHS
RADIO in every room

*2.50

SINGLE from

DOUBLE from M.00

SUITES from •7.00

ft:

Special rates for
permanent guests
For banquets a beautiful
ballroom seating up to
1200 persons is available

William F. Thomann
Manager
Telephone PEnn. b-8t)00

include
VENICE, FIORIDA

7

ijour vacation plans:

J/i

Situated on ihe Gull of

Mexico:

where every

out-doorsport and
recreation may be enjoycd...
Tishina: C>ulf-Rjver-Ba\l.
Bathing: Surfin the Gulf ot Mexioo.
uolf: Turf TaiwoysXrass-

Grrens; unsurpassed in TJorida.

HOTELS

PARKVIEW
AND

SAX MARCO
orFer comfort, rest and food equal tp
any in Florida—Our own forms with all
fresh vegetables.. Eggs. Poultry, also
delicious Strawberries daily.

'TredJ.Tuller. .lUnjpr.
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YORK

By popular subscription among members and
friends of the Knights of Columbus, a magnifi
cent hotel was erected, furnished end opened
by them in 1926. The primary object was end is
to perpetuate end make practical the good
will end democracy which characterizes this
order. This friendliness offers to those of all
creeds: to mothers with girls and boys visiting
New York; a protection not obtainable in ordi
nary hotels. Wives back home are assured that
the mee in their family visiting the city eiperience the comfort end refined surroundings de
sired. ALL ARE WELCOME. The appointments
of a modern city Club are available to all
guests; gymnasium; handball court, swimming
pool; bowling alleys; billiard room; library;
music and dancing during dinners; spacious
lounge with nooks for card games and visitors.
RATES—Single Room $2.50 up—Double Rooms
$3.50 up—Meals, a La Carte end Table D'Hote.
Eighth Avenue at 51st (one block to Times
Square), 40c taxi from Pennsylvania or Grand

I

Largest Bus ‘Terminal in H.S. adjoins hotel

Ideal Resort Ho tel
Convenient to all points ol interest—Modern in every way.
An enjoyable view from our spacious ground-floor porches, which
surround the hotel Many rooms with private balconies.

HOTEL

GRALYNN

Corner Second St. and 1st Ave. S. E.
RATES: (European)
Booklet
_
Single $2.50 to $7.00 daily
Application
Double $5.00 to $12.00 daily
H H. lvCUnint Room Service Unsurpassed

Let us saunter over to the Harvard
Museum and look at the glass fruit.
Today we will study the pyrus com
munis—the pear.
The genus pyrus, to which the pear
belongs, originated in the Northern
Hemisphere of the Old World. Py
rus communis, the common pear of
ancient and modern orchards, is a
native of Southern Europe and
southwestern Asia. In very early
times wild plants were the source of
the fruit, but there is evidence to
show that in Homer's time the pear
was cultivated in Greece.
The introduction of the pear into
American gardens took place shortly
before 1630. In 1928, there were pro
duced in the United States 24,212.000
bushels of pears at an estimated
value of $24,696,240. Varieties of
pears shown. Blanc Clairgeau, Wil
liam's Bonchretrien.
Diseases of the pear: Gray-spot,
causing early fall of leaves, lessen
ing quality and product of fruit.
Fruit-rotting mold. This fungus not
only attacks pears, peaches, and
other fruits in the orchards, but also
causes serious losses each year
through developing on fruits during
transportation or in the markets.
Pear scab, fungus growth on the
leaves and corky infections in the
skin and outer flesh of the pear.
Brown rot. mummifies the fruit. Fire
Blight, which starts at the stem and
works down the fruit. This rot causes
softening of the pear's tissues, and
may readily spread to other fruits,
so that the destruction may become
serious in the orchard.
And now just a word about an old
friend, Fragaria—the strawberry,
Latin name from the fragrance of
the wild fruit. The word strawberry
is probably from the Anglo-Saxon,
straeberry. “strae” referring to the
habit of the runners in straying.
About 1812, nurseries began culti
vating Fragaria Virginiana in North
America.
There have been about 2000 differ
ent varieties of the strawberry pro
duced, although only a very few va
rieties are now cultivated for the
market. The strawberry has its
troubles with disease also.
Mr. Webster tells us that there is
a strawberry tree of the genus Ar
butus. The fruit is of a fleshy sub
stance like the strawberry. I never
happened to meet up with one of
them.
The Saunterer.
Somerville, Mass.
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CHAPTER XI. CONTINUED

and asked us to wait a few min
utes longer. Then she went out—
and that was the last we saw of
her”
Corkerdale, still twiddling hls
thumbs,-took his eyes off Sheila for
the first time. He cast them up
to the ceiling, and wared at what
ever he saw there, thoughtfully.
Manners, however, let out one
word, sharply:
“Trapped!”
“Of course we were trapped,” as
serted Sheila. “We deserved to he!
—anyhow, I did. We hadn't been
in that room five minutes before we
knew it. We heard the door
locked from the outside, and what
seemed to be a bar put across It,
too. I Immediately flew to the
window and tore the blind and the
curtain away. Ther I saw that
there were heavy shutters across
the window—on the outside—and I
found the sashes were nailed down.
We were trapped, indeed! Hor
rible 1”
“What happened?" asked May
thorne, softly. "In brief.”
"In brief—yes,” said Sheila. “I’m
not going Into details of that hor
ror for anything—uow, at any rate.
I beat on the door, but there was
no reply—everything was quiet
enough. After an hour, a panel
that I'd noticed ln one of the walls
—the sort of thing, a hatch, you
know, that communicates between
a kitchen and a dining room—was
suddenly slipped open and a hand
and arm thrust in a big basket and
dropped It on the bed. Then the
panel was banged to, again, and
I heard it secured. There was food
—plenty of it and good—ln the bas
ket, and a couple of bottles of
wine—good claret—and glasses and
a corkscrew. So we weren’t
starved. But there we were,
trapped!—until this evening—two
nights and two days. We never
saw anybody. Each evening an
other basket was dropped ln, so
suddenly that we'd no chance to
seise the hand that dropped it, or
to set
glimose of the adjoining
•room, wve'fieither sew now heard
anything, all the time."
“And you got out, how?” asked
Maythorne.
“This evening, when we were
•bout done up, for lack of fresh
air—though to tell the truth, Td
long since broken the window!—
replied Sheila, “we suddenly heard
sounds outside the door. Then we
heard the bolt withdrawn, and the
key turned, and somebody outside
ran away—the hall door banged.
We Immediately went out—the
place was In darkness and alienee.
We left the house and hurried off
to find a cab—"
The door of Mrs. Elphinstone's
bedroom opened and the nurse
look ln on us,
“Mrs. Elphinstone wishes to see
Mr. Elphinstone and Miss Merchi
son," she said.
A moment later, Maythorne, I
and the two policemen were alone.
Maythorne rose from his chair, put
hls hands In hls pockets, and looked
inquiringly at Corkerdale.
“Well?’ he said.
Corkerdale smiled—Inscrutably—
and nodded at the door through
which Mr. Elphinstone and Shells
had Just vanished.
“Don’t you believe that yarnl" he
said, almost contemptuously, "Ro
mance 1”
I waa on my legs at that—1 dare
say I turned on the detective lu a
fury,
“What the devil do you mean!"
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When a bit of sunshine hits ye.
After passing of a cloud.
When a nt of laughter gits ye
And yer spine is feelin' proud
Don’t forget to up and ding it
At a soul that’s feelin' blue.
For the tninnlt thet ye sling it
It’s a boomerang to you.
—Jack Crawford.
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OW ls the time to serve the
succulent oyster. Here are
fW
Corkerdale, however, said noth
•W
3i 3Msome old ways of serving them
ing: he was still watching Sheila.
35
that may never have been brought
“You were saying, miss—7” he sug
W
to the attention of the present gen
46
gested.
37 3ft
39
3b
eration
:
“Well—I was going to say that
Fricasseed Oysters.—Prepare 50
that seemed to me a good ground
Ml
MM
M3
Ml
oysters, pour water over them in a
for suspecting her, taking other
is
sieve and look over carefully for
things into consideration," contin
any broken shell. Save the liquor
ued Sheila. "But I had another
M7
M8
M5 Mb
and add to it enough milk to make
ground. It was well known—it had
one
pint.
Put
two
tahlespoonfuls
already got talked about He was
52'
53 54
MM 50 51
of butter and two of flour into a
L
careless about displaying his
,bn
sauce
pan,
and
the
oyster
liquor
wealth. I myself heard, as people
5b
1
and milk and stir until smooth aud
5b
55
do hear things In villages, that he
thick, Rdding one teaspoonful of
left large sums of money and even
salt, a few dashes of pepper. The
diamonds lying about on hls dining
bo
5?
above, with the oysters added, will
table. Now, I knew that Alison
•
be
creamed
oysters.
For
the
fric

Murdoch is a covetous, avaricious,
assee add the yolks of two eggs
grasping woman; miserly to the
HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
VERTICAL (Cont.)
HORIZONTAL
lightly beaten and a tablespoonful
last degree. If she murdered An
49-Gnawing animal
18-To permit
1-Latin for mother
of finely minced parsley. Serve on
drew Merchison out of revenge, she
2O-To delay
52- Winding
5-Capital of India
squares of buttered toast.
was Just the sort of woman to
22- From
53- To shut out
9-Swedish coin
Oysters Fried in Oil.—Drain twen
rob his dead body of everything on
23- A bird-dog
55- To attempt
10-Above
ty-five
fat
oysters,
lift
each
care

It out of sheer greed! She is, I
26-To surrender
56- Postscript (abbr.)
12To
execute
fully
by
the
muscular,
hard
part,
aay that sort—"
27- Exists
57- Runic (abbr.)
13- Own (Scot.)
place on a board and dry well with
"A hoarder!" ‘ muttered Mr.
29-An edible root >'
58Organ
of
sight
14Youth
a
soft
cloth.
Dust
with
salt
and
Elphinstone. “A saver of farthings (
31-Water from the
59Withers
15A
New
England
city
cayenne.
Beat
two
eggs
without
I think you’re quite right, Sheila.
clouds
60- Wise men
17To
marry
separating
and
add
to
them
two
But murder?—dear me!”
34- lnsect (pi.)
18For
fear
that
tablespoonfuls
of
hot
water.
Put
“Well, that’s the conclusion I
35- Trumpets (Poet.)
VERTICAL
19- Fresh
on a board a quart of dry bread
came to," said Sheila, “and these
36- Toward
21-Familiar
flower
crumbs
—
do
not
use
cracker
were my reasons. In the few min
37-Close to
1- Jaw tooth
24- Girl's name
crumbs. Dip the oysters Into the
utes ln which I thought all this
38- A king of Sweden
2- A Southern
25- Melody
crumbs, then into the egg nnd again
out, I came to the absolute definite
39- Help
constellation
28-To
shackle
into
the
crumbs.
Use
the
fingers
as
conclusion that Alison Murdoch
40- French for and
3- To spread for
30-Tests
sticking a fork into the oyster
had shot Andrew Merchison, hail
41- Separates
drying
32- Consumes
spoils the flavor. After all are cov
robbed "him of "his money, valuables,
44-Man-eating demons
4- Slang term for
33- Small fruit pie
ered arrange them, without touch
and papers, and that it was she
46-Poisonous snake
countryman
36- High male voice
ing, on a board. Have the fat hot,
who had thrown his will into the
5- Accomptished
(pl.)
37- The period of
using any kind of sweet fat; place
open window of Mr, Elphinstone’s
48-Founder of Troy er
6- Legal science
minority
the oysters in a wire basket and
library, where my mother had
Ilium
41- Left side of a ship 7-To hasten
fry, six at a time, until brown.
picked it up. And, as I said at the
8- A country of Asia 50- Exist
42- Employs
They should be brown In two min
beginning, as soon as I’d arrived at
51- Norse god of war
fl-A force of men
utes.
Overcooking will toughen
43- ln
that conclusion, I called her into
53-To plead
the oyster. Drain carefully stand
45-Boy's name (short) 12-To give
my mother’s room—that room!—
54- Yes
,16-A heavenly body
ing on brown paper. Keep hot and
47-Sour
and accused her of the murder!"
serve garnished with parsley and
Mr. Elphinstone treated us to
(Solution to Previous Puzzle)
lemon.
one of his groans. But Corkerdale,
Home-Made Corned Beef.—Choose
unconsciously edged his chair near
OUR JUNIOR PUZZLE
a good cut of fresh beef with plen
er to Sheila.
rSiW®i_
ty of fat. To every pound of beef
“Kow, this is where the really
use
one
tablespoonful
of
sugar,
one
Interesting part comes in, miss!"
BGIHSlO S.DH
tablespoonful of salt and a piece
he said. “You charged her! What
of
saltpeter
the
size
of
a
green
might she reply, now?”
□anansHSH nn
pea. Let stand twenty-four hours
“She denied it, of course—indig
H QE1E
and boil in the same liquor until
Go o//
---..if
nantly," answered Sheila. “She
THE OBSERVER
MMnIEIS
naaciB
the meat is tender.
was for flouncing out of the room,
(®. 1*30 Western Newspaper Union.)
a a
to complain to Mr. Elphinstone.
[Hf m i |njc sanaaas
Then
she
changed
her
mind,
and
Weather has held at zero and be
[rTHpMIf a|r QiSK SfrtL’
said she’d go to her own room,
A|R_Ms|uiMFlgJF|L an hsi
low for the past two weeks—no Jan pack her things, and leave the ho
m
IBail lBcmh ana a
uary thaw. Monday, Feb. 2 snowing tel. I soon settled her, though!”
KITCHEN LORE
"Aye?—and how, miss?” asked
all day—but a glorious moonlit eve
by
he
ning. We re wondering if tne pro Corkerdale, still more Interested.
“I told her that If she attempted
verbial groundhog came out by- to leave that room until I’d finished
JANE ROGERS
moonlight. If so he must have with her, I’d ring the bell, send for
.C]
. thought himself an elephant judging the police, and give her in charge:’’
SARGON HELPED HER
A LL foods can be listed under
by the shadows thrown on the snow said Sheila. “And I should have
one of three main headings,
by the large elm tree of my observa done so—nothing would have
and the health of your family de
Mrs. Lena Thorsen of Port
tion. which looked like some “Giant ((topped me. That calmed i.er
pends upon a proper balance be
Ray" sprawled out with waving ten down—she knew me! Then I talked
land Was Given a New
tween the foods in these groups.
1$. • it
tacles—of which I have seen only pic to her. I pieced things together
Meats, eggs and dairy products are
tures and a skeleton at the Harvard finally. I told her that her < .rnOutlook On Life
builders and repairers of body tis
Museum (indeed I should not care gorm brooch had been found on
1
sues. Cereals, sugars and fats are
for a too close inspection of one of the scene of the murder—”
the chief tuel
-O
"I had a general breakdown before
“How did she take that?” In
I demanded. “Are you questioning
those "Devil Ash” when alive).
31
foods, the
! taking Sargon," declared Mrs. Lena
Miss Merchison's word?’’
We hear much, in fact too much, terrupted Maythorne.
source of heat
“She turned very pale,” replied
“I mean that however true the
of depression, unemployment, etc.,
i Thorsen, 5 Kellogg St., Portland,
and energy.
young lady’s story may be—and I
these days. Some people thrive on Sheila. “But almost Instantly she
Regulating
’ Me.
retorted
that
my
mother
had
an
ex

ain
’
t
questioning
it,"
said
Corker
gloom. We are not pessimistic in
y.i- .53
foodB — chief
dale, “I don't believe that the old
our outlook on life, but sometimes actly similar brooch—why wasn’t
ly
fruits,
the
it.
lady, ln there, isn’t in this! She
when we read so often the wail of she suspected? I replied that my
outer coverings
and the woman, Murdoch—put-up
the merchants in nearby towns to mother never wore the other brooch
i° .<5
of grains, and
—
evidently
she,
Alison,
did.
Then
job
between
’
em!
Tlie
kidnaping!
• '1 ‘14
"trade at home," and in the same ad
green veg
I
went
on
to
rub
It
into
her,
fi
ghta
piece
of
bluff
—
to
enable
the
vertisement, are offering substitutes
etables — keep
1
• N
other
woman
to
get
away.
Of
for butter and many other farm pro enlng her all I could. My mother,
the body in good running order.
. I’
course, the other woman—Bownas
ducts we feel like wailing back at on her part, begged her to tell any
The last is the group most likely
came across her, and she tricked
them that when they cut the price thing she knew. Finally, on ray
to be neglected. Make sure that
him into the alley, and did him
your menu provides fresh fruit, and
of farm products and urge people to felling her that unless I got some
"HE WASN’T WHITE!"
ln
!
Obvious!
But
—
Mrs.
Elphin

two or more green vegetables every
buy substitutes for good dairy butter explanation, I should give her in
stone's
in
it,
and
I
’
m
not
going
out
“
He wasn't white like Jimmy!”,
day. Serve dishes prepared with
with its valuable vitamin content, charge there and then, she a imltof this hotel, nor Manners, either,
cried Freddy. "And I saw hina.
such cereals as bran and whole
they are really killing the goose that i ted that she knew—something: ’
till we’ve done a bit of questioning.
dash across the floor just like
wheat, which retain the mineral
lays their golden eggs, for if they i “Ah!” said Maythorne. ‘’Some
That’s that!—as they say nowa salts and fiber of the grain. Watch
Jimmy docs.” Freddy says he
want the farmer's money they must thing!”
days.
”
for new recipes and you’ll be sur
“Something!" repeated Sheila, ;
help by buying what he produces.
can draw a picture of him and soI was still boiling with rage, but
prised at the appetizing variety of
The farmer is barely making ex “And having admitted that, she ’
can yon if you take a pencil and
I
looked
at
Maythorne,
inwardly
such dishes you’ll be able to pre
penses now. In this section he has made a strange offer—though I’m | wondering that he was so calm. He
join all the numbered dots to- '
pare.
to buy lots of grain as there are few bound to say that it didn’t seem so
gether, starting with dot number .
had kept on nodding hls head,
Bran Waffles
farms large enough to raise the grain very strange at the time. She point
one and ending with dot number
while Corkerdale spoke, and he was
ed
out
that
she
was
alone
there
ln
to feed more than a small percentage
Sift one and a half cups flour,
evidently about to give him some
thirty-four.
Freddy says his |
London,
that
she
was,
in
a
degree,
four
teaspoons
baking
powder,
one
of stock kept, and wages for hired
meditated reply, when a knock
Jimmy had pink eyes and a pink
teaspoen salt, two tablespoons
help are another problem confronting at my mercy. Then she reminded
came
at
the
outer
door
and
a
wait

tail, too.
sugar. Beat the yolks of two eggs
the farmer. One can’t afford to hire me that she had a brother here ln
er looked in.
and combine with one cup of milk.
efficient help and cheap labor is worse London, a man who left Marras
“
Mr.
Maythorne?
”
he
Inquired,
Add to the dry ingredients and mix
than nothing, so many know nothing dale years ago, and who had, she
glancing round the room. Then, as
MICKIE SAYS—
well.
Add one-half cup melted
about farming and would rather said, a business In the Harrow
Maythorne moved toward him, he
road—"
shortening and three-fourths cup
starve than work anyway.
added: “Will you come to the tel
“Aye, to be sure!’’ muttered Cor
MRS. LENA THORSEN
bras. Add the stiffly beaten whites
Look at the price of eggs at pres
ephone, sir?—name of Cottingley
IF WE HAD A REPORTER.
of two eggs. Bake in a hot waffle
ent, then visualize if you can what kerdale. “The Harrow road .”
asking for you.”
FOR EASH READER, WE
“And she made us an offer,’’ con
iron until mixture ceases to steam.
you would do feeding a big flock of
COULD PRlUr AU- TH' AJBUS
“I was so nervous and despondent.
tinued Shelia. “She said that If
hens and wondering where the W«
ABOUT EVRYBODY* BUT
I’d cry for hours and some days I
go with her, there and
money was coming from to pay for then,would
(To Be Continued)
WE SAMT BE EVRYWHERe
wouldn't even 'crawl' out of bed. I’d
to her brother’s house, and
Hints for Homemakers
the next load of feed. Of course you snow her to consult with him first,
be in distress from indigestion after
AT OWCE, SO YOU (2AU HELP
who buy eggs are always glad when she’d tell us the absolute truth about
THE “COMIC” IS BACK
US IF YOU WIU., BV GlVIU&US
every meal and lost weight continu
By Jane Rogers
they are cheaper, but these things •11 that she actually knew. We
AMY ITEMS OF fiEUEPAL
ally. But my whole outlook on life
cost high to produce and if one can t were fools enough to go—and we This Year’s Valentine Styles “Tipped
lMTEREST ABOUT YOURSELF
has been changed since taking Sar
get a fair price he will go to raising set off at once, without telling any
With Venom"—Women Buyers
gon. My appetite is simply wonder
OR FAMILY
other things, and then you will pay body.' W« expected, of course,“to
ful and my ghin in weight of twenty
Predominate
much more for eggs. The same rule be back ln a very short time.’’
pounds proves how sound my diges
works on other things.
“What happened, miss?’’ inquired
tion is. My nerves settled so I could
Valentines
tipped
with
venom
are
A word to the wise should be suf- Corkerdale.
sleep well and I have the strength to
flooding
the
market
this
year.
fleient^-at leas# it may set us all to
“We left the hotel and got a
do the hardest kind of housework
The
old
comic
has
come
back
but
thinking, for there are always two taxicab round the corner nf the
without tiring. I’ll never get through
i in more sophisticated, cynical guise.
sides to all questions.
next street," continued Sheila. The 1931 comic valentine touches
praising this Sargon treatment.”
N. C. C. No. 4.
"Allsop Murdoch told the driver with broad satire current phases of
Sold by The Corner Drug Store,
where to go. I knew where the life and human weaknesses.
Inc.,- in Rockland; by George H. Gar
TELEVISION NEARER REALITY
Harrow road opens in Edgware
diner in Warren; and H. L. Bossa
The modern teacher gets hers, but
road at Paddington Green: we
in Waldoboro.—adv.
19-lt
If we take the word of the youth went a long, long way beyond that. she is no longer a sour-visaged “old
maid" with ringlets, but a flapperish
ful engineer Philo T. Farnsworth, At last we got out—"
person who walks home from an
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy
television is now a reality. This 24“A minute, Miss," interrupted auto ride.
copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the
year-old experimenter and one of the Manners. “When you got out, did
home news, at the Old South News
The earnest suffragette is neatly
Agency. Washington St., next Old South
foremost television experts in the you happen to notice If you were nailed
with this:
Church; also at M. Andclman's, 284 Tre
country has developed apparatus for being followed by another taxicab, "You boast of women’s suffrage •
mont St.
television sending and receiving ■owF
what you’ll do not fall,
TEASPOON of sugar added
which works without mechanical aid.
“I did see a taxicab pull up on If And
your bridge meets on election day
when frying tomatoes brings
What other televisionists do with mo the other side of the street lower
You’ll ne’er show up at all."
out their full flavor. In cooking
tors and scanning disks Farnsworth down,” replied Sheila. “I noticed
zJffinh every grave
The druggist gets a sarcastic both ham and pork, a small amount
does electrically. In his system he that while my mother was paying “bawling out" from his sidelines, and of sugar points up the nut-like
uses special vacuum tubes—a “disec- eur man.”
is expressed If he carries flavor of the meat.
Manners sniffed, and whispered wonder
tor" and an "oscilight.” The former,
any drugs at all. He is pictured sur
the transmitting tube, looks like a to hls colleague—an audible whis rounded by toy trains and sand
If late in starting the roast for
fruit jar and contains the equip per, “That ’ud he him 1” he said. wiches.
dinner, sear it under the broiler
ment for scanning an image electri "Tracked ’em! Beg pardon, Miss,
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
Women are among the chief buy while waiting for the oven to get
of The Courier-Gazette, with the
cally. The receiving tube or “oscilight" for Interrupting you.”
ers of the returned “comics," deal hot. By the time the meat is nicely copies
We believe “a satisfied cus
home
news, at Central News Co.. 66 Cott*-'
“
We
walked
up
the
road
a
little
is pear-shaped and has a picture
browned, the oven will be hot gress St.;
ers
say,
whether
it
is
the
lure
of
the
or Ross News-stand. 381V2 Con
tomer is the best advertise
screen four inches square in the flat way," continued Sheila. “Then we bargain prices or the desire to get enough to continue the cooking.
gress St.
ment,” and on that principle,
end. Like other systems, however, his turned into a side street, and Into even with somebody, dealers find it
our business is Increasing.
method requires radio transmitters • still smaller street that ran oft hard to say.
We shall be very glad to ad
and receivers. But the pictures his that—a dark, gloomy street Out
Can’t Keep House Without It
At any rate, women, young and
vise you on the selection of a
system produces are said to be sharp side one of the houses, Alison Mur old. throng the comic counters and
suitable Memorial for. your
er than those of other systems—The doch asked us to wait a few min grab with glee the highly-colored
An Old Family
That's
what
thousands
of
Cemetery plot.
utes while she went in. We did.
Pathfinder.
bits
of
paper.
The
old-fashioned
Doctor
’
s
Favorite
mothere
sa
7
“
bout
She was away perhaps five min
lace valentines with their saccharine
Always iron with the thread of the utes. Then she came out and sentiments are left practically un
Ballard’s Golden Oil
Wm. E. Dornan & Son
fetched
us
ln.
It
was
a
dark,
i goods and iron until the garment is
touched on a nearby counter.
groomy
house
—
as
gloomy
as
the
dry. Otherwise it will pucker. Jo reThe emergency remedy for croup,
Inc.
coughs, colds and all family ali
i move the shiny gloss on seams, tucks, street outside. She took us into
WHEN IN PORTLAND—You can buy
ments. No poison drugs or alcohol.
or hems, moisten a piece of soft cloth what seemed to be a back bedroom i-oples of The Courier-Gazette, with the
EAST
UNION,
ME.
Safe for children
Should be ln
news, at Central News Co.. 66 Con
| in clean water, wring it dry, and wipe on the ground floor, where here home
every family. 35 cts. and 70 cts.
I17T-U
gress 8t.; or Ross News-stand. 381 'i Con
was
a
dim
light
from
a
gas
bracket.
1 it quickly over the shiny surface.
gress St.
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Some Interesting Facts About Classified Advertisements In
The Courier-Gazette—How To Go About Writing One

“THE

POWER

TRUST

Page Five

MYTH”

CHEVIE ADVS. PAY

GENERAL BUSINESS CONDITIONS

(Continued from Page One)

Indeed, electric light and power' eral opinion that a group of individ
companies cannot reduce output or uals and corporations is a Power
reise rates, because, like railroads, Trust, they are able to bring all
they are compelled by law to serve kinds of charges against the thing
should
properly
be
included
in
a
There is no particular mystery
all who seek service, and their serv called "the Power Trust” without
classified
ad
may
prove
helpful.
about
the
remarkable
results
ice and the rates that they charge assuming any legal responsibility.
Help Wanted—
are determined by government—pre
achieved by the classified advertise
At the present time their activities
Male or female
ferably as in most States, by a public are a distinct threat to the pocket
ments of The Courier-Gazette. It is
Position offered
service commission. They are com book of the American workman.
Where located
really an open and shut commonpletely regulated, and it is hardly
These attacks are already caus
Duties
—
Wages
sense proposition. A person has some
necessary for me to point out to you ing a few of the holders of power
Experience Necessary
article he wishes to sell. He calls
that no regulated industry can be a and light securities to show some
Other qualifications
The Courier-Gazette, 770, and asks
trust. The two things cannot exist uneasiness, and may make it a lit
Name—Address—Phone
together in the electric light and tle harder to raise the necessary
for the classified advertising da» For Sale—
power industry, since you are always money for increased facilities to
Articles to be sold
partment. Then he describes that
free to lodge complaints with your meet your demands for service. This
Kind—Style
which he wishes to sell. The paper
State regulating commission as to is particularly unfortunate in a year
Material—Color
does the rest.
either service or rates.
—and a critical year—when the elec
Size—Condition
What does the paper do? First it
But the fact that the industry is tric power industry has planned and
Quantity—Quality
regulated makes it possible to arouse hopes to spend on new construction
Advantages—Price
undertakes in a courteous manner,
prejudice against it by calling it a $800.000.000—an amount of very con
Actual Value
to procure the necessary facts abodt
trust. Citizens still recall how pro siderable importance at a time when
Name—Address—Phone
the article to be sold. It is axiomatic
moters of trusts—such as the Sugar , business needs all the stimulation it
Lost and Found—
that the article must be carefully
Trust, the Tobacco Trust and others can receive.
Article—Description
described with reasonably complete
When one considers that the ex
—tried to establish monopolies in
Where—When
the nineties in violation of the law. j penditure of $800,000,000 means steady
details. Then the paper sees that
Identification Marks
On the other hand, in many respects, employment at good wages for 400,Name—Address
the ad is written in an easily read,
an electric light and power com 000 men throughout 1931, these as
Phone—Reward
sensible manner and then it prints'
pany is a monopoly created by law. saults on the electric power industry
Automobile
the ad under a proper classification.
Out of this deceptive similarity, pol are in reckless disregard of immediate
Make—Vear
The paper goes into about 6300
Number of Passengers
iticians—through their own lack of j public welfare.
homes each issue and every copy is
understanding, or else with a dis- j Eight hundred millions of dollars
Style of body
Number of cylinders
tinct purpose in mind—possibly have ; productively spent by an industry
read by several persons, a majority
Mechanical condition
caused some confusion in the minds which serves American households
of them scanning the classified
Kind of tires—Condition
of the voters as to the essential dif for an average of eight and one-half
columns which have a fascination of
Mileage—Extras
ferences between monopolies created cents a day may not seem important
their own.
Price—Amount down
for public convenience, and mono to politicians, whose care of other
Whether you want to hire help, buy
Name—Address—Phone
polies once set up to restrain trade, people's money has never been ex
or sell livestock, poultry, farm ma Livestock
treme. The managerial and execu
or increase prices, or both.
chinery, dispose of your used car or
Breed—Pedigree
I do not believe it is necessary for tive ability of politicians as contract
recover your strayed dog—a CourierSex—Weight
me to argue that electric service ed with the electric light and power
Gazette classified ad containing the
Age—Price
ought to be a regulated monopoly. ndustry may be gauged in some
details essential to a clear under
Number available
And if some of the newspapers, pol measure from the fact that between
standing of your offer will prove ah
Name—Address—Phone
iticians and professors who are dis 1905 and 1928 the electric industries
efficient little worker in your behalf. Poultry
cussing the electric industry would of the United States reduced the avThe classified ads of The CourierBreed—Strain
come out frankly and call it a mo ■rage price of a unit of household
Gazette are gainers of more profit
Comb—Age
nopoly instead of employing a sin electricity from eleven and one-half
to you, they bring results, and they
Pedigree—Sex
ister phrase like "the Power Trust,” cents to six and one-half cents, while
are cheap too—3 lines or less cost 25
Egg Record
we would all understand what the the average per capita revenues taken
cents the first insertion. 50 cents per
Show winners
from citizens by city governments in
shouting is about.
week and 6 times for $1.00.
Quantity—Price
the same time rose from twenty• • • •
A few simple rules as to what . Name—Address—Phone
three dollars to seventv-two dollars.
You know it's a monopoly. There
• • » »
is only one company from whom
Only
a
fortnight
in one of
SAFETY AND COMFORT that otherwise might be carried into most^jf you can buy electric service. his dailj' messages to ago,
the people, Cal
i the car.
You have had your experience in vin Coolidge said: "For the United
m
rvu
vt
i_i’
Oldsmobile's new method
of
public service facilities, States to go into the electric busi
The New Oldsmobile Mas anchoring bodv to chassis, employing competitive
and found it means economic waste ness would be a gross misuse of its
designed concave washer —which, in the end, you paid for.
Many Attractive Features I aat specially
each bolt, and insulating body Many of you remember the two tele powers and involve it in all kinds of
1 from chassis by strips of live rubber. phone companies. We certainly don't political abuse." Well, if that is what
Both safety and comfort in auto- 1 gives greater strength and solidity to want to get back to that. We decided you want, applaud and join with the
others in their shoutings about the
mobiling depend to a major degree ; the car as a whole.—adv.
long ago that in the long run we Power Trust. If it matters not to
on how well a car is fundamentally
would get better utility service at you whether your children shall
balanced. Correct balance provider
lower rates from regulated monopo have the same opportunity to ex
NORTH UNIOxN
roadability and driving ease and
than we could get from competi press their enterprise and initiative
Friends in this place were sad lies
contributes greatly to riding comfortj
tive companies.
That's why we and possibly to rise above the aver
dened
to
hear
of
the
death
of
Miss
Every detail of design must be taken
adopted State regulation of public age that you had, then fall in line
Blanche
Howes,
which
occurred
Feb
into consideration in making a,
utilities, and, with comparatively with those who are trying to recruit
balanced automobile, according to 1 in Malden, Mass. Funeral services lew exceptions, competition in public all the radical elements of the coun
were
held
the
following
Thursday
at
the engineers and designers of the
utility service is as much a thing of try against American institutions
1931 Oldsmobile which has won the the home of her father,J. C. Howes the past as the candle, the washing handed down by the framers of the
in
Washington.
praise of critics for this phase of con-1
board and the stove-heated iron. As
The farmers here are harvesting long as the service is good and the Constitution. If what you want is
struction. Chassis, power plant an<j
government ownership and politi
their
ice
and
wood.
body must each be considered in its
rates are reasonable, monopoly of
The Gleason and Rhodes families service is allowed, but when and cal operation of our successful in
relation to the others to achieve
i|h?ve been afflicted with the prevail- where these conditions do not exist, dustries, leaving the unsuccesful for
balanced performance.
private ownership, then applaud
How driving security under all'* ing epidemic.
the State regulating body can grant
who use such myths as the
conditions apd ease of control—cS Raymond Danforth served on the the right of competition. Monopoly “those
well as riding comfort—have been jury at Ihe February session of court. in the electric light and power in Power Trust.” and who have no in
Fred Dearborn had the misfortune dustry legally exists, therefore, only terest in unsuccessful industries. If,
achieved is explained by Oldsmobile
on the other hand, you believe with
to lose a horse last week.
engineers as follows:
as long as the industry plays the Abraham Lincoln that "in those
_________ chassis
_____ ____
The Oldsmobile
provides} Mrs. Mabel Miller and daughter game fair.
things that the people can do best
for an even distribution of weight ; Claribel visited Mrs. Maude OverAlthough regulation of the indus lor themselves, government should
and a low center of gravity. It has at lock Friday of last week.
try by state commission was not
"kick up” at the rear, which allows it
J- R- Danforth and family at- originally suggested by the electric not interfere,” raise up your voices
to go over the rear axle and drop tended Pomona Grange last Satur- light and power interests as a whole against the increasing government
activities in. and interference with,
down at the end to meet the low) day at South Hope
but was first supported mainly by
swung rear springs. The center of
A party from this place went to critics of the industry, we hear from business. Let those politicians who
gravity, as a result, has been brought Washington last Saturday evening to these former adherents of regulation attack the business of the country
by inuendoes such as the “Power
closer to the roadway. The frame attend Grange in spite of the cold that it has now broken down.
Trust” know that the time has come
tapers toward the front, permitting a, weather.
Nobody else seems to have heard
short turning circle of only 38 feet. * i Mrs. Ethel Danforth and daugh- the sad news. Certainly not the peo for hands off private business, and
The inherent correctness of design ter Ariel called on the Overlocks ple who use electricity, because year more attention to public business—
the business of government. Tell
of the Oldsmobile chassis is enhanced' Sunday,
by year the number of electric users them that you are satisfied with;
by other factors that make for road-,
increases, and consumers buy more your electric service under its pres
ability and restful riding comfort. A
current at lower rates. Certainly ent form of ownership and opera
GROSS NECK
new front spring design is employed.
not the investors, who have pro
A half spring leaf has been added to , School closed last Friday for six vided in the last ten years approxi tion. Tell them the fact that the
home makers of America are using
the rear portion of the front spring, weeks vacation.
mately eight billion dollars to the
forming
AUI
1111115
virtually
v 11 buau j
two inmii
main xv-aawo.,
leaves.' Mrs. William Gross . visited Mrs. industry to build the facilities to electric service in increasing num
bers and in increasing amounts at
This unique construction increases 1 Elroy Gross last week in Waldoboro,
roadability and holds the front end
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Winchen meet the public jemand for electric decreasing rates. Make plain to
service.
them that government is not so effi
steady at top speed and on rough bach and daughter Eleanor were in
♦ « ♦ *
ciently managed that you care to
Rockland recently.
roads.
Alfred Waltz and Aaron Nash have
The success of the American plan take any chances by having it man
The action of all the springs is con
of running the electric light and age the country's industries. Point
trolled by a new type of hydraulic harvested their ice.
Miss Alcada Genthner recently power industry is attested by the out to them that they can save far
shock absorber, provided with rigid
steel links mounted in adjustable visited with Miss Hazel Hilton at her fact that the growth of the indus more money for the people of the
try has been such that Americans, United States by attacking the ex
anti-rattle rubber fittings. These home in Broad Cove.
Mrs.
Frankie Simmons visited who number about one-seventeenth travagance of government and re
are so designed that a light shock is
met by a light resistance, and a heavy Mrs. William Gross Sunday.
of the world's inhabitants, use about ducing taxes than they possibly can
Mrs. Irvin Genthner and children one-half of the world's output of by attacking an industry whose av
shock is checked by a powerful
cushioning action. Thus the springs of Broad Cove and Miss. Phyllis electricity. Every foreign commis erage charge to the home maker is
are allowed to function at full effi Tracy of Bremen spent the weekend sion that has come here to find the eight and one-half cents per day.
with Mr. and Mrs. C. L. Eugley reason for America's industrial su Tell them to attend to public busi
ciency.
The rear axle also is designed to and son Ernest.
premacy has included in its report ness more and to private business
Mrs.
Mertie Booth of Kaler's that an important explanation is less. That will give an opportunity
provide for easy rolling, strength and
silence. It is of the heavy-duty, Corner and Mrs. Annie Nash of "cheap electric power, anywhere to each to become more efficient,
semi-floating type, with ring and West Waldoboro visited their sister and everywhere."
instead of wasting time in attack
piston gears large in size and carried Mrs. Alfred Waltz Sunday.
Such are the fgets about the reg on the one side and defense on the
Miss
Alcada Genthner spent ulated monopolies which serve the other.
on annular ball bearings. Rubber
pads insulate the axle from the rear Saturday evening with Mrs. Eddie American people with electric en
No matter what our respective
springs, to dampen out road noises Howell in Waldoboro.
ergy.
Those who talk about a views—whether for or against public
“Power Trust" do not deal with ownership—let us be done with the
these facts, and do not even call the myth of- the “Power Trust," which
industry a well regulated power mo insults the intelligence of the Amer
nopoly, which is its right economic ican people. While Governor Pinname. When men use evasive lan chot of Pennsylvania is no friend
guage and terms, the presumption of the electric light and power in
is that they are using language ac dustry. one can admire him for com
cording to the formula of Talleyrand ing out boldly and saying what he
thinks, and not hiding his real in
—to conceal thought. '
What, then, is the thought, the tentions behind deceptive phrases.
purpose, the motive lack of the in
nuendoes about the “Power Trust?” BURKETTV'ILLE CENTER
The motive is to arouse suspicion
with the hope of destroying the
Misses Ruth Mitchell and Vera
principles of pioneering, develop Collins of Appleton High spent, the
ment, ownership and operation by weekend with their parents.
individual free men—upon which
Miss Bertha Miller gave a card
the foundation of America's great party
at her home last week.
ness has been built—and replacing
Mrs.
Vera Pease has returned
them, in the electric power industry
Permit us to create
with government ownership and po home after a visit of several weeks
Bert
litical operation. This is only the with her daughter Mrs.
a personality in your
start. If it is successful, other in Dearborn of Union.
Misses Bertha and Chlbe Miller
printing work . . . such
dustries will be treated the same
recently visited Miss Ida Roy of
way.
The
next
may
be
the
one
that
personality as you would
furnishes your own livelihood. This Union.
Vernon Martz spent ^jiturday at
prefer in the human
motive is exploited by a small group
Alba Maddocks'
with
socialistic
tendencies,
backed
salesman that you would
Miss Bertha Miller has arrived
by a few political aspirants and some
employ.
radical newspapers who. for a sel home from teaching a successful
fish purpose, rise to the defense of term of school at Belmont. Miss
the people whether they need de Ruth Hatch spent the weekend as
fending
or not. By creating the gen- her guest.
We plan and print
. . . booklets, inserts,
EAST LIBERTY
sales bills, broadsides,
Jefferson A. Davis who had an ill
turn in the fall shows slight signs
announcements, office
An old Chinese Proverb says, "Nine of improvement.
n 10 suffer from piles,” but the pain
and factory forms and
Mr. and Mrs. George McLain and
.nd itching of blind, protrudlfig or
and Mrs.
Martel McLain
deeding plies usually are alleviated Mr.
supply estimates on a
xithin a few minutes by soothin'?, attended the funeral of their aunt,
competitive basis.
waling Dr. Nixon’s Chinaroid, forti
fied with a rare, imported Chinese Elizabeth Burgess, in Belfast last
Herb, having amazing power to re week.
duce swollen tissues. It’s the new
Edwin Ryan was recently in
est and fastest acting treatment out. Lewiston. On his return home he
You can work and enjoy life right
from the start while it continues its was accompanied by Verna C. Ryan
THE COURIER-GAZETTE
healing action. Don't delay. Act in and her mother Ida Brown, who
time to avoid a dangerous and cost
ly operation. Try Dr. Nixon’s China have been away for several month'
ROCKLAND, MAINE
Mrs. Sidney Hooper returned to
roid under our guarantee to satisfy
completely and be worth 100 times her home in Amesbury. Mass., after
the small cost or your money back. a visit of several weeks with Ml.
C. H. Moor & Co., Rockland
and Mrs. F. J. Hooper.

From the Monthly Bank Letter for February Issued by The National Gty Bank of New York

ANUARY has justified the ex is made for the normal growth of
pectations of an improvement business from year to year the
in the business situation in the current showing, as compared with
United States, according to The previous years is even worse.
“With the recovery, however, in
National City Bank, which notes
in its monthly bulletin that activ industrial activity since the yearity in the steel and automobile in end, steel mill operations have
dustries has increased and has been stepped up to around 46 per
been paralleled by a general cent of capacity, railway traffic
broadening out of business in has increased, and there has been
a gain in activity of the automo
other lines.
“To what extent the improve bile industry.
ment in sentiment is due to the
“This ability of industry to rally
better trend in the security mar from the low points of December
kets is impossible to say. Natur is encouraging, and taken in con
ally. the reports of expanding junction with the improvement
operations in various branches of shown during most of the month
industry likewise have been help in the security markets, with evid
ful to sentiment, while knowledge ence of the low inventories in
that the country has come through many lines, and with realization
the critical days of December of the extent to which indusf- '
without mere serious upsets has curtailment has been pract
tended to inspire greater confid has given rise to a feeling i
ence in the soundness of the greater confidence in some quar
economic fabric. With some people ters that the depression has
a feeling of relief over the pass passed its lowest point. This may
ing of 1930 and a tendency to see prove to be the case, though con
some magical significance in the crete evidence at this stage is not
“turn of the year” seems to be the very conclusive.
basis for a not-so-well grounded
“It must be recognized that this
optimism.
increase in manufacturing reflects
“Figures available during the | to a large extent an expansion of
past month reveal in striking production in preparation for an
fashion the extreme low point to expected consumer demand. This
which industrial activity fell in is particularly true of the automo
December. At 82 per cent of the bile industry whose enlarged ac
1923-25 average, the composite tivity in recent, weeks has been a
production index of the Federal prime factor in the stimulus to
Reserve Board was down 2 points industry generally. It remains yet
from the November level and the to be demonstrated to what extent
lowest for any month since May these larger programs of produc
1922. Moreover, if any allowance tion have been justified, and in our

J

NORTH HAVEN
The offering for the benefit of Red
Cross taken at the Baptist Church i
Sunday night was $12.53. which sum !
through the Branch treasurer is for
warded to the Knox County chapter.
Friday night at the church a box
social was held under the auspices
of the young men's and young wom
en’s classes, the proceeds also to be
donated to the Red Cross. In con
nection with the evening's program
the church orchestra gave a halfhour concert.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Stone were in
Rockland Monday enroute to Union
to attend the funeral of Mrs. Minnie
C. Deane.
Mr. and Mrs. William Lobley
were in Rockland Saturday.
With Capt. Winchpaw leaving the
Curtiss Wright service at Rockland
no keener regret is felt anywhere than
at North Haven, where during the

judgment the decisive test as to
recovery will lie in the extent to
which industry is successful in
distributing this enlarged output
to the consumer. This, coupled
with the trend in building opera
tions this Spring, should give
more reliable indication as to
whether the turning point in the
depression has really taken place.”
“It is idle to ignore,” continues
the bank, “that economic condi
tions all over the world have been
violently disrupted, and that it
may take time and patience before
a new equilibrium is established.
We are in a major depression
which is world-wide, and as such
is vastly complicated by all man
ner of perplexing questions in
volving international debts, tariffs,
ind drastic and far-reachi? <ci .1
and economic changes, r
ment, moreover, is still ti..
• i
most industries, and most coun
tries, and where this is the case
the expenditures of people every
where tend to fall not only to the
levels of sound economy, but even
below the level of reasonable re
placement. Because of these un
certainties, any attempt at predic
tion for the near term is hazard
ous. Business, however, has an
amazing capacity for adjusting
itself to all sorts of conditions,
and we have no doubts hut that it
will emerge from the present de
pression, as from all previous de
pressions, in stronger, sounder
condition for the purging pro
cess.”

years of this service he has piloted
SUNSHINE
so many people back and forth, and
Mr. and Mrs. Russell Barter of
shown unfailing consideration and
courtesy, as well as inspiring con ; North Haven are in town for a few
fidence because of his skill as an air weeks.
Maynard Conary who has been
pilot. North Haven wishes him best of
success in his next move whatever it unable to move from his chair owing
to a bad sprain in his shoulder is
may be.
At the church Sunday: Morning improving slowly.
worship at 11 o' clock with sermon
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Conary
by the pastor, subject, "With Paul at and Calvin Stinson of Camden were
Ephesus." The young ladies choir will ! in this place to attend the funeral
sing; church school meets at 9.45; services of Mrs. Buckminster.
• • * •
last Sundav notwithstanding the
snowstorm there were 68 present;
Mrs. C'yrena Buckminster
young
people's service at 6.30;
Mrs. Cyrena Buckminster died
evening service, with address by the
pastor; the orchestra will play, and Feb., 5 at the home of her daughter
Mrs. W. I. Conary. She leaves
there will be other special music.
two children, Lizella Conary and
All new buildings should be made , Emery Buckminster, three sisters
rat proof. On many American farms Elmira Hutchinson, Annie Stinson,
the cost of rat proofing all the con Abbie Conary, two brothers Charles
struction would amount to less than Conary and Daniel Conary, and
the damage the rats do annually.
I several grandchildren. Her husband

Another aggressive advertising
campaign, with newspaper display
columns carrying the brunt of the
attack, is promised for this year by
R. K. White, advertising manager of
the Chevrolet Motor Company.
Long one of the nation’s leading
advertisers the Chevrolet organiza
tion lent its endorsement to the
pulling power of the newspaper by
using 6,700 dailies and weeklies to
announce its new 1931 car in Novem
ber, the largest newspaper schedule
used by Chevrolet in one campaign
since the inception of the company.
This move was made despite sub
normal business conditions and the
generally slackened promotional
astivities of manufacturers in and
out of the automobile industry.
“We made this move,” Mr. White
explained, “because we are in direct
accord with the frequently expressed
view that the only way to make bad
business good and good business bet
ter is to put abnormal effort into
your activities wheen you face sub
normal conditions.
“Not only did we carry the largest
newspaper schedule we ever used
but we enlisted new forms of adver
tising to put our new car message
across. Both the radio and the
motion picture screen were added
this year. Both are new media in
our program, and both were added
because a manufacturer with a
national market intensively cul
tivated cannot afiford to overlook
any new means of approach to that
market.
"We are continuing to use the
radio and the screen to supplement
and buttress our newspaper cam
paign just as we have always used
national magazines, outdoor boards,
direct mail and other media for the
same purpose.
“The newspaper, howeveer, con
tinues to form the backbone of our
campaigns, and for the present will
continue to do so. It, in the parlance
of the gridiron, carries the ball and
the rest run interferance."—adv.
died eight years ago. She lived with
her son Emery for a while, about
two years ago going to live with her
daughter Mrs. Conary, where she
made her home until the time of
her death. Mrs. Buckminster was a
devoted member of the Advent
Christian Church and leaves many
friends. There were’ many beautiful
floral tributes at the funeral services
which were held Sunday, Frank
Conary offering prayer.

z

/CHEVROLET/

Z
/

Chevrolet has set a new
standard of value
With quality that begins In the
selection of raw materials anil
extends to the smallest detail of
finish, the new Chevrolet Six has
set a new standard for the lowprice field. This is not only a new
standard of quality, but one of
value as well—for this attractive,
capable new Six is offered at even
lower prices!
Consider Chevrolet’s many
advantages when you buy a lowpriced automobile. They mean
lhat the Chevrolet dealer is
offering you more motor car
quality per dollar in the finest
automobile Chevrolet has ever
built, at the lowest prices in 20
years of manufacturing!

» New low prices «
Roadster, $475; Sport Roadster with

rumble seat, $493; Coach or Standard

Five-Window Coupe, $343; Phaeton,
$310; Standard Coupe, $535; Sport

PRINTING

Coupe (rumble seat), $373; Convertible

Cabriolet, $615; Standard Sedan, $635;

Special Sedan, $630.

Prices f. o. b.

Flint, Mich. Special equipment extra.

Th* A’ew Chevrolet Convertible Cabriolet — Product of General Motors

NEW CHEVROLET SIX
. '

PILES THOBSAIDS

ij. ....

Greatest Newspaper Space
Ever Used This Year By
Famous Auto Builder

The Great American Value

See your dealer below
Rockland,
I

SEA VIEW GARAGE,1NC-

Maine

ALSO DEALERS IN CHEVROLET SIX-CYLINDER TRUCKS, $355 Ti ) $695, f. o. b. Flint, Michigan

/
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Notices of Appointment

Probate Notices_____ |n Everybody’s Column

To Let

Advertisements ln th's column not to i 'T° Jfnm J’nr“fthsmall°teuement ''inI Charles L. Veazie Register of Probate
STATE OF MAINE .
Mrs. Pearl Marshall is convalescing
At the valentine party sponsored
Services at the Federated Church
' (or the County of Knox, ln the State of
three lines Inserted
; <,um. ai *35 CAMDEN STREET.
19‘21
To all persons Interested ln either of exceed
cents.
3 times for 50 ^?nts.
Maine, hereby certify that ln the follow the
Sunday: Church school at 9.45. morn- by the Congregational Church this from an illness which has confined
estates hereinafter named:
lines 5 cents each for one time. 10 cents
TO LET House on Fern St. Modern.
ing estates the persons were appointed
ing service at 11. subject, “A Plain evening all those not costumed will her to the house for several days.
At
a
Probate
Court
held
at
Rockland,
Administrators or Executors and on the ln and for the County of Knox, on the for three times. Six words make a lln»! Inquire ERNEST C DAVIS or ALBERT
Man's Prayer;” evening service at 7 be fined five cents plus the usual
Mrs. William Baker and infant
M HASTINGS.___________________ 19-21
dates hereinafter Indicated:
20th day of January in t^ie year of our
admission
fee.
o'clock, when the study of the 23d
son, Albert William, left Knox Hos
ESTATE ANNIE SPROUL. late of Rock .Lord one thousand nine hundred and
TO LET—Tenement 708 Main St.,
Lost
and
Found
land.
deceased.
January
19th.
1931.
Ed

Psalm will be concluded under the
North End. C. A. HAMILTON. 29 Chestthirty-one and by adjournment from
Word has been received here of the pital Monday and are at the home
ward
K
Gould
of
Rockland
was
ap

day
to
dav
from
the
20th
day
of
said
‘
Jt
18-20
title, "The Royal Entertainer.”
illness of Rev. H. M. Purrington at of her parents, Capt. and Mrs.
LOST—Strayed or stolen. American 221- St. Telephone 986-J.
pointed Admr and qualified by filing January the following * matters having
TO LET—Modern rent ln brick house
Hound, black and tan. bow leg. scar ^«T1
George Lane, where she will remain Killer Kisser Her, Then bond on same date
Charles Shorey returned Thursday a hospital in Auburn.
been presented for the action thereupon Fox
on right ear. Lost night between 26- a* 157 Talbot Ave., vacated by Supt.
HIRAM SMITH, late of Rockland, de- hereinafter indicated it is hereby 27 of Nov. 1930. $20 reward if found. Toner. OVERNESS SARKESIAN. Tel.
from Boston.
Mrs. Edward Seavey has been con for a visit before returning to EdgeFeared
She
Would
Tell;
i ceased. January 20th. 1931. Ava Smith Ordered:
comb.
fined
to
the
house
with
grippe.
Elmus Morse and Robert Libby who
That notice thereof be given to all CARL PETERSON. R F.D. 1. Belfast. Me 568-W._______________15'tf
of Rockland was appointed Exx. without
TO LET-Two furnished rooms for
persons interested, by causing a copy _____________________________ 20*22
Mrs. Charlotte C. Dillingham en
attended the boat show in Boston and
I bond.
The Christian Endeavor Society
Justice Swift.
this order to be published three weeks
LOST—Feb.
bliiBr kid left hand light housekeeping, adults only. E. N.
CHARLES H. DECROW, late of Thom of
afterwards made a business trip to will have a valentine social at the tertained the C.C.H. Club at dinner
SYLVESTER. 23 Cedar St. Tel. 804-J.
successively
ln
The
Courier-Gazette,
a
glove,
wool
lined,
between
84
Park
St.
deceased. January 20th. 1931. newspaper published at Rockland in said and Main St. JO3DPH HOOPER. 8'.
____________ 11-tf
New Bedford, arrived home Friday Montgomery rooms Tuesday evening and bridge Thursday afternoon at
Detroit.—Justice moved swiftly aston.
Lulu E Decrow of Thomaston was ap County
that they may appear
a Pro Park St._________________________ 20*22
afternoon.
of next week. Games and appro Green Gables.
TO LET—Five room house, modern, on
to avenge the brutal murder of pointed Exx without bond.
bate Court to be held at said Rockland,
Court
St.
Apply
ERNEST
C. DAVIS, at
LOST—Tail ligh
The Trytohelp Club was delight fifteen-year-old Alice Collier here
KATHERINE MATHER, late of Rock- on
_ ___
..______
r _A. D 1931,
Miss Jessie Crawford leaves Mon priate entertainment will be fur
the_______
17th day of
February
Fuller-Cobb-Davis._________________ 9-tf
Til'OMASTON 168-4.
day for Boston where she will be the nished. Each one is asked to take fully entertained Wednesday eve When within 20 hours after his BI’- ' land, deceased. January 20th. 1931. Gil- at nine o'clock ln the forenoon, and be 100-413. Tel.
20’lt "to LET—On Warren St.. 6 room tene
if they see cause
lame. thirl v-threo ford B Butler ot South Thomaston was sheard
—s thereon i,
a valentine for the box. Refresh ning at the Baptist parsonage with rest, Italph James,
guest of Mrs. Edw’in U. Curtis.
thirty three, appointed Exr. and puallfied by filing
LOST—One ear ring, either ln Dad's ment, $22; 7-room tenement, $23.50.
ESTATE OF WILBERT R. NORTON,
Mrs.
George
F.
Currier
ns
hostess.
ments
will
be
served.
No
admission
was
sentenced
to
Marquette
prison
bond
on
same
date
Lunch
or
from
there
to
23
Park
St..
Jan. Both have gas and electricity. Very
The Methodist ladies' aid will hold
late of North Haven, deceased. Petition
WILLIAM H SMITH, late of Thomas, for Distribution, filed by Fremont Bev 24 MRS. LOTTA J. DARLING. Finder pleasantly located in good neighborhood.
a cooked food sale at the store ot fee will be charged and all are cor The club will meet next. Monday eve for life.
Apply at 12 WARREN ST. Tel. 577. 4-tf
leave
at
COURIER-GAZETTE
Office.
ning at the home of Mrs. Hazel
dially’ invited to attend.
James, seized after two months ten. deceased. January 20th. 1931. Char erage. Admr.
Levi Seavey Feb. 20.
15-tf
lotte M Alley, of Rockland was ap
TO LET—Unfurnished 5 room tenement
ESTATE WILBERT It. NORTON, late
Cain. Main street.
patient investigation by the police, pointed
Mr.
and
Mrs.
W.
F.
Overlock
of
Exx. without bond.
and garage. North Main St. ROBERT U.
Mrs. Ellis Copeland entertained Fri
of North Haven, deceased, Petition to
Past matrons' and patrons' night made a complete confession—a
COLLINS. 375 Main St. Tel. 77.
15-tf
CATHERINE BICKMORE. late of St. Determine Inheritance Tax, filed by Fre
day at tea Mrs. Estelle Newbert, Miss Orff's Corner w’ere overnight guests
Wanted
hideous story of luring the girl into
deceased. January 20th 1931. mont Beverage. Admr.
TO LET—Tenement at 38 Mechanic St.
Ella Copeland. Mr. and Mrs. E. K. Thursday of Mr. and Mrs. Arthur will be observed Tuesday evening by his automobile for tlie first ride of George,
Fred
N
Hart,
of
St
George
was
ap

WATCH
&
CLOCK
repairing.
Work
MRS
W
8.
KENNISTON,
176
Main
St.
Harbor Light Chapter. O.E.S.. with
ESTATE MARTHA S. STORER. late of
Winchenbach and Mrs. Leila Smalley. Peabody.
pointed Exr. without bond.
Warren, deceased. Petition to Determine called for and delivered in city. Tel. Tel. 874-W._______________________ 15-tf
Naomi Chapter of Tenant's Harbor the kind in her life and callously
Persons
wishing
to
add
anything
1158-W
S.
A.
MACOMBER.
23
Amsburv
ELLEN
E
WINSLOW,
late
of
Thomas

Inheritance Tax, filed by Helen P. Rob
Services at the Baptist Church Sun
LET—Five room furnished apart.
and Forget-me-Not Chapter of killing her by knocking her uncon
St.. Rockland. Me
20*32 AllTOmodern
deceased. January 20tli. 1931, Jessie inson, Admx. c. t. a.
Improvements. Inquire at
day: Bible school, 9.45; morning wor to the town warrant will please pre South Thomaston as special guests. scious, wedging her head between ton.
Green of Andover. Mass was appointed
sent
it
before
Feb.
17.
ESTATE
MARTHA
S.
STORER.
late
of
WANTED
—
Agents,
sell
our
hosiery
.
1
12
ELM
ST._______________________ 15-tf
ship, 11, topic. "Why So Persistently
Exx without bond, Frank H Ingraham Warren, deceased, first and final account Excellent line. Lowest prices. Larger
Supper at 6.30 followed by the regu two trees and twistifig her body un of
E.
M.
Lawrence
is
suffering
with
TO LET—Apartment ln Bicknell block.
Rockland was appointed Agent ln filed for allowance, by Helen P. Robin profits. Send for proposition. LEBARON
Advocate Christ?” social service 7.15.
lar meeting with past officers fill til she was strangled.
Apply to B. B SMITH. Thorndike & Hix
Maine.
son. Admx. c. t. a.
HOSIERY CO. Everett. Mass.
20 22 Lobster
The crime aroused public indig
The first of a •eries of benefit card 1 two broken bones in one of his hands, ing the stations. A fine program
Co. Tel. 208.
13-tf
ESTATE
LILLIAN
A
HOMER,
late
of
when he slipped while
WILBERT R. NORTON, late
WANTED—Woman to do cooking and
nation in Detroit to a pitch that it Boston Mass, deceased. January 20th. ofESTATE
parties was held Wednesday night by sustained
I
will
also
be
rendered.
North
Haven,
deceased,
first
and
final
general
housework,
must
be
experi

loading wood.
had not reached in an amazing se 1931 Joseph G Homer, of Boston. Mass account filed for allowance by Fremont enced and capable. When applying give
Williams-Brazier Post Auxiliary in
A 100 point match between Parker : Winslow Dillingham who has been ries of vicious crimes. The fact was appointed Admr without bond Beverage, Admr.
STANDARD WEIGHTS
full particulars and references. Write
their new rooms, and proved a pleas
very
ill
the
past
month
from
grippe
Milton M. Griffin of Rockland was ap
20-22
ESTATE HELEN M PENDLETON, late P O BOX 269. Rockland
ant social affair. Honors went to Mrs. Starrett and Elwin Starrett will take | was able to go out Friday for the that little Alice sold newspapers to pointed Agent ln Maine.
of Rockland, deceased, first and final ac
—SALESMAl/ for Lubrlcat- Rv R.lskel A- ProvirlcJ Rv
help her poor father and mother;
Charles E. Shorey. Mrs. J. Walter place soon on the six-hole golf course first time.
ESTATE MARY' E BLUNT, late of count filed for allowance by Arthur S. agWANTED
Ing Oil and Paint; two lines combined. DJ UUbllCl /~\S I TOViaea Dy
that she cared for the smaller chil Thomaston, deceased. January 20th. 1931. Baker. Admr.
Strout. Miss Harriet Dunn. Mrs. Min owned by Harvey Buber. They are
Salary
or
Commission.
THE ROYCE RE
A Candlelight Tea under the aus dren and that she was a favorite ln Oscar J Hodgkins of Portland was ap
Maine Statutes
nie Ludwig, Howard Wood and Mrs. E. rated as the town's best players.
ESTATE HARRIETT E BOWEN, late of FINING CO. or THE ROYCE PAINT
pointed Admr. without bond.
pices
of
the
Trytohelp
Club
is
to
be
Rockland,
deceased,
first
and
final
ac

CO..
C
lev
eland.
O
h>o.
_____________
20 lt
the
neighborhood
all
combined
to
Friends are saddened to learn of
F. Lynch.
ESTATE
LAURA
E.
WADSWORTH,
held at the Baptist Church on the
filed for allowance by Almon P.
WANTED—Reliable party to handle! Standard weight per bushel as prolate of Camden, deceased. January 20th. count
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Leighton have the death of Mrs. Jane K. Hender evening of Feb. 23. This has become arouse the poputaee.
Richardson. Exr.
Watkins Products in Rockland. f?u«t.o-i t ided by Section 39 of the Revised
1931. C. D Wadsworth, of Camden was
son which occurred at her home in
Dropped
From
Sight.
returned from a visit in Lewiston.
ESTATE
NINA O'CONNELL of Rock mers established. Excellent opportunity statute* as amended bv Public laws
an
annual
event
of
the
organization
appointed
Admr.
without
bond.
East Warren Feb. 12. The funeral
second and final account of Frank for right man Write at once. C WOR- . , ‘ 1 , r. $
,
5 J"5 ”
Two months ago, after having
ESTATE MARY E. DOW. late of Wash land.
Miss Martha Whitehill spent the will take‘place Sunday at 2 o’clock, and is always looked forward to with
B. Miller. Trustee, filed for allowance LEY. 231 Johnson Ave. Newark. New Jer1 B3 and I ublic Laws of 1915. Cut
deceased. January 20th, 1931. by Rodney I Thompson. Special Admin sey.
weekend in Rockland with Mr. and services to be conducted by Rev. a great deal of interest. An excellent been sent to grocery store on an ington.
___________
_______________
17*-S-23
it
out
and
keep
for
reference.
S Overlock of Washington, was istrator of the estate of the late Frank
Mrs. Harold Whitehill.
program is being arranged, and only errand, Alice disappeared as com Clara
WANTED—To buy old samplers, old
Admx. d. b. n. c. t. a and B Miller.
Howard A. Welch.
1 Bushel Pounds
pletely as if the earth had swal appointed
a
small
admission
fee
will
be
charged
pictures and hair cloth furniture. P O
The death of Capt. Blanchard T.
qualified
by filing bond on same date
Although Monday evening was
44
ESTATE HARRY GUY CROCKETT of BOX 326. Thomaston. Me.________ 18-20 Apples .....................................
Orne, 54, occurred this morning, atter stormy manv got out to attend which will also include the refresh lowed her. The police department
ESTATE SUSAN E. MAXWELL, late of Waterbury.
first and final
Apples, dried .........................
25
assigned some of its shrewdest in j Cushing, deceased. January 20th. 1931. account filedConnecticut,
WANTED - Position as chef or all
an extended illness. Funeral arrange charter members’ night and roll call ments.
for
allowance
by
Alan
L.
48
Rodney I Thompson of Rockland, was Bird. Guardian.
round cook. Best of references. Can Bariev ...............................
vestigators
on
the
case,
yet
no
ments have not been decided upon.
Tlie school band, an organization
held by Mystic Rebekah Lodge. Thc
appointed Admr. c. t. a and qualified by
any time. HORACE T. PERRY. 5 Rians .....................................
60
ESTATE BENJAMIN K WARE, late of start
The Beta Alpha Club will meet charter members were each present of 26 pupils will give an entertain trace of the child was found until filing bond January 22nd. 1931.
7-tf Beans. Lima ..........................
56
Washington, first account filed for al Wadsworth St . Thomaston.
ESTATE ANNIE L. ATKINS, late of lowance by Forrest H. Bond of Jeffer^pn,
next Monday evening with Mrs. ed with a carnation. Mrs. Marion ment at the Town hall next Thurs last week, when her body was dis
WANTED Skates to sharpen
We Sfeans, shell ..........................
28
covered by a hunter wedged be j Cushing, deceased. January 27th. 1931. Admr.
sharpen
them
while
you
wait,
and
sharp

Edith Kilborn, Hyler street.
Peans, Soy ............................
Crosby,
president
of
Rebekah day evening. The first part of the
58
j Frank W Atkins of Cushing was ap
ESTATE OF ALBERT O. EMERY AND en them right CRIE HARDWARE CO lb .nis. scarlet, or white runner,
James Fales is expected home from Assembly of Maine was present and ■ program will consist of musical tween two maple saplings.
Admr. and qualified by filing
9-25
Taking Into—consideration the . pointed
CHARLES EMERY, of Rockland. Petition 408 Mam St . Rockland_______
Orono to spend the weekend with his received a gift from the lodge. G. selections by the entire band, solo
bond on same date.
pole .....................................
50
for License to Sell Real Estate located
character and habits of the little
WANTED Gentleman boarder, student
parents.
JOSEPH O. DUNCAN, late of Merlon. in Rockland, and described in said Pe preferred
D. Gould who has the distinction of numbers, etc., after which the movie girl, the police, now that her body
Apply at 81 GRACE ST. or Beans, string .........................
24
Pennsylvania,
deceased,
January
27th.
tition.
filed
by
Charles
A.
Emery,
Warden I.inscott of thc State being the oldest initiated member "Young America" will be shown.
call 163-M.
7-tf Beans, Windsor (broad) ....
47
1931. The Girard Trust Company of guardian.
Prison and Phineas H. Gay of New also attended. Mrs. May Robbins Much interest is being manifested by had been found, came to the con Philadelphia.
Beets ..................................
Pennsylvania, was appoint
CO
clusion
that
the
only
way
she
could
ESTATE
ANNETTE
DENIG
JONES,
castle. member of the board of favored with reading an original the young people along musical lines
ed E ,r. without bond David O. Rodlck
Beets, mangel-wurzel ..........
60
late of St. George, deceased. Petition for
have
been
lured
away
would
have
For
Sale
of
Bar
Harbor,
was
appointed
Agent
ln
Prison Commissioners, are in Brook poem and music was furnished by and this is a splendid opportunity for
Beets, sugar .........................
Probate of Will and for Adm. with the
60
been
by
some
one
she
knew
and
Maine.
IFOR
SALE
—
Baled
shavings
and
straw.
lyn, N. Y., investigating the manu Adelle Feyler at the piano and Mrs ; the public to give them encourageWill Annexed, asking that KatW Denlg
Beets, turnip...........................
Attest:
co
trusted.
Unloading
car
Tuesday
and
Wednesday.
Tower
or
some
other
suitable
person
be
facturing of bags for potatoes and Shirley Bowley as soloist. Remarks i ment by attending the performance,
CHARLES L. VEAZIE. Register.
12
Tel 532 H W LITTLE_________ 20-22 Beet Greens .................
The
spot
where
the
body
was
appointed
Admx.
c.
t.
a.
without
bond.
other purposes. Industries for the were made by several of the mem- | The band is under the efficient lead
Blackberries .............
40
found
is
more
than
eight
miles
from
ESTATE
LENA
COLSON,
late
of
Rock

Fofe
SALE
—
Young
Holstein
cow.
new
State Prison are a large problem.
ership of Clarence Fish, which is the Collier home. Despite the time
Blueberries ...............
bers.
land deceased. Petition for Administra milch. JOHN KEINANEN. RED
42
Mrs. Dana Gilmore is making good
VINALHAVEN
tion. asking that William S. Colson, or 102. Warren.
20*22 Kian and shorts ..............
Mrs. Cecil dushman and son sufficient guaranty of its success.
20
that
had
elapsed
since
her
disap

,
some
other
suitable
person
be
appointed
recovery after an operation for ap Harold have returned from an ex
FOR SALE—Two brass beds, one spring Buckwheat .....:..... . ......
4S
The Johnson society of the M. E. pearance, the dectectives were able
pendicitis at Knox Hospital.
.
and mattress, oak dining room set In- Carrots ..............................
Sunday morning at Union Church, Admr. without bond.
tended visit with relatives in Thom i Church will hold a social Friday to make some shrewd deductions.
50
ROSALTHA
E
ROKES
late
of
Apple,
eluding
table,
sideboard
and
6
chairs
The Baptist ladies' circle have aston.
Rev. P. J. Clifford will take for his ton. deceased. Will and Petition for Pro- . Telephone THOMASTON 24 or call at 7 Corn, cracked ......................
50
evening with a program and refreshcancelled their meeting for next
Make Shrewd Guesses.
text "The Healing Shadow," and in bate thereof_filed by Andrew J. Rokes ELLLIOT ST
19-21 Corn. Indian ..............
Lawrence Kallock is reported to be ments.
56
Petitioner.
The
Petitioner
prays
that
Wednesday. Thc church is to en gaining in heatlh.
One of her shoes was fiAind a the evening "The Promise." There said will which is herewith presented
FOR SALE—Speed sleigh, also prison Cranberries ...............
32
j xhe demolishing of Hotel Rockport
tertain thc Missionary Conference
19-21 Currants ....................
full 150 feet away from tlie place will be special music by the choir and may be approved and allowed, and that pung A W NYE Tel 585
Mrs. Emma Seavey who has been
, has made a decided change
40
the following week, and it was there the guest of her daughter Mrs. Sclmale
quartet,
and
Andrew
Wilson
Will
letters
testamentary
issue
to
the
said
where
the
body
lay
;
the
other
shoe
JXtndelions
............
FOR
SALE
—
7-passenger
Packard
Tour

12
appfarancce of Central Square,
J. Rokes, the executor named ing. ln good running order, with heavy Feed ..................... ................
fore thought advisable to defer the don Robinson for a few weeks re- ,
' '
^d tQ see
attractive Pub. about half way between the two play the guitar and sing in both Eng- Andrew
50
therein, and your petitioner further glass winter curtains Good tires and
regular meeting of the circle.
lish and Swedish.
spots.
It
led
to
the
conclusion
thqt
Flaxseed
.....................
I turned to Thomaston Sunday.
56
represents that one Maude Robinson of equipment Will be sold at a great trade
i lie Library building erected on the
The family of James Ulmer. Erin
Miss Frances McIntosh and Miss Camden. Maine, being the Issue of a de to an immediate buyer Terms If de Hair ...........................
Alice had been brought to the place
Mrs. E. E^ Jameson accompanied ‘ £ ^'“toenea? future?
11
child of said Rosaltha E Rokes. sired. E W PIKE. Atty . Rockland. Tel Kale ..................... .................
street, are passing through a period by her granddaughter Ann McCraw
in a car, had been taken from it Doris Stordahl returned Thursday ceased
12
and being a > 1 sir at law of said estate, 339
19-21 I.itne ..............................
of affliction. Mr. Ulmer is just re went to Boston Wednesday to be
and probably rendered unconscious, from Rockland for the weekend.
70
has no devise or bequest ln said will and
covering from a severe illness, and , with her daughter Mrs. Henry Mc
.. ...mentioned
.... ......... ...
.............
n
FOR SALE —Pedigreed chow puppies. Meal (except oatmeal) .....
Church Notes
then had been dragged to the sap
L. A. Coombs returned Friday from was. —
not
therein
in any way
, 50
$35
and
asks
this
Honorable
Court
to'deterred
Mrs. Ulmer and daughter. Miss Craw for a time.
lings
between
which
her
head
was
Rockland.
Meal,
corn
........
Methodist, Rev. F. F. Fowle. minis
50
17«22
mine as a fact whether or not said
TUPPER. Crlehaven.
Lottie Partridge are in bed threat
Mrs. A. U. Patterson who was the omission of the said Maude Robinson
Capt. John Halverson of the ter: Sunday morning service at 10.30, wedged,
50
FOR SALE—Dry cord wood. $10. Junks, Meal, rye .....................
ened with pneumonia.
“
The
girl
never
would
have
guest
of
her
cousin.
Mrs.
Charles
from
said
will
was
Intentional
or
was
Millet,
Japanese
......
Sailors' Snug Harbor. Staten Island, subject. "Tlie Unforgetable Christ:"
$12; wood fitted and under cover. $14 O
35
Walter K. Butler is ill from grippe N. Y„ formerly of Rockland, is visit adult choir will sing; Sunday School come this far with a total stranger Grindie, has returned to Rockland, occasioned by mistake, or whether or H CRIE. Thomaston. Tel. 122-2
4-tf Oats .............................
32
not said Maude Robinson had received
at his home on Elm street.
FOR
SALE
—
Dry
hard
fitted
wood
$li
’
Onion
without
making
an
outer)'
or
Onions
.......................
where
she
is
spending
the
winter
with
ing Rev. and Mrs. Howard A. Welch 'at ll.45; Epworth League at 6; eve52
a due proportion of said estate during
Little 'Audrey Butler celebrated this week.
cord.
FRANK
ERICKSON.
Kt.
1.
Box
/O.
Parsley
................................
struggle
and
no
one
in
his
senses
daughter,
Mrs.
Charles
Schofield.
her
the life time of said testatrix.
ining service at 7; Ladies' Aid holds
8
Thomaston. Me
^8*20 Parsnips ...............................
her first birthdav anniversary Feb.
would
have
brought
her
dead
or
Miss Lucinda Young and friend
NORA A DONLAN. late of Rockland.
Mrs. Arthur C. Perry of Rockland ' an all-day session at the vestry Wed45
FOR SALE—Motor boat. 23 ft. long I‘caches, dried ....................
11. but because of the illness of her visited her daughter Mrs. Benjamin . nesday; Thursday evening service unconscious body this far when Miss Turner, who have been guests of Will and Petition for Probate thereof
33
that same may be proved and al with tender. $75. Write T. C. care The Peanuts, green ....................
father the party was postponed until Perry Tuesday.
there were many lonely spots along Mr. and Mrs. Jason Young, High asking
16*21
22
at 7.
lowed and that Letters Testamentary Courier-Gazette.
later. Little Audrey received many
the
road,
”
said
Inspector
Navarre.
street, returned Tuesday to Rockland issue to Valentine Chisholm of Rockland,
Mrs. Ira Libby of South Warren
Baptist Church, Rev. George F.
20
FOR SALE—Modern house. 6 rooms i Peanuts, roasted ...........
nice gifts, including a birthday cake has been visiting Mrs. A. O. Spear.
he
being
the
Exr.
named
in
said
Will
for
some
man
she
knew
and
1
Pears
...........................
"Look
A meeting of the Girl Scouts was without bond.
and bath, garage. A B HIGGS, 140 Tal
Currier, minister: Morning worship
58
with the one little candle.
bot
Ave.
Tel.
711.
lG-tf
trteted.
’
’
Peas, smooth ........
held Thursday evening in Union
Louis Gould has been confined to I at io.45 with special music by the
60
ELLIE S. RICH, late of Thomaston, de
Walter Strong who is at Kr.ox the house with an attack of grippe. 1 choir, children's story, "Stories About
Several suspects were seized, Church vestry. Among those who ceased.
FOR
SALE
-Dry
wood
undnr
cover,
Peas, unshelled, green ...... .
28
Will and Petition for Probate
Hospital is progressing well and Mrs.
$10; fitted. $14; Junks. $12;-limbs.
Miss Mildred Kenniston is em- Lincoln.” sermon. "What Shall We questioned and released. The hab , have passed the tenderfoot tests are thereof asking that same may be proved long,
56
$10. T. J. CARROLL. Tel. 263-21. 14-tf l'eas, wrinkled ................
Strong, who has been with him, has ployed at the Mill Svde Lunch.
its
of
many
men
were
scrutinized
and
allowed
and
that
Letters
Testamen

,
Potatoes
..................
Enna Vinal, Nathalie Smith. Emily
Believe About the Church?' Church
60
FOR SALE—Six room house, garage, • Potatoes, sweet ....
tary
issue
to
Effie
Rich
Richards
of
returned home.
until
finally
an
officer,
learning
that
Winslow. Eessie Middleton, Ruth Thomaston, she being the Exx. named in electric lights and water, double lot ol
Mrs. Benjamin Perry has been ill. i School at 12; B.Y.P.U. at 6. leader
54
At the last meeting of Pine Cone
Ralph
James,
thirty-three,
was
in
,
Quinces
.....................
Wahiman, Dorothy Cobb, Carolyn
land. Pleasant Gardens, for sale on
Mrs Annie Davis is keeping house j^iss Mildred Page; evening service
48
Will without bond.
Troop of Girl Scouts, Genevieve for Miss Ella Ladd during the latter's at 7 drama sermon—the third in the the habit of buying papers from tlie Calderwood. Pauline Smith, Aura Wil said
rent
plan,
$1500.
$15
month.
V.
F.
ALICE S. GENN. late of Rockland, de STUDLEY, 69 Park St. Tel 1080. 12-tf Raspberries ..............
40
Bradlee was enrolled a second class absence in Augusta where she will series on the Prodigal Son. "Coming girl and that he often chatted with liams, Ruth Brown. Ernestine Carver, ceased.
Will and Petition for Probate
1 Lice, rough ....................
44
thereof
asking
that
same
may
be
proved
FOR
SALE
—
65
acre
farm.
7
room
house
R
scout.
'Rye
.....................
her,
decided
to
take
him
into
cus

j Jennie Tuomi. Bessie Swears, Earbara and allowed and that Letters Testamen with line cellar, barn, water In house,
56
a friend.
, To Himself:" to carry out the thought
The correspondent recently had a visit
70
Rev.'H. I. Holt's address Thursday j
tjjis subject, the men will sing tody.
Roberts, Avis and Lois Webster, Ber- tary issue to Celia M. Hapworth of some blueberries, plenty of wood, rent . Salt, coarse ..........
very pleasant call upon Mrs. Ermina afternoon
James,
a
construction
worker,
tha Healey. Elizabeth Gray, Elizabeth Rockland. She being the Exx. named plan. $1600. $16 per month V. F. STUD j Salt, Turk’s Island ..............
70
before the students of -The Sinner and the Song;" MonHawes, one of Thomaston’s elderly both high and
—
—
•
—
-In
said
Will
without
bond.
LEY.
69
Park
St
Tel.
1080.
12-tf
had
been
questioned
only
a
few
Salt, fine ........................
grammar schools and t day at 4 o’clock. Red Cross lecture on
60
ladies, who confesses to 83 years of several guests with Lincoln as the first aj<j. Tuesday evening, meetings hours when he broke down and tel 1 Clayter, Shirley Sloane, Margaret
ESTATE
LUCY
M
CLINTON,
late
of
Salt, Liverpool ....................
60
, Swanson. Joyce Bennett, Elsie Holm- Owls Head, first and final account filed
life. For four years Mrs. Hawes has subject was pronounced truly re
60
the two Scout troops: ladies’ circle a sordid story of how he had killed quist, Rebecca Arey.
for allowance by John F. Whalen. time to get yours R. w. JEWELL. Gleh- 1 Seed, alfalfa ........................
been confined to the house and lat markable by all who had the privi- of
the
girl,
luring
her
away
by
the
............... Wednesday
.............._ at the parson
60
cove. Me. Tel. 256-4.
15-0 Seed, clover ................
Monday evening at her home Mrs. Guardian.
terly to her bed. It was an agreeable j lege of hearing it. Mr. Holt dealt will meet
offer of an automobile ride.
Seed, hemp ........................
ESTATE ADDIE L. ROBERTS, late of
Thursday at 7. mid-week serv
44
i Angus Hennigar entertained friends
FOR SALE--Fifty
surprise to find her looking so well,
It was the first time in her life at
at Slipper
<snnner ana
and pd,
63 111
in ODServance
observance of
Vinalhaven. deceased.
Petition
for AdA large list of sum- ' Seed, herdsgrass . ................
the life of the Civil War Presi- . jce
prayer and praise,
45
OI ber
ner ministration,
asking that
Allston
P tions ln Rockland
and alert in mind as formerly. Mrs. i with
that the little news girl had ever wedding anniversary.
from the cradle to the grave. ;
....
45
Honors in Roberts, of Vinalhaven. or some other eslate. Come and talk over my list 11 Seed, Timothy ...................
Hawes «me to Thomaston about dent
been
on
such
a
jaunt,
and
James
making each achievement stand out.
_
cards went to Mrs. Charles Chilles, suitable person be appointed Admr. you wish to buy. ROBERT U. COLLTNS 'Seed, Hungarian grass .....
1869 and engaged in the millinery Both schools evidenced their appre- .
without
bend.
says she enthusiastically accepted Mrs. Harry Coombs, Mrs. Herbert PatRuth Evangeline I pham
375 Main St. Tel. 77.
_________ 15-tf ! Seed, millet ................. .
50
business. Several years later she ciation of the address with the high- I Funeral services for Ruth Evango- his Invitation.
ESTATE ELISHA S. ROBERTS, late of
14
FOR SALE—Penobscot Bay farms and Seed, orchard grass ............
| rick and Mrs. Max Conway
married Herbert Hawes of Union, i est tribute any audience can give— line, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis
Vinalhaven. deceased. Petition for Ad cottages
for sale and rent, attractive Seed, redtop ...............
Offered Her a Ride.
1A
Mrs. Mildred Torfason was hostess ministration. asking that Allston P prices, ideal
and went to that town to reside. one minute of applause standing—a 1 Upham were held Friday afternoon,
loactlons,
tea
houses,
and
Roberts of Vinalhaven. or some other shore lots. ORRIN J. DICKEY. Belfast, Seed. Sea Island cotton
44
James says he was seated In the to the M. and E. Club Wednesday eve suitable
After his death she returned to true ovation. An hour of singing Feb. 6 at her late home on Central
person be appointed Admr Maine____________________________15-tf Seed, sorghum .......
50
car in front of his home when Alice ning at her home. Lunch was served. without bond.
Thomaston, which has since been was enjoyed.
1 street. Miss Upham was born March passed with her bundle of papers
30
Mrs. Evelyn Patrick entertained
WHEN IN BOSTON—You can buy Seed, upland cotton ....
her home. She is much interested in
ESTATE
OSCAR
D.
COOMBS,
late
of
Tenant's Haibor High will play 22. 1913. at Rockport where she had under her arm.
12
Thursday night at 63.
Galena Township, Indiana. Petition for i copies of The Courier-Gazette, with the Spinach .............
the church life of the place and Warren
High in a hockey game at always lived, being educated in the
40
Administration, asking that Alan L. .home news, at the Old South News Strawberries ......
“I asked her If she wanted a
Pupils of the seventh and eighth Bird
deeply so in the cause of temper Warren today,
Agency.
Washington
St.,
next
Old
South
of Rockland, or some other suit
Tomatoes ........
Saturday at 2.30.
i local schools, and graduated from ride,” he said, She jumped in be- grades in the .Washington school were able person
56
ance.' The future has a bright out
be appointed Admr. without Church; also at M. Andelman s. 284 Tre Turnips, English ...
-----------------j Rockport High last June. She was a side me.”
mont St.
50
' recently awarded a health habit bond.
look for her.
Turnips, rutabaga ..
Mrs. Millie Thomas will open Ye girl unusually attractive in appear60
James then told how he had ! trophy by the Maine Public Health
ESTATE ALMEDA A. CREIGHTON
Wheat .....................
Paper Shoppe Wednesday. Feb. J ance and of a very lovable disposition, driven almost directly to the wood Association for faithful performance late of Union, deceased. Petition for
60
Mrs. Millie Thomas will open Ye Wall
Eggs
and
Chicks
I
unoim
r,
Administration, asking that Frank G.
I'he standard weight of a
Wall Paper Shoppe Wednesday, Feb. 18. It is in New Glover block, oppo- r always wore a cheery smile, and was ed district where the murder oc I of health habits over a special period Creighton of Union, or some other suit
barrel of Flour is ......
196 lbs.
FOR SALE -S C R f Red Chicks bred
of 12 consecutive weeks.
able person be appointed Admr. without
18. It is in New Glover block, oppo site Musonic Temple. She will be a great favorite among her school- curred.
for production, color and type. State Tbe standard weight of a
mates. She was an active member
"I tried to kiss her and she
Housekeepers at Union Church cir bond.
site Masonic Temple. She will be pleased to meet old and new friends,
for pullorum disease and accred
barrel of Potatoes is ..... 1C5 lbs.
20-21
Cf the Epworth League and never fought me,” he told the police. "I cle Thursday were Mrs. Harry (vilAUGUSTA CHAMPNEY. late of Rock tested
pleased to meet old and pew friends.
ited. Prices for Feb.. Mar . April 100 for
lost an opportunity to render any choked her and she became limp in son. Mrs. Leroy Nickerson and Mrs. port. Will and Petition for Probate there $20; 500 for $19: 1000 for $18. Guaranteed The standard weight of a
20-21
of
asking
that
same
may
be
proved
and
barrel of Sweet Potatoes i s.. 150 lbs.
arrival. Write for May prices. M.
assistance in the work of the society, my arms. Then I was crazed by the F. L. Roberts.
MRS. ANNIE KALLOCH
allowed and that Letters Te." amentary safe
M. KINNEY, Thomaston, Maine. St.
where she will be greatly missed.
fear that she would tell about me
The men’s supper at Union Church Issue to Edward A. Champney of Rock- George Road. Box 49.
17*22
Her illness covered a period Of trying to kiss her and decided to , vestry has been postponed until Feb. ^n'withoT^
z Annie B., wife of Charles H. Kal
n<Ur°d
“W
S. C. R I REDS—Baby chicks from
loch died at her late home. Wiley's about eight weeks during which time •Hence her forever.
! 26, and will take the place of the usual
Hints for Homemakers
ESTATE JAMES ROKES. 1 te of Thom standard utility stock. Maine accredited.
Corner. Feb. 4 after a long illness she was tenderly cared for by loving
“Whefi she was unconscious I circle supper. L. A. Ccombs is chair- aston. deceased, first and final account They make healthy, productive hens.
in which she suffered much, but was bands, a part of the time being under wedged her head between twH trees ‘ man.
filed for allowance by Stanley H. Cush Price per 100. $20; 500. $19; 1000 and up,
By Jane Rogers
$18. Hatching eggs. Write or phone. E.
ing, Admr.
j always cheerful and hopeful of re- j the care of a trained nurse. Besides and twisted her body to make sure
C TEAGUE, Warren. Me. Tel. 13-42
ESTATE GRACE E. STARRETT. late Warren.
i covery. During the long period of • the parents she leaves three sistets that sbe was dead and would never
11-tf
of Union, deceased. Petition for Admin
ROCKV1LLE
illness she had the devoted minis- t Marion. Dorothy and Helena Upham, tell.”
istration. asking that Isaac E Starrett.
BABY CHIIXi WYLLIE’S STRAIN S. C.
R. W. TYLER
i trations of her husband and sister; Rev. F. F. Fowle officiated at the
of Union, or some other suitable person R. I. Reds. Bred
B:
for eggs, type and color.
One of Seven Children.
George Hall's birthday anniversary be appointed Admr. with bond.
state accredited for white diarrhoea. $20 $09-513 Main St. Tel. 710 Rockland
Mrs. Etta Covel. She joined the First | services and the bearers were HowThe body of Alice, due to tlie was celebrated Monday evening by a
MARY C TYLER, late of Rockland. per hundred, postpaid for March until
>4
I Baptist Church at Wiley's Corner ard Carroll. Douglass Bisbee. Hertpoverty, was saved from surprise party given by his grandpar Will and Petition for Probate thereof 15th of April; 500 $1 less and 1000 $2 less
VINALHAVEN A ROCKLAND~
when very young, and St. George j ert Crockett and Earle Achorn. The family
asking
that same may be proved and per hundred. Safe arrival guaranteed
potter’s field through the efforts of
STEAMBOAT CO.
] Grange when only 14. afterward be profusion of flowers bore tribute to men at the fire station with whom ents, Mr. and Mrs. Nathaniel Carroll. allowed and that Letters Testamentary F H. WYLLIE & SON. Thomaston.
WINTER ARRANGEMENT
to Alden L. Tyler and Louise M. Maine, Route 1. Phone Warren 10-6.
coming a member of Knox Pomona. the love and esteem in which she the girl was a great favorite. There , A musical program was rendered by Issue
Steamer leaver Swan's Island at 5.30
! Miss Mary Bird and the sons and Tyler Randall, both of Rockland, they
For a long time she had been a was held bj’ all.
______________________________
A M . Stonington 825, North Haven 7.25,
the Executors named in said Will
are six other children in the Col j daughters of Mr. and Mrs. Clifford being bon'd.
Vinalhaven 8.15, due to arrive at Rock
member of Naomi Chapter, OE.S..
lier
family.
land about 9.30.
of Rockland Highlands. Thc
estate a f miller late of CamMrs. Millie Thomas will open Ye
Miscellaneous _____ Return
i at St. George, frequently holding of
Mrs. Bertha Collier, the mother, I Fernald
—Leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M..
others present were the families ol den. deceased. Petition to' Determlne'lii _______________________________
fice in the order. She was also a Wall Paper Shoppe Wednesday. Feb. has been under a severe strain for (Mr
WHAT HAS 1931 IN STORE FOR YOU—! Vinalhaven 2.45. North Haven 3.30, Stonand Mrs. Vesper Hall and Robert , herltance Tax. filed by Addle M. Ross, of Complete Horoscope reading for 1931. ington at 4.40; due to arrive at Swan's
I member of the Educational Club of 18. It is in New Glover b\ock. oppo two months since the girl disap
Lincolnville,
Exx.
Advice on business and domestic affairs., Island about 6.00 P. M.
Gardner. The serving of ice cream
site Masonic Temple. She will be peared.
\\
) this city.
ESTATE FRED J. TABER, late of On receipt of $1 and birthdase. L.
B. H. STINSON, General Agent.
and cake brought a happy conclusion Rockland,
deceased.
Petition
to
Deter

Hospitable and kindly, many pleased to meet old and new friends.
TRACY, P. O. Box 782, Portland. Maine.
143-tt
Mrs. Collier, when visited by a to the party.
20-21
mine Inheritance Tax. filed by The State
16*24 i:
' young people found in her a good
reporter,
stood
at
a
table
in
tlie
Street Trust Company of Boston. Exrs. I—---- ,
fi
Earl
Pettingill
is
able
to
be
out
re-riTc a r in, ■ un , .
. «
i JOHN A. LUNT. medium and mac-.
friend, and she was known as "Aunt
small, dark kitchen of her home,
being confined to the house a
. LE?' b®.0' Cam'[nettc healer. Readings ano treatments I
Annie" or "Auntie" to many. Several
UNION
mixing bread for her family. Tlie ; after
mfi
nl
1
h
and
a^'.
la
.?
CCdunt
i Tuesday from 10 a. m. to 6. at 7 Limerock
week with a severe cold.
filed for allowance by Addle M. Ross. I
TEL. 713-M.
15-S-tf
young teachers who made their
Mrs. Nancy Ayer gave a luncheon flour in the sack beside the table
Mrs. W. P. Richardson of Camden
N making pastry, roll in one di i home with her when teaching there bridge recently in honor of her house came from the department of pub
ESTATE
MILES
SIDLINGER.
late
of
m
J
c
ABE^O
^ak
TM
101*
A
nI
rection only. If you roll first often returned to spend their vaca guest Mrs. Bessie Wells. Invited lic welfare, and Mrs, Collier was spent Mondav and Tuesday with her Union, deceased. Petition to Determine
1J1' Ju?J
sister, Mrs. W. F. Robbins.
ln one direction and then in an tions with here. Mrs. Kalloch was guests were Mrs. Cora Griffin, Leila grateful for it.
Inheritance Tax. filed by Frank H. In- I ---y_-*e-P8 from Main St.___________ 14-tf ,
Mrs. D. A. Sherer visited Thursday graham of Rockland, Admr.
LET E. A. KNOWLTON file your saws
other, your crust is always sure to a great lover of plants and flowers Haskell, Edith Bowes and Margaret
Tears misted her glasses and
be tough. To improve both flavor and in time of blossoms never a child Pond.
ESTATE MILES SIDLINGER. late of |
^'!r ,f„l!anlture at 216 LIME: '
slipped down her cheeks ns she with Mrs. J. D. Sherer, West Mead Union,
deceased.
Supplementary
account
1
I$OCK
aT. Tel. 1010.
15-tf
ows, Rocl^and.
and appearance, brush a sugar went away empty-handed. She will
Warren Layer is afflicted with an worked. Mrs. Collier knew that her
and
additional
to
the
first
and
final
ac

LADIES
—
Reliable
stock of hair good*
The snow fall of the first of the count filed for allowance by Frank H
syrup over the crust just before be missed by her friends, especially
daughter
was
dead
after
two
at the Rockland Hair Store. 24 Elm St
attack of grippe.
week was heavy, and blown by a
taking from the oven. Make the
Admr.
Mall orders solicited. H. C. RHODES ,
her niece Mrs. Madeline Baum
Friends of Mrs. Arthur Perris are months of waiting and hoping that strong wind filled the roads in the Ingraham,
sugar syrup by dissolving one-halt by
ESTATE MILES SIDLINGER. late of Tel. 519-J.
15-tff
“
Toots
”
was
still
alive.
over
whom
she
had
a
mother's
care
glad
to
learn
that
there
is
some'
im
Union,
deceased.
Petition
for
Distribu

cup of sugar in one-quarter cup
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS
j
“Now it is over," the mother \ rural sections, necessitating work lor tion. fildd by Frank H Ingraham. Admr
since
the
death
of
her
own
mother
provement
in
her
condition,
although
boiling water.
Sealed proposals addressed to the State
Witness. MELZER T. CRAWFORD. Es
said. “I’m glad that I know at last three day? of the shoveling crew. The
several years ago.
slight.
Highway
Commission,
Augusta.
Mfclne.
main thoroughfare was qu.ckly cleared quire. Judge of Probate Court for Knox for building six sections of State High-'
The funeral was largely attended
The O.E.S. circle are to giva an that sbe is safe. But it is bard t«J ' tv the snow plow guided by Ma’.new County. Rockland. Maine.
When preparing fruit salad,
way will be received by the Commission
Attest:
sprinkle bananas, peaches, pears by friends and relatives and dele other 25 cent card party in their hall go on. Everything I do reminds Starr, and now all the roads are open
at its office in the State House. Augusta.
of her. You see she used to I
CHARLES L. VEAZIE, Register.
Those rythmic clicks of
and apples with lemon juice and gates of the orders to which she be Feb. 21, to which the public is in me
?n!
Malne
- until 11 a. m.. Eastern Standard
do this," and Mrs. Collier motioned 'j to travel.
Time February 25. 1931 and at that time i
sugar, as soon as they are cut. longed. Masses of beautiful flowers vited.
our
presses will be encored
toward
the
loaves
of
bread
pi;.ud
Like
the
Rockport
and
Rockland
and
place
publicly
opened
and
read.
Mrs. Marcia Robbins, Ida Bessey neatly in their tins to rise.
This helps to prevent discolora surrounded the casket, and inter
Concrete, Surface—two sections as fol- 1
! schools, the village school closed Fnlater
by the tinkle of the
ment
was
in
the
family
lot
at
Wiley's
and
Geneva
Prescott
are
in
charge
lows:
Carmel,
3.03
miles
and
Warren!
tion.
.
“She helped me bring up the nth- day for a week's vacation. The eight
2.84 miles.
Corner.
of Rebekah 25 cent baked bean sup er children. She was a mother to 1 week system is being given a trial,
cash register. For The
Bituminous
Macadam
and
Gravel
—
one
Mrs. Kalloch was born in South per to be given Monday at 6 o'clock
as follows: Bingham and Moscow, j
J ■
► EMBALMING 4 2section
Courier-Gazette printing
Thomaston 64 years ago the daugh at the banquet rooms in I.O.O.F. item."
miles.
)!
PORT CLYDE
Gravel—three sections as follows: Avon
ter of J. Albert and Eunice (Har hall. Members of the circle are re
is
the kind that produces
MOTOR
AMBULANCT
1.18
miles.
Stockton
Springs
and
Prosj
f<OUGHS
rington) Clark, the oldest of a fam quested to be present for election of
Henley Day, assistant keeper of the
Language of Jesus
pect. 3.26 miles. Orland. 5.88 miles.
sales.
Experience proves it.
ily of six children. Besides her hus new officers.
All
proposals
must
be
made
upon
the
Mt.
Desert
Rock
Lighthouse,
is
spend

Since 1840 this firm has faithfully
It Is probable that the nutivei
blank forms provided by the Commission ,
band. Charles H. Kalloch, she is sur
language of Jesus was the Galilean J ing a three weeks' vacation with his served the families of Knox County
for
a
copy
of
which
a
payment
of
$1.00
vived by three sisters, Mrs. Etta E.
Bone meal, poultry manure .cotton dialect of the Aramaic tongue. Ara-I parents. Mr. and Mrs. George Day.
Call 770
will be required. Plans may be seen and
LADY ATTENDANT
Covel of Rockland. Mrs. Jessie M. seed mea^ and sewage sludge are niaic was often popularly confused
forms of specifications and contract may ‘
Mrs. Leah Davis is ill and is at
for
Estimates
Day Tel. 450
781-1
be obtained at the office of the Commis
of Thomaston and Mrs. AI- very good commercial fertilizers for with Hebrew, hut its actual rela tended by Dr. Brown of Rockland.
n . I. . LI - r.
.
_ zwf
J/te. Reliable
family
fl77</TAR Kalloch
sion. Augusta. Maine.
freda B. Robinson of Belfast. J. Al the lawn. They are safe to apply and tion to Hebrew was somewhat sim
Edward Stimpson of Thomaston was
The right is reserved to reject any or
Couch syrup compound bert Thomas and Percy Clark, give fairly quick results. Apply from
BURPEE’S
all proposals.
ilar to the relation of Yiddish to a recent visitor in town.
STATE HIOHWAY COMMISSION.
nephews
of
the
deceased
came
from
ROCKLAND,
ME.
OVER IOO MILLION BOTTLES USED
10 to 15 pounds to 1,000 square feet Hebrew at the present time.
Mrs. Molly Seavey entertained thp
Dated at Augusta, Maine, Feb. n. 1931. 1
Massachusetts to attend the funeral, in late winter or early spring.
Eaptist sewing circle Feb. 4.
20 aud 22
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Every-Other-Day
The Rounds Mothers Class was'
entertained Wednesday evening at
the home of Mrs. Walter S. Rounds,
with Mrs. David Beach as assisting
hostess. Mrs. L. B. Cook read an
article "Lincoln's Legacy,” Mrs.
Henry B. Bird gave the fine article
on a Negro mother which appeared
in a recent “Congregationalist.”
Mrs. Beach and Mrs. Rounds read
chapters from the book which the
class is studying—“Newer Ways
With Children," and Mrs. E. C. Mo
ran, Jr., read a group of appropriate
poems. Buffet lunch was served
with Mrs. Bird pouring.

A DANCING CIRCUS

To Be One of the Features At
Miss Fletcher’s Recital
Monday Night
The young pupils of Miss Gretchen
Fletcher’s dancing school who com
pleted their course Jan .24 are to be
presented in recital Monday even
ing at Temple hall. Miss Fletcher's
program has been arranged in two
parts—first, a miniature circus, with
the phpils representing various char
acters, even the Wild West Show;
the second to include clever num
bers in tap, eccentric and character
dancing as Well as dainty toe and
aesthetic dancing.
Miss Fletcher
will also be onxthe program in a
graceful aesthetic presentation. The
program:
Part One
.

Mrs. X. W. Fifield who has been
the guest of Mr. and Mrs. Orrin
Smith, Ocean avenue, has returned
to her home in Vinalhaven.

Chapin Class will meet Tuesday
evening with Mrs. Almon B. Cooper,
149 Limerock street.

Mistresses of Ceremonies
(a i Two Little Fairies ....................... ,
................-....... Joan and Jane Abbott
Into the Circus .......................................
Winfield Benner, Robert Chisholm, John
Knight and Paul Stevens
Clowns ...... Edwin Jones. Robert Smith
Pop Corn Revue .........................................
Priscilla Lovejoy, Ione Louralne. Bar
bara Murray. Madeline Philbrick.
Norma Philbrick
In a Little Spanish Town (song and
Cancel ................. Dorothy Rubenstein
Wild West Show ....................................... ■
Winfield Benner. Robert Chisholm. Ed
win Jones, Stanley Murray. Richard
Spear, Paul Stevens. John Knight
Part Two
Sing Song Girls .................................... I
Nathalie Edwards, Eleanor Kalloch and
Margaret Robbins
Sweetie .................... Margaret Winslow
Her Und Me .............................................. I
Joyce Palmer. Philip Wentworth
Magic Doll ........................ Lolita Knight j
Clown .............................. Jeanne Palmer
Pieces of Eight .......... Marjorie Bartlett1
Buck and Rhythm ............. Monu Jones
Waltz Clog .. Ernestine Webber (Belfast)
Cheerful Little Earful ...... Felice Perry ,
Roses of Picardy ....... ....... Miss Fletcher !
Einale .................................. Entire Class

Mrs. Angus Hennigar has returned
from Vinalhaven where she was the
guest of relatives for a few days.

Society

In addition to personal notes regard-,
Ing departures and arrivals, this department especially desires Information of
social happenings, parties, musicals, etc. i
gladly received n’a“ Ot teleph°“e wl“
TELEPHONE
770 Or 7M-w

Miss Gertrude Phillips is a patient
in the New England Baptist Hospi
tal, 91 Parker Hill Avenue, Boston,
and will welcome letters from
friends.

Nora Archibald Smith sister of
,
,,!■
v.
the late Kate Douglas Wiggin, who
spends much of her time at the
Lafayette Hotel in Portland and Ihe
summers at Quillcote, Hollis, was a

.....
..
,
the Poetry Society of America, in
At their attractive home in Co- New York, at the Park Lane Hotel,
coanut Grove last Monday evening At the table with Miss Smith were
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Lawrence enter- many well known people, among
tamed at dinner a group of their, them being Percy MacKaye, Mrs.
Knox County friends who are on Dwight Morrow, Ruth St. Denis,
winter visit to Florida. They includ- ; Charles. Wharton Stork, Charles
ed Capt. and Mrs. James A. Creigh- Hanson Towne, Margaret Widdemer,
ton and Mrs. Carrie Watts of Thom- and many others widely known in
aston, Mr. and Mrs. W. O. Fuller, literary circles.
Mrs. Jennie W. Bird, Mr. and Mrs.!
_____
Charles H. Berry and Donald H. Ful- j Mrs. Franz M Simmons is at Knox
ler of Rockland, and Mrs. Dorothy Hospital for observation.'
Bu d Snow of Coral Gables; also in the |
_____
party being Mrs. Harriette Stumbo,
I
Miss
Lillian
Berliawsky has been
mother of Mrs. Lawrence, and a
niece, Miss Lucille Thomas of Ne home from New York visiting her
braska, who is later to spend the folks for a few days before leaving
summer with the Lawrences in for a California trip.
Rockland. A feature of the dinner
Mrs. Harold Connon and daugh
was the old time fish chowder, the
real Thomaston article, prepared ter Lucille leave tomorrow afternoon
under the skilled hand of Mrs. for Boston. Monday Miss Lucille
will enter the Children's Hospital
Creighton.
where on Thursday she will undergo
H. L Seavey returned to Bangor orthopedic surgery. Mrs. Connon
Thursday after spending the winter will be the guest of Mr. and N?rs.
Spaulding
with his son, W. A. Seavey, James Walter
..
, .
. and family in
street. Just before returning home - MattaPan duringjier visit
Mr. Seavey received word of the
The postponed meeting of the Pro
death of his brother, Richard Seavey gressive
Club will be held
aged 88 years, at Northeast Harbor. with MissLiterary
Eveline Burbank, Tuesday
afternoon at 2.30.
Miss Madlene Rogers entertained
the N. and S. Club at bridge Thurs
Mrs. Gwendolyn Perry Cook and
day evening. Table decorations were daughter Mary who have been guests
in keeping with Valentine Day. of Mrs. Cook's father, J. C. Perry.
Prizes were won by Mrs. Lawrence North Main street for several weeks,
Leach, Mrs. Sherwood Williams and leave Tuesday for their home in
Mrs. Lettie Kalloch.
Berkeley, Calif. Visits enroute will
be made in New York and New Or
Miss Emma Wellington enter leans; also in Los Angeles with Mr.
tained The Tuesday Evening Sewing and Mrs. William S. Healey. Mrs.
Club at the home of Mrs. Robert Cook and daughter plan to arrive at
Snow, Suffolk street.
their home early in March.
A card party will be given for ben
efit Ralph Ulmer Auxiliary Wednesday afternoon and evening, Legion
hall.
hostess Prizps
hall, Mrs. John Watts hostess.
Prizes
will be given at the end of playing.
In addition to auction there will be
tables of "63," pitch and cribbage,
games particularly enjoyed by men.
For reservations call Mrs. John
Watts, 33-M.
Wickersham
plaffi Sham'or
Sow” Fe 2or
Hi.hi
nt ne
Night at

Mrs. A. U. Patterson who is spend
ing the winter with her daughter,
! Mrs. Charles Schofield, has returned
from a brief visit at her home in
Vinalhaven.

The ladies of the Universalist
I church will serve supper in the ves! try Wednesday at 6 p. m., with Mrs.
Grace Ayers Black as chairman, as
sisted by Mrs. M. E. Wotton, Mrs.
rtport, Bickersham. °en°nrge B'
AS™what ha- vou* AT ^Aom Miss'.Therase Rankip, Mrsi
br Gentlemen
-y;’s i
> J' A' BurPee- Mrs- a
A- B Hlggs
r'nnno..
v.ttu
1
Jameson,
Copper Kettle under J• A- Mrs
. He Miss
B Caroline
A„
andJameMrs

William Hartshorn.
State president of the W.C.T.U., Mrs.
_____ /
Althea Quimby of Portland is to be
Mr. and Mrs. George Hall of Camguest speaker and will clear up this den werc
sts W:dnesdav of Mr.
subject for those who appear much and Mrs char,es G
Gie„cove.
puzzled. The clubs usual open
_____
J
forum gives chance for guests of the , The T
club was entertained
sterner sex to express opposing views b Mr and Mrs H w Thorndike
and a lively time is anticipated with Thursday evening for a box supper
Rev. Herman Wmchenbaugh as the The me' who haye carried of{ the
afternoon speaker. Reports are due , honors in a series of bridge
s
then from the campaign of rivalry , are t0 be treated t0 a dinner „ the
being waged by the five,vice presi- ladies the event being scheduled for
dents, two fiom Thomaston, one . next Thursday night at the Thorn from Camden, one from Rockland, I dike Hote]
one from Owl's Head. Mrs. Nellie
'
_____
Hall is Wit and Humor chairman.
j The bridge party given in the
Thorndike grill Thursday evening
Judge and Mrs. Walter H. Butler for the benefit of the Red Cross re
are spending a few days in Boston lief fund proved a large success. 17
and will attend the sportsmen's tables being sold, with 14 in play.
show in Mechanics building.
Mrs. Willis H. Anderson and Mrs.
Maude Hallowell were in charge.
Forty-four members were present Honors were won by Mrs. Lillian Mc
at the meeting of the Universalist Rae, Mrs. Karl O'Brien. Miss Ellen C.
Mission Circle Wednesday held in Daly, Mrs. S. A. Burpee. Mrs. E. C.
the vestry. Noonday luncheon was Boody,Jr., Mrs. C. A. Packard. Mrs.
served under the direction of Mrs. Olive Sylvester, Mrs. Anna Web
L. R. Campbell, Mrs. E. W. Berry, ster, Mrs. Evie Perry, Miss Louise
Mrs. George W. Palmer, Mrs. J. A. Harrington, Mrs. George Phillips, A.
Jameson and Mrs. Hervey H. Allen. W. McCurdy, Mrs. Milton Dick.
A large amount of relief sewing was Mrs. Annie O'Brien and Mrs. David
accomplished, followed by a brief L. McCarty. The club is very gratedevotional and business meeting. ! ful to Manager and Mrs. O'Neil who
Response to roll call was made on i donated the grill for the occasion,
the topic of “Obedience.” The and extended other helpful courte
missionary play entitled “Heroines sies.
of Our Faith" was presented in a
very able manner, with this cast:
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Robishaw
Mrs. Marv Palmer, president of the entertained at their home on Colum
Mission Circle, Mrs. E. F. Glover; bia avenue Wednesday evening for
Jean Mayhew Palmer, college girl cards and dancing. There were four
on her vacation, Mrs. George H. tables of “63", and a Victrola and
Welch; Mrs. Louise Emerson, sister radio furnished music for dancing.
of Mrs. Palmer, Mrs. E. E. Stoddard; Other features were several songs by
Norah, the Irish maid, Mrs. R. W. Master George Huntley with Mrs.
Messer; Mrs. Emily Carver, Mrs. R. Helen Walsh at the piano, sleightC. Wentworth; members of Clara of-hand tricks by John Robishaw.
Barton Guild, Virginia Post, Bertha and exhibitions of jig dancing by
Knight, Evelyn Sherer and Eleanor Mrs. Walsh and George Huntley. Ice
Tibbetts; “Heroines of Our Faith." cream, angel cake, harlequin cake,
portrayed by living pictures: Judith
Sargent Murray, wife of the founder fcandy and salted peanuts were
of the Universalist Church, authoress served. The guests were Mr. and Mrs.
and playwright, Mrs. E. W. Pike; Austin Huntley, Mr. and Mrs. Morris
Clara Barton, founder of the Ameri Grispi. Mr. and Mrs. Herbert Robi
can Red Cross. Mrs. M. E. Wotton; shaw, Mr. and Mrs. Roland Seavey,
Mary A. Livermore, preacher, au Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Fitzgerald.
thoress and lecturer, Miss Caroline Austin Grant. Nelson Glidden, Miss
Jameson; Rev. Caroline A. Soule, Green, Mrs. Frederick Waltz, Harry
first Universalist missionary to Scot Robishaw, Herbert Huntley of the
land, Miss Alice Fuller; M. Louise “Kickapoo," Mr. and Mrs. James
Thomas, first president of the Doherty, Miss Hazel Keller, Albert
Sorosis and prominent in missionary Huntley. Miss Isabel Havener of
and church W'ork, Mrs. J. A. Jame Friendship and Miss Etta Gordon of
son; Cordelia Quinby, mother of the Auburn, and also members of Mr.
Mission Circle. Mrs. G. W. Palmer. and Mrs. Robishaw’s family.
The living pictures were particularly
Lady Knox Chapter, D.A.R. has
well done, the cast having been care
fully chosen to resemble pictures and received an invitation from Ralph
descriptions obtainable. The meet Ulmer Camp, S.W.V., to be present
ing was conceded to be one of the at a Maine Memorial Service to be
best in the series of meetings the held in Legion hall at 7.30 Sunday
evening,
ladies are presenting this season.
cTte nre^oni nf SA
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Capt. and Mrs. F. L. Green leave
today for Boston where Mrs. Green
will spend the remainder of the win
ter with her daughters, Delma and
Evelyn. Capt. Green will continue
on to Moorhead City, N ,C„ to join
the Yacht Royono which goes into
Southern waters shortly.

Mrs. Clara Crockett entertained
the Thursday Auction Club at pic
nic dinner at her home on South
Main street.

FULLER-COBB-DAVIS

WANTEDTwenty customers for these twenty coats

we list below. These coats are what we
have left. Who will be the lucky ones?

ON SALE SATURDAY AND
AS LONG AS THEY LAST
Red Coat, black pointed cony collar and cuffs, misses’ size, $25 ............. $1 5.00
Black Broadcloth Coat, red fox collar and cuffs, junior size 1 5, $35 ...... 25.00
Black Broadcloth Coat, caracul collar and cuffs, size 16, $59.50 .............
35.00
Black Broadcloth Coat, caracul collar and cuffs, size 16, $45 ..................
25.00
Brown Broadcloth Coat, opossum skunk dyed collar and cuffs, size 42
$35.00 ........................................................................................................................ 20.00
Black Broadcloth Coat, light fur collar and cuffs, size 40, $35 ................ 25.00
Black Broadcloth Coat, caracul collar and cuffs, size 46, $59.50 ......... 39.50
Black Broadcloth Coat, caracul collar and cuffs, size 45%, $25................
18.50
Blue Broadcloth Coat, kit fox collar and cuffs, size 40, $75 .................. 45.00
Black Broadcloth Coat, blue wolf collar and cuffs, size 40, $65 .............
45.00
Brown Fur Fabric Coat, misses’ size, $25 ....................................................
I 5.00
Tan Fur Fabric Coat, size 18, $25 ..................................................................... 1 5.00
Deer Chinchilla Coat, tailored model, size 16, $25 ...................................
12.50
Deer Chinchilla Coat, Johnny collar, size I 6, $25 ........................................ 1 2.50
Rust Chinchilla Coat* tailored model, size 14, $25...................................... 15.00
Red Chinchilla Coat, semi-fitted, Johnny collar, size 14, $29.50 ...........
18.50
Blue Mixture Imported Tweed, natural wolf collar, misses’ size, $75 .... 50.00

Several of Miss Fletcher’s pupils
are very young and small in stature,
facts guaranteed always to make a
________________
____
_ open
hit. Joan
and Jane Abbott
who
, the program are twins, four years"of
a?ei jjme Margaret Winslow who
does the Sweetie toe dance is only
five and Joyce Palmer and Philip
A bridge party is being‘given this
Wentworth, two little Dutch dolls
afternoon at the home of Mrs. C.
come to life, are four and five re
O. Perry, Masonic street, under the
spectively. Then, of course, there
auspices of a section of the new Con
are the older pupils, some of whom
WALDOBORO
gregational committee. Miss Marian
have already had previous training
Norton is chairman.
,
_____
, Miss Helen Jones entertained the and display clever talent. Much
Miss Alice Donohue has returned ladies circle of the Baptist church £ program band few danc^ne^
•
Three Coats From Our Winter Stock of 1929
afternoon.
, ine program, ana lew dancing refrom Boston where she underwent a Thursday
,,
T „
__ | citals here have had a more versasurgical operation at Deaconness Hos
li'e group of attractions to offer.
Broadtail Coat, dyed opossum collar and cuffs, size 18, $75 .................. $35.00
pital, and is at her home on Park j the.......
winter in
guest\ Mrs. “Helen
nelen "wentworth
wilfbe ’the
- Portland is the
“ ""
X
; of Mr. and Mrs. S. H. Weston.
street.
Black Broadcloth Coat, Manchurian wolf collar and cuffs, misses’
j accompanist.
friondc
S'TH HWeSiSn«MrS M P'n SHv ' The Pr°8rara will occupy about an
size,
$22.50 ............................................................................................................... 12.50
Opportunity Class and f‘.-A,' .e?> Mrs' Is?d°re. “°"se?’??_,s!
hour. The seats will then be re
numbering 34. held a valentine social I Weston and Harold Flanders attend- "''y'd {r‘om“the’ floor and i^nerZi
I
Brown
Broadcloth Coat, Lapan shawl collar and cuffs, draped front
last evening at the home of Mrs. Ma- ed the installation of the Eastern ™“e™dthKirk'sorchetra wfi
bel Howard, Clarendon street. The star Chapter in Damariscotta.
““fh fhe evenings prowam
model, misses’ size, $35.........................................................................................
15.C0
rooms were prettily decorated with' Miss Jessie L. Keene has been at
Those
desirine
ticti
%
Those desiringB tickets should ob
red hearts, candles, streamers, flow- home from Gorham Normal School tain
them as soon as possible from
STREET FLOOR
ers, etc;, with stunts and games di- a few days.
STREET FLOOR
either the pupils or at the Corner
rected by Mrs. Florence Keach and
Mrs. Malvina Comery who has Drug Store. There has been a grat
Mrs. Louise Ingraham. Mrs. Cora been visiting her daughter Mrs. ifying advance sale of tickets and to
Richards was high liner for pinning Francis Redlon, in Waltham, Mass.. avoid disappointment, it is advisable
the arrow on the heart, and Mrs. Erne' returned Friday.
to secure them early.
line Rawley for telling the correct i Mrs. Emma Benner of Nobleboro
story of the dime. Refreshments and Mrs. Minnie Towne of Camden
were served.
have been recent guests of Mrs. W. a local orchestra given at intervals
F. B. Feyler.
during the installation ceremony.
Mrs. Harrison Whitehill of Thom
Mrs. Eudora Miller entertained the Mrs. McTeer was presented a gift by
aston is visiting her daughter, Mrs. Susannah Wesley Society Monday the new matron Mrs. Weston and
Chester Hunt.
evening.
Harold Flanders with a past patron’s
J. T. Gay and J. H. Miller attended jewel. Much appreciation was ex
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Whitehill spent a meeting of Ford agents Wednesday pressed to Mrs. McTeer for respond
Sunday with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. in Portland.
ing at a late hour in place of Grand
Harrison Whitehill in Thomaston.
Twenty-one members and guests Conductress Sarah Shaw of Bath
“GENTLEMEN’S NIGHT”
I Lelia Benner, Annie Burton, Eva Bur
FRIENDSHIP
were present at the regular meeting wh0 was detained by illness. Sandkett, Elizabeth Burpee. Minnie Smith,
Rev.
E.
H. Timberlake and son Lin
Woman
’
s
Educational
Club
Do
ling
Chfton and Joan, children of Mr Of Meenahga Grange Monday even- wicbes cake and coffee were served.
Mary Nash. Agnes Brewster, Eleanor
and Mrs. Chester Hunt, who have b^en I ing. Plans were made for a public I
Up For Big Event—Mrs, Quimby Griffith, Mattie Gardner. Bert Greg wood motored to Auburn Wednesday
very ill with intestinal grippe and supper
suDDer in March. During the lec
lecIs Coming
ory, Maud Hallowell, W. A. Hol evening.
SWAN’S ISLAND
bronchitis are much improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Joshua N. Southard
turer's hour a program of music and •
brook. Dorothy Snow, Corice Thomas,
an amusing sketch, “Meow!” was} Mrs. Forrest Stanley gave a dinner
For "Gentlemen's Night," Feb. 20, Jessie Stewart, Therese Smith, Ever of Rockland sailed from New York
Mrs. Fred Collamore has been in given by Mrs. Sarah Stafford and , party Monday at her home. A de- I Educational Club guest evening, when ett Spear, Nellie Smith, Adelaide Saturday for St. Petersburg. It is
Portland for a few days as guest of Mrs. Ruby Bridges.
} licious menu was served and the aftSnow, Annie O’Brien, Hattie Snow, hoped that the change in climate will
relatives.
The annual installation of Wiwur- [ ernoon was spent with cards, sewing, I Mrs. Althea G. Quimby, State presi Rachel Stetson, Margaret Shields.
benefit Mr. Southard’s health.
dent
of
the
W.C.T.U.
will
be
guest
na Chapter was held Tuesday even- knitting, crocheting and social chat,
The smack Consolidated, Capt.
Afternoon
and
evening
sessions
The meeting of the Clara Barton ing. Past Grand Matron Gertrude The guests were Nettie Milan, Rilla speaker, the open forum leaders are
Dodge, made a trip to Boston Friday
combined
prove
all
too
short
for
this
Guild at the home of Mrs. E. W. McTeer of Damariscotta was install-, Jpyce, Georgie Wheaton,, Jeanie , listed as Helen M. York, Anne V.
with lobsters.
Pike Tuesday afternoon was well at ing officer, assisted by Past Matron i Burns, Mary Butman, Sophia Stock- Flint, Ethel Lovejoy, Marcia Greene, enthusiastic club, which the previous
“Thc Great Divide,” a western pic
guest speaker complimented as being
tended, the young members devoting } Lena Benner as grand marshal. Me- } bridge, Hester Freethy, Nina Sprague, Myrtle Herrick. Mrs. Victor Hall is I so “vividly alive." With the energetic ture, will be the feature at the Play
a large part of their time to work on dora Perry" as grand chaplain and Lucy Smith, Rachel Moulden, Josie chairman of the wit and humor com I campaign now being waged for re house Saturday. Dorothy Mackaill,
the scrapbook they are preparing Isabelle Labe, organist. The oilicers. Conary, Bessie Joyce, Ruth Moulden, mittee, while Misses Elizabeth and newals and new blood it is believed Myrna Loy and Ian Keith play the
for Knox Hospital. Plans for the Mrs. Sace Weston, worthy matron; and Sadie Gross,
Alberta Knight, Faith Ulmer and 1000 members may again be enrolled, leading parts.
operetta “Afternoon Tea" were also ^Harold Flanders, worthy patron;
Mrs Will Freethy and Mrs. Edward Hazel Wincapaw have charge of the as each team worker has a definite
Mrs. Alberta Fossett and daughter
d.scussed, and a rehearsal of the Gladys Bailey, associate matron; A Sprague gave a "rook" party at Mrs. surprise half hour.
Ava returned Wednesday to their
goal
with
$1
as
the
minimum
return,
'cast was held The operetta is to be L. Shorey, associate patron; Ida Sprague's home Saturday evening and
The Boost Attendance committee is and this club is recognized all over heme in New Harbor after spending
presented in the Universalist vestry Stahl, secretary; Rena Crowell, a pleasant time is reported
headed by Sadie, Bradbury, Ida Don Maine as an important Knox County several months visiting Capt. and
Saturday afternoon, Feb. 21, at 3 treasurer; Frances Genthner, con
Ferd Morse has his ice house filled. dis, Susie Newbert, Lucy Blake, Fran
Mrs. Josiah Poland.
o’clock. The cast includes: Muriel ductress; Ruby Bridges, associate
A Boston smack was here Monday ces Bachelder, Nellie Benner, Nan asset.
Granville T. Brow recently made a
McPhee, Ruth Pike and Jane Welch. conductress; Margaret Bond, chap to take a load of lobsters for Frank Higgs, Edna Boggs, Villa Burroughs,
business trip to Portland.
There will be several specialties, in lain; Madeline Kane, marshal; Isa Bridges.
Iada Newcombe, Elizabeth Daggett, IN FIGHTING AGAINST
The Aspinet, Capt. Wallace, sailed
cluding an orchestra, readings by belle Labe, organist;
Emma Douglass, Leah Davis, Mabel
Elizabet.il-----------------to day for Portland with lobsters.
Master Harold Dondis, and ra- } Weston, Adah; Verna Schofield,
Thin, crisp slices ol oven-dried Sherman, Allan McAlary, L. B. Cook,
Dr. Randall J. Condon addressed
freshments 'will be served. Tickets 1 Ruth;
Esther
Shorey,
Esther; toast are delicious with soup. When James Allen, Ethel Grover, Nettie
the Baptist Mens’ League ln Rock
Keep the bowels open and take
priced at a moderate sum are row 1 Theresa Shuman,' Martha; Sarah you have a large part of loaf of stale Griffin, Maud Sherer, Sadie Sanborn,
land Wednesday evening and the
on saleby the members, o" may be Stafford, Electa; Elsie Schwartz, bread on hand, trim off the crust, Ruth Spear, D. Shafter. Eda Powell,
Womans' Club in Damariscotta in the
BROWN’S RELIEF
procuredat the doorthat afternoon,
warder; Lewis Schwartz, sentinel. A which can be dried separately for Etta Noyes, Abbie Newbert, C. D.
afternoon.
on
rising
and
retiring
North,
Minnie
Newbert,
Minnie
Fer

pleasing program included readings bread crumbs, and with a sharp knife,
Alfred H. Morton was in Damari
by Fiances Genthner and Ida Stahl; cut the loaf into slices as thin as nald. This committee functions so
Norway Medicine Co.
scotta Wednesday on business.
NORTH WALDOBORO solos by Frances Simmons with possible. Place in a moderate oven faithfully that the capacity of the
Clayton Oliver of Thomaston has J Gladys Bailey at the piano and by until crisp and delicately browned, Copper Kettle Porch is taxed. The
been passing a few days with his George Buchan with Audrey Genth- If kept in an air-tight tin, these hostesses are Mesdames Charles Lord,
parents Mr. and Mrs. L. H. ner accompanying; and selections by pieces will be crisp for several days. 1 Carroll Boardman, Frank Storey.
MON.-TUES.
Oliver.
—■
Dr. Sanborn of Waldoboro was in _________________________________ _ _______________________________
this place professionally Sunday
Master of smart farce con
morning.
tributes his masterpiece to the
I. J. Mank, Mr. and Mrs.
screen!
George Benner and Mr. and Mrs.
MON.-TUES.
Clarence Shuman were guests Sun
day of jMr. and Mrs. Alvin Mank.
Mrs. Lucy Clarry is canvassing,
ith all aris at
for the Zanol products.
HER FEET
Mrs. Emily Wallace of Waldoborb
She won Ted oniy. This boy is a
is boarding at A. J. Walters’.
lover! For him she made all
Robie Willey of Waldoboro is em
sacrifice to hide her amazing past
In
ployed at J. A. Burnheimer's, do
from him.
ing interior painting.
George Flanders, Eugene Feyler
and Ira Davis are reported ill.
in for
learned
scientist discovered what a lot of
energy could be obtained^ tron^ a
cookie or piece of candy. But
leave It to Fannie Brice to find the
shortest way to absorb her energy.” Yes, she’s munching a lump
of sugar.

Junior Harmony Club is to hold a j
“winter picnic” Wednesday evening
at the BPW rooms at 6 o'clock, for !
members only. The picnic will pre
ceded a brief club meeting devoted i
chiefly to study.

has gone
B ROADWAY
sweet snacks” since a
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FLU-GRIP

W

LOWELL
SHERMAN

P

“THE ROYAL
BED”

ROSES
ARE RED..
VIOLETS .
ARE BLUW

Drama fresh . . . frothy . . .
hilarious—of a girl who had
everything—but the right to
fall in love!
with

GARBO
IN
The Most Remarkable Production
Of Her Entire Career

MARY ASTOR
NANCE O’NEIL

INSPIRATION

She is expetting

With

FLOWERS

ROBERT MONTGOMERY

from yon!

LEWIS STONE. MARJORIE RAMBEAU

The

ADDED

“GIRLS WILL BE BOYS”
“TWO’S COMPANY"
Ta amaunt Sound News
NOW PLAYING
“SCANDAL SIL ET"
wi'h
GEORGE BANCROFT
CLIVE BROOK
KAY FRANCIS

Home of Paramount Picturea

Little Flower Shop

NOW PLAYING

“SILSBY’S”
371 MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND

“CHARLEY’S AUNT”

VALENTINES DAY
HL !t

One of the Publix Theatres

«

AtSO

NEWS
COMEDIES

ome of Paramount Picturea

Telephone 891
A Paramount Publix Theatre
Shows 2.00, 6.30, 8-30
Saturday Continuous 2.00 to 10.30
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a hXppy evening

NOW 11 TBE REALM OF MUSIC

Furnished For Parent-Teach
er Association By Pupils of
Tyler Building

/

—X

Mr. Fiefield Saved

From Constipation

THE FLOWING SAP
All Vermont Is Awaiting the
Arrival of Maple Sugar
Season

Gladys St. Clair Morgan

The entertainment put on by the
Vermonters are looking forward to
“Though about 78 years old I
pupils of the Tyler School at the
always remember Dr. True’s
"sugar weather."
meeting of the Parent-Teacher As
Elixir and the good it did me. I
The sap buckets have been over
sociation last Monday evening has
tell everyone about a severe
hauled
and the sugar houses are
sickness which befell me 3J
Very general interest is being dis- all the absence of a general director, called forth so many expressions of
ready for the days when the maple
years ago. I paid lots of money
played in the presentation of the j a 'big boss' with thorough musician- admiration and commendation that
for advice — did everything.
trees that now crackle in the crisp
Freiburg Passion Play to be present- j ship, unquestioned authority, a free the teachers, in response to requests
Could not leave my bed. I took
cd at the Portland Exposition Build- | hand to make the performance as have collaborated in giving in full
air of 30-below zero temperatures
A’etr, Full Size
first one bottle of
the delightful program, which re
ing the week of Feb. 23 under the good as thev could be made.
begin again to yield their annual
auspices of the Associated Music
"If the ‘big boss' could be found, flected careful training and wise ap
harvest of sweetness.
and Mr. Insult and the executive plication.
Clubs of Portland.
Many years ago, legend has it, an
The drama that built a city is a committee could be persuaded to give
Sub-primary, Mrs. Phyllis Leach,
Indian hunter haulted in his pursuit
phrase that might well be used in a him a free hand, this company might teacher: "The Months of the Year.”
of game through the forest of the
description of the Freiburg Passion easily become the foremost in the Each child was appropriately garbed, The True Family Laxative
Green mountains to taste the color
Play, from Freiburg Baden, Ger world, if enough money as well as and each costume was worked out
less fluid flowing from the broken
many. In the year 1264 A. D., when enough genius for management of carefully as to detail. Two little
then another,and in a few days
root of a maple tree. It tickled his
the Passion Play originated in Frei what ought to be primarily a musi maidens. Arlene Bartlett and Betty
1 was able to commence work.
palate and he ran back to tell his
burg. that place was but a village. cal enterprise were to be had. The Drew, gowned daintily in pink and
I am now 78, never have consti
tribesmen of the "sweet water from
pation troubles for I take Dr.
Like tens of thousands of other vil combined fortunes of the trustees blue introduced the "Months.” The
the maple tree" that he had found.
True’s Elixir.”— J. J. fiefield,
lagers throughout Europe during the and other officers of the Chicago program:
Later an Indian squaw, boiling her
Yarmouthville, Me.
Dark and Doubtful Ages, the Frei- Civic opera, as a glance at the names
January—Eskimo Friends. Bar
moose meat in the "sweet water." let
burgers grouped themselves for the printed in the Boston programs will bara Wood and Pauline Creamer.
Regardless of race, color, or creed, the rule
it boil too long—and so discovered
Family size *1.20; other alzea 60c & 40c.
prove,
total
well
up
in
the
billions
of
sake
of
society
and
mutual
assistFebruary — Valentines
Barbara
maple syrup.
(Slightly more on ecsy terms)
A favorite since 1851
ance. Though their homes were in dollars. They could, if they chose, Newbert.
of financial success never changes. It is
Since those times the first hint of
the little town nestling in the Black easily afford to spend ten million a
March—Irish Dancer, Margaret
approaching Spring has set the Ver
Forest, their daily labor lay on their year on the opera company. For Winslow.
monters to looking for sugar weather.
the same in far-off Australia as in Rock
farms and in the wilderness of thc two million, even for one million,
April—Rainy Day Girl, Leona
Usually it arrives about the middle
forest, sometimes many miles from they could buy the best opera ever Wellman.
land, Maine, and it applies equally to the
of March but it has been known to
their residences. Now Freiburg is given in the world, if they could find
May—May Basket Daffodil, Bar lively song sung lilstily in true news come in February. Whenever it
a city of many people, a city of cul a Toscanini and give him an abso bara Atkinson.
boy style. The boys were costumed comes it finds a welcome.
wage-earner and the man with a large in
ture. a seat of learning, a Mecca for lutely free hand. It has been
in creations of their own ^'concoc
June—Bride, Betty Havener.
Today Vermont claims the leader
tourists of three continents. Yet it rumored that Toscanini may go to
July—Independence Day, Parker tion." and certainly looked the part ship in the value of its maple prod
come. The rule is, spend less than you
is a quaint old citv and there lingers the Chicago Opera next season, but Worrey, Jr.
of newsboys.
Those taking part: ucts. nearly $3,000,000 a year. It
over it the melancholy mantle of one is inclined to doubt it until offiearn and save the rest. Do this and noth
August—Fisherman, Douglas Mars Linwood House, Woodrow Anderson, produces approximately 2.000.000
eerie tradition that has enveloped it cial confirmation is forthcoming."
Fred Winchenbach, Vernon Moody. gallons of syrup and three-quarters
ton.
since the days when it was only an
Alice Kingsley Strout, Milton Rollins. of a million pounds of sugar each
ing short of a.catastrophe can prevent you
September—School Girl,
other hamlet buried in the dark
Among the Rockland people who Grant,
Douglas Mills. Donald Marriner. year.
depths of the Black Forest.
attended a performance of the ChiOctober—Halloween. Edith Clark. Stuart McAJman, Ernest Johnson.
from becoming a success financially.
Methods have changed since the
For centuries the Freiburg Passion cago Opera Company was Miss Eliza- November—Pilgrim Maid,
Leona Lewis Black, Charles Raye. Milton Indians first gashed a tree with a
Plav has been intimately connected beth Hagar who saw “Don Giovanni.' Lothrop
Clark. Milton Lawry. Stanley Farn- tomahawk and placed a wooden bowl
with the existence and development she was much disappointed in it, and
December—Santa Claus,
James ham. Clarence Thistle. Robert Hall to catch the sap. Now a hole is bored
'■
of the city, whose population is it was interesting to note how intelli- Closson.
and Joseph Sampson. (Some may re- in the tree, a metal spout is inserted
ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK
200.000 people. The first presenta- gently she heard it, judging from the
Grade 1, MissAnna Webster,
call the "Newsboy Song”—it was and a 16-quart bucket is hung be
tion was in 1264. almost 200 years be- reviews of the opera.
teacher—Dramatization of
the given 35 years or so ago in an op- neath. In some places where the land
fore the discovery of America and
story "Grandfather Pig's
Specta- eretta "Parada" given in Farwell slopes, pipe lines run from tree to
300 years before the establishment of
An interesting collection comes | cles--- In the cast were
opera House).
tree and the sap flows through them
the famous Oberammergau play.
! from the press of the Arthur P
Grandfather Pig. John Knight;
------------------Service
to the sugar house at the foot of the
Safety
The players are not villagers nor Schmidt Co., particularly for piano I Mrs' Pig Harriette Clark' First
THE POWER TRVST
slope.
peasants.
Most of them are teachers. Among th"se are "Twelve 'Pink pIggv Robert Crouse;'second
It is not so many years since the
thoroughly educated artists, trained Velocity Studies in
i„ Unison" by Or
piggy Howard Edwards', Third Radio Broadcast Next Wednesday
makers used huge iron vats,
from childhood to their parts in the ville A. Lindquist. "Precision Studies Pink Piggy. Calvin House; Little' Night Will Present Views of Martin sugar
suspended by chains from the limb
Passion Play, and at the same time for the Development of Finger Con- Red Hen, Dorothy Peterson; Mrs.
Insull
of a tree for "boiling down" the sap.
A Member of the Financial Institutions Group of Banks
given advantage of such education as trol," also by Mr. Lindquist: “Octave Turkey, Frances D'Agostino; Mr.
"The Power Trust," a subject of A fire was built beneath the vat and
the city of Freiburg offers.
Playing Exercises." “Light and Barnswallow, Myron Cummings;
wide interest at present, will be dis the syrup boiled for hours. Often
Financial Institutions. Inc. Is a Maine corporation owning a
According to Black Forest tradi- Shade" (6 studies), "Lessons in
was a goodly amount of leaves
ot the Capital Stork of 14 Maine tanks having total resources of more
tions. the Freiburg Passion Play was Elementary Harmcfny." and “Daily Puppy Dog. James Thomas; Little | cussed by 'Martin J .Insull .one of the there
than
$86 000.000 Over 85 per cent oL the Common Stock of Financial
in
the
syrup
but
that
did
not
affect
begun as a relieious offering for the Technic" (scales, arpeggios and Boy. George Staples; The Readers, outstanding public utility executives
Institutions. Inc. Is owned by Mai nA capital and the corporation is
the
taste.
Norma
Philbrick
and
Cynthia
McAltbe
coun
try
on
the
Halsey,
Stuart
managed
by Maine men who have had long and successful experience
lifting of the plague which ravaged finger exercises) all by Cuthbert
For more than thirty seasons, Ed
& Co. radio program at 9 p m. next
ln banking and financial operation.
Europe in those days. However, the Harris. Also "Four and Twenty manThe little "pig house" which elici- Wednesday. Feb. 11. The program will ward H. Jones, now state commis
Balloon-type
authentic records of Freiburg al- Melodious Studies" a first book for
though they lend some color to the young piano students by Cora W ted expressions of delight was made be broadcast on the NBC red network, sioner of agriculture, has made
wringer rolls
tradition do not make it conclusive. Jenkins, and "The Village Green" a by Mr. Philbrook. the janitor, who the nearest”station of which is WCSH. syrup and sugar on his farm. He hns
by the time it is made into sugar
WHERE THE STATE AIDS
y
The church records, which are the collection of folk songs and dances, assisted all the grades in many ways The speaker is president of the Mid kept pace with modern improve the
sap has been reduced 95 per cent
Maine was guardian to 2,202 minor
principal source of reliable informa- by Mildred Weston
Mrs. M. H in preparing for the entertainment die west Utilities Company, whose ments and can trace the history Of in bulk.
Jade-green pore'lain
dependent children Jan. 31. Of these
A very pleasing piano solo was subsidiaries render essential service the industry step by step. As a boy
tion regarding the middle ages, ind)- Gulesian who made the delightful
The sugar makers take real pride 2,195 were committed by courts and
enameled tub
in 30 states, and with which Central he followed the oxen-drawn sleds
cate that the Plav was begun in a setting of Edgar Guest's fine poem given by Edwia Jones.
through the woods as the sap was in their trees Those in a crowded 226 were accepted as dependents by
Maine Power Company is affiliated.
very simple way as a means of im- "It Takes a Heap of Livin' ” has four
y
As Mr. Insull has been aggressively gathered and taken to the vats. To area which grow straight up are not the department. There were 619 acparting religious Instruction. The new songs to her credit, "Pan and
Grade II, Cora Hall, teacher. A
tive cases of Mothers’ aid Feb. 1, a
Standard
dates of the earliest presentations the Little Green Reed," "The Hollv- playlet. "February's Famous Birth supporting the utilities in the con day oxen have given way to horses considered as good producers as decrease of seven from Jan. 1. The
are on record and religiously guarded. , hocks." "Spring Interlude" and days." Those taking part were Lena troversy over the so-called "power which haul a low sleigh loaded with those with large crowns that have State paid $9,468 in aid to needy
General Electric Motor
Adolf Fassnacht. who acts as di- “Hymn to America."
y
Cuccinello. Lucille Melvin and Ebba trust." his talk should attract wide a tub capable of holding fifty 10- grown in open space. Each tree mothers in January and municipali
usually produces between two and
quart buckets.
rector and manager, plays the part j
....
Kalloch; Harry Richardson speaking spread attention.
Greatest wssher value
At the sugar house the sap goes in two and one-half pounds of sugar ties paid $9,263.
cf “Christus,” in a portrayal of great 1 The second luncheon-musicale of of Edison; Elmer Pinkham of Abra
ever offered
Old Lady; "If you really want work to a tank where it is strained and but again nature governs as the sap
Reformer: “Do you know that one
beauty. It is his inheritance from the New York Rubinstein Club. Mrs ham Lincoln; Mary Crisastomo of
usually passed through an evapo only flows when temperature and half the world doesn't know how the
«
seven generations.
William Rogers Chapman, president. Bishop Valentine; and a song, "A —Farmer Gray wants a right-hand rator.
an
oven
with
a
series
of
piped
atmospheric
conditions
are
best.
man."
...................
.
other half lives?”
The Portland committee is headed at the Plaza Hotel, the latter part of Recipe for a Valentine" by five girls.
SEE IT TODAY—
Hobo: "Jus' my luck, lady—I'm pans. The sap flows ln at one end Frosty nights and sunny days are
Heckler: "It's a good thing some
bv William L. Linnell. Louis E White. January introduced some novel feaIn the dramatization of the fa
left-'anded."
i
and
comes
out
syrup
at
the
other;
most
favorable.
people mind their own business."
Charles Raymond Cronham and tures and desirable talent in the per- mous
anecdote
"Honest
Abe."
Buy on the
Clinton W. Graffam
formance of a one-act operetta “The Ritchie Linnell took the part of
SAVE
Sentry Box" by Metropolitan Opera Abraham Lincoln, and Shirlene Mc
Budget Plan
I am indebted to Everett Robert singers, and the appearance of Bea- Kenney the part of Mrs. Burton.
8l
Small Down
Grieve of Camden for a copy of trice Belkin, coloratura soprano, Douglas Kelley spoke of George
Payment
"Camden-by-the-Sea." the club song from the opera, and Joseph Rover, Washington. Douglas McMahon of
Balance Monthly
of the Camden-Rockport Lions. Mr. baritone, in a scene from "The Ba-- James Russell Lowell. John Crockett i
and more
Grieve wrote the tuneful air for the ber of Seville." also 6olos by Italian of Henry Wadsworth Longfellow and I
spirited words of Job Herrick Mont- | and Russian opera artists,
Elmer Havener recited the poem'
gomery—the combination resulting i
«...
about the little Indian boy. Hia
m a most delightful song.
Mrs. E. Croteau, a well known watha.
musician of Biddeford and Saco, has
Grade III. Miss Madlene Rogers.!
The Chicago Civic Opera Com- ' just written a special French song to teacher. The pupils presented a ge-1
at any o."
pany recently concluding its annual the tune of the Maine “Stein Song" ography play, "Around the World j
our stores
two weeks' engagement in Boston i for Le Voltigeur Club of Biddeford, With Children." William Cummings
has had a most generous share of to be used on their arrival in Quebec ___
and ______
Russell _________
Richardson acted as
criticism this season, it seems, judg- and another for the departure of the speakers and introduced the differ
ing from the reviews by such eminent club. Mrs. Croteau 4s a graduate ent countries. The characters were
critics as Philip Hale. Warren Storey , from the musical course of the Uni- in costume and presented a very colSmith, and others. We note with versity of Quebec. The Le Voltigeur orful scene: Eskimo LMnd. George
particular interest the review by Mr Snowshoe Club left a few days ago Wood; African. Donald Peters; In
Hale covering Hamilton Forrest’s for Quebec, where they will attend thp dians, Harry Graves and Dorothy
opera "Camille." the English text of big international snowshoe meet to Melvin; Swiss. Children, Harold
which is based on “La Dame aux be held in that city.
Heal and Naomi Richards; Japanese,
Camellias" by Dumas the Younger,
Barbara
Bartlett;
Chinaman,
tbe libretto translated into French
An important announcement In Franklin Spinney: Dutch Children,
by Jean Locke. Quoting at random : the field of music publishers is that Edwin Jones and Virginia Nelson;
from Mr. Hale's review:
the Oliver Dltson Company of Bos- Scotchman. Herbert Wood: Ameri
“This opera, if opera it may be ton and New York has sold its music can, Nathalie Edwards. Each char
called, was mounted luxuriously. publishing interests to the Theodore acter described the people and cus
The production must have been an - presser Company of Philadelphia,
toms of their country, these facts
expensive one. The libretto is in its I The Oliver Ditson Company is the having been learned in their geog
main features a vulgarization of a oldest music publishing house ln raphy class. After "America" spoke,
story that the younger Dumas told j America and possesses one of the the other children of the grade en
simply and pathetically: or of his largest catalogues. It dates its line tered carrying flags, and grouping
play in which Mme. Bernhardt and age back to 1783. The purchase by around "America" sang “Our Flag."
Mme. Medieska not to mention oth Presser Includes all of the stock in
Grade IV. Miss Lena Miller, teach
ers. showed grace and refinement, as trade, copyrights, plates, as well as er: A health play. “The Alcohol;
wc)' as gaiety, passion, self-sacrifice the good will and name of the Gnomes and the Milk Fairies" won ,
ard anguish—The music is by a Oliver Ditson Company, but does not wide approval. This little play was i
young man who has not yet learned include the very large business in written by Sylvia Shafter (now a
his trade. When the music is not musical Instruments, radios, phono student in the high school freshman
chaotic and futile, there is an at graphs. etc., which is retained by thp class) when she was a pupil of 'he
The way to pose for your
tempt to catch the spirit and expres former owners and will be conducted 6th grade. Tyler school. The cast:
sion of the French school graced by under a different name by them— Mistress of Ceremonies. Anna Tay
photograph is not to pose
Debussy and Ravel; but Mr. Forrest Ditson Distributors. Inc., at 179 Tre lor: Johnnie. Harvard Closson: Al
at all.
Come to our
has neither technical skill nor poetic mont street, Boston.
cohol Gnomes. Berton Erwin, Rich
studio as you would to
feeling. The music for the most part
The Ditson retail stores in New ard Fisher, Inez Roberts, Charles
is
dull,
unutterably
dull.
—
It
would
York
and
Boston
were
closed
last
the home of a friend.
Genevieve Armata. Nathan
seem that this opera was planned week, and on Feb 2 the Oliver Dit Rich,
Be comfortable, natural,
chiefly to allow Mary Garden to son music publishing interests passed Peasley. Sylvia Webster; Beer. Har
graUfv her ambition and to show the into the hands of the Theodore old Marston; Whiskey. Roger Vo=e.
exactly what you are—
estimable Mme. Claussens as Pru Presser Company, who will operate Champagne. Winfield Benner; Wine,
a normal, interesting,
dence. heated, weary in motion, in from 166 Terrace street. Boston, Clayton McMahon: Alcohol Bottle,
likeable human Being.
articulate in speech, through over- where all communications relating to Philip Hutchins; Milk Fairies. Laura
indulgence in wine. Miss Garden is the musical publishing business Sylvester, Viola Weymouth. Barbara
Then your photographs
Murray, Mary Egan, Csrmelita
far from understanding and appre should be sent.
will be delightful.
Rich, Susan Hutchinson, Bernice
• * * •
ciating the character of Dumas'
Havener, Priscilla Staples and Eli
heroine. She has created a heroine
Gertrude Ehrhart, soprano, who
of her own fancy, not attractive, not charmed her hearers at an Eastern nor Nye; Sugar. Marian Church. Fat,
sympathetic, not true to the Ftench Maine Festival concert in Bangor Charlotte Staples; Protein, Willinm1
Champney’s Studio
type of thc 'grande amoureuse.' She last May, is to sing in Jordan Hall, House, Water, June Burns; Vitamin
borrows gestures for this heroine Boston Saturday afternoon Feb. 28. Twins, Edith House and Angelina
Foot of Limerock Street
from other characters in which she She will give songs of Mozart. Scar D'Agostino, Mineral Matter, Blanche
formerly shone—all artificial.
latti. Paradies, Tgchaikowsky, Strauss, Thistle.
ROCKLAND. ME.
• * * ♦
It
is
recalled
that
when
this
opera
Schubert,
Schumann. Brahms, Hue,
17-18
The
children
presented the little
was produced in Chicago, its premier Poulenc. Moret, Massenet, and oth
play with keen understanding and
In recent zero weather tests this new
Believe it or not. Motorists . . .
probably, it was received with deri ers.
brought out the fine moral of the
• « « «
-Mfm.pb orsion. The audience fairly sat up and
Hi-test
TYDOL outsprinted 12 other
“
split-second
”
starting
is
here!
PnO^'GRAPHF ws* Ass'n of Amf.ric
At the meeting of th» Kotzschmar story in a vivid manner.
hooted.
brands of gasoline. Starting zeroGrade
V.
Mrs.
Nellie
Hall,
teacher.
♦ ♦ • •
A new World’s Champion quick
Club in Portland last Tuesday John
cold motors in 3 4/10 seconds!
One critic in summing up the two E. Fay. the pianist who was heard The pupils of this grade presented
starting gasoline. That kicks over
two
numbers
—
“
Narcissus"
and
weeks’ performances states that "the with much interest at a Rockland
the coldest motor in 3 4/10 seconds.
Best news of all . . . you get this
chief weaknesses of this company as concert last summer, was the essay “Newsboy Song." The girls, daintily
revealed in the past two weeks are a ist, as well as contributing several gowned in pale pink, orchid and
premium product at no premium in
And that means 3 4/10 seconds on
green,
performed
the
number
“
Nar

lack of great singers, even of fine piano selections to the program,
price, no bonus to pay.
ZERO days.
•
«
«
*
•
cissus.
”
Dressed
as
Grecian
maid

voices, for leading roles: an orches
For your Motor’s Sake use
We Want Your
Four of the songs John McCor ens, with gold leaves for head
tra too small and too poorly balanced
It’s a new and mightily improved
dresses,
sandals,
etc.,
they
bounced
It's
ready
today.
At
TYDOL
pumps
WINTER VEEDOL
for Wagner, and most important of mack gave in his Boston recital last
LIVE POULTRY
Hi-test TYDOL.
Sunday afternoon were sung by him balls covered to match their gowns
everywhere. Go get this Great
And Will Pay Highest Market
Thc low-pour point of VEEDOL Winter
to
the
rhythm
of
Nevin's
“
Narcis

in his radio appearance last week—
Medium assures easy starting in the cold
Price
The famous super-power, low knock
GREEN Gas . . . step on the starter
est weather. It flows freely at zero. Save#
“The Garden Where the Praties sus." It was a very lovely and color
Call or write and trucks will call
Why
terturM from Rhourating,
Hi-test
TYDOL.
PLUS
quick
.
.
.
and
listen
to
your
motor
talk
your
motor bearings in the wintriest cold,
"Kathleen
Mavoumeen ful picture: Those taking part were:
COIIEN BROS.
matism, Sciatica, Nauritia, Muaeu- Grow."
the TYDOL story. Fill up today.
starting that breaks every record.
but retains its body at ail motor heats.
Victoria Lombardo, Madeline Phil“
What
an
Irishman
Means
by
MaCare CHARLES McKELI.AR
lar Lamenesa, Spraina and Bruiaaa
chree," and "The Prayer Perfect” by brick, Beatrice Pinkham. Rosa Rob
WARREN, ME.
when
Oley Speaks.
Mr. McCormack's erts. Pearl Hawsworth. Feme Britto,
Telephone Warren 2-3
broadcast was most satisfactory— Gladys Gray, lillias Young, Marion
METHYL BALM
Reference: Any poultry raiser
could any ballad be given more de Ludwick, Eleanor Barnard. Priscilla
109-tf
will bring almost instant raliaf? lightfully than "The Garden Where Lovejoy. Kathleen Chase. Mary
Simpson, Mary Dodge, Margaret
A scientifically compounded ex
the Praties Grow?”
Graves. Phyllis Delano. Virginia
application that should ba
CHICHESTER S PILLS ternal
Mrs. Naybor: "I don't see why you Wood, Virginia Richards, Shirley
in every home. Sold only at
V y—THE DIAMOND URAND. A
' allow your husband to keep the news Torrey, Evelyn Bragg. Grace Perry.
Johnston's Drug Store
paper propped up in front of him on Little Barbara Derry who was to |
73 PARK ST.
ROCKLAND
the table every morning during have been accompanist was taken ill.
on Sunday, and Mrs. Marguerite I
Sant Post Paid on receipt of pries breakfast."
Dm«t**- Askfori'llI-_____
i/es’-tf.b A
DIAMOND BRAND FILL*
______
ILL*, for 85
76 cants
Mrs Dryden: “Well, you see, it pro Johnson, music supervisor, kindly I
years known as Best, Safest, Always Reliable
•Itt
substituted. The boys' part was a
tects me from his grapefruit."
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